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Abstract
We construct gauge theory of interacting symmetric traceless tensors of all ranks
s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... which generalizes Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity to the higher spin
case, in any dimension d > 2. The action is given by the trace of the projector to
the subspace with positive eigenvalues of an arbitrary hermitian differential oper-
ator Hˆ, and the symmetric tensors emerge after expansion of the latter in power
series in derivatives. After decomposition in perturbative series around conformally
flat point Hˆ = 2 with Euclidean metric, the action functional describes confor-
mal higher spin theory. Namely, the linear in fluctuation term cancels, while the
one quadratic in fluctuation breaks up as a sum of conformal higher spin theories,
the latter being free gauge theories of symmetric traceless tensors of rank s with
actions of d − 4 + 2s order in derivatives (in odd dimensions they are boundary
terms), for all integer s, introduced in 4d case by Fradkin and Tseytlin and studied
at the cubic order level by Fradkin and Linetsky. Higher orders in interaction are
well-defined. The action appears to be the unique functional invariant w.r.t. gen-
eral similarity transformations Hˆ ′ = eωˆ
†
Hˆeωˆ, the latter invariance plays the role
of gauge symmetry group of the model. In the framework of the perturbative de-
composition, the hermitian part of ω gauges away the trace parts of the symmetric
tensors parameterizing the fluctuation, while the anti-hermitian one provides stan-
dard linearized gauge transformations of conformal higher spin fields. The action
can be calculated as a semiclassical series in h¯ which counts the number of space-
time derivatives and thereby exhibits itself as a parameter of low-energy expansion,
1
like
√
α′ in string theory, in so doing the classical term is given by the volume of the
domain H(x, p) > 0 (where H(x, p) is the Weyl symbol of Hˆ), it does not contain
derivatives and is interpreted as a cosmological term. At the same time, further
terms of the h¯-expansion are given by integrals of distributions localized on the
constraint surface H(x, p) = 0, and the conformal higher spin-s action arises from
the h¯d−4+2s-correction. Next, full gauge invariance of the model is interpreted as
covariance algebra of generalized Klein-Gordon equation Hˆ|ψ >= 0 for complex
scalar field ψ, and gives rise to the infinite-dimensional global symmetry identified
with the algebra of observables of the quantized point particle. Each global symme-
try produces a Noether current constructed out of ψ according to general formula
we present in the paper. In the case Hˆ = 2 the algebra of observables is an exten-
sion of the conformal algebra decomposed w.r.t. its adjoint action as a direct sum
of finite-dimensional representations characterized by traceless rectangular two-row
Young tableaux. This infinite-dimensional algebra coincides, in d = 3, 4, 6 with
conformal higher spin algebras constructed before in terms of even spinor oscilla-
tors, which origin is due to twistor reformulation of the dynamics of the massless
particle. The construction of the paper may be a starting point for diverse conjec-
tures. First, we discuss the extension of the geometry ”quantized point particle +
conformal higher spin fields in d dimensions” to the one ”tensionless d − 1 brane
+ higher spin massless fields in d + 1 dimensions”, where the phase of ψ appear
to describe transverse motion of the brane inside d+ 1-bulk. This picture arises in
the semiclassical approximation to the quantized particle dynamics, the latter ap-
proximation provides d-dimensional generalization of W -geometry elaborated on by
Hull in d = 1, 2 case. Next, we propose a candidate on the role of Higgs-like higher
spin compensator able to spontaneously break higher spin symmetries. At last, we
make the conjecture that, in even dimensions d, the action of conformal higher spin
theory equals the logarithmically divergent term of the action of massless higher
spin fields on AdSd+1 evaluated on the solutions of Dirichlet-like problem, where
conformal higher spin fields are boundary values of massless higher spin fields on
AdSd+1, the latter conjecture conforms with recent proposal (for d = 4) by Tseytlin
and provides information on the full higher spin action in AdSd+1.
A part of the results of this paper was delivered by the author
at the Third International Sakharov Conference, June 22-29, 2002, Moscow
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1 Introduction and Statement of the results
In this paper, we report on the construction of the boson conformal higher spin theory,
the gauge theory of infinite number of symmetric traceless tensor fields of all ranks from 0
to∞, in any dimension d > 2. Each rank-s tensor field enters the spectrum of the theory
one time.
The theory described in the paper appears to be the first example, besides the string
field theory, of a consistent lagrangian model which includes an infinite number of sym-
metric tensor fields with arbitrary high rank. In our case, however, one has the theory
of symmetric fields only. We construct, proceeding with quite clear principles, the action
of the model and show that, after expansion into perturbative series near certain vacuum
representing conformally flat space, the quadratic part of the action breaks up as a sum of
conformal higher spin theories introduced in 4d case by Fradkin and Tseytlin [1]. These
models appear to be important for diverse reasons.
For the first, conformal higher spin theories in d dimensions appear to present a kind
of truncation (which may arise in a high energy limit) of higher spin fields theories [2] in d
dimensions, the latter describe (at the quadratic level) massless particles of arbitrary spin
and could present a new kind of consistent extension of supergravities with infinite number
of gauge symmetries [3],[4]. Therefore, the construction of the consistent lagrangian theory
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of conformal higher spin fields (achieved in this paper) is an important step towards
solution of the higher spin interaction problem [5] (see Sec.(2.2) below for a little bit more
detailed reference to the higher spin problem).
For the second, in view of the AdS/CFT correspondence [6],[7],[8],[9] because confor-
mal higher spin fields in d-dimensions arise as boundary values of higher spin fields on
AdSd+1 [10], [11], the latter statement generalizes standard AdS/CFT consideration of
e.g. AdSd+1 graviton with boundary values described by d-dimensional conformal gravi-
ton [6],[7]. Therefore, studying conformal higher spin fields in d dimensions may provide
information on AdSd+1 higher spin massless fields.
For the third, conformal higher spin fields appear to be inherently related to the point
particles. Namely, it will be shown that general coupling of point particle to background
fields is parameterized exactly by conformal higher spin fields and, as a byproduct, point
particles play a role of a source for conformal higher spin fields. Being combined with the
just mentioned AdS/CFT interpretation of conformal higher spin fields this fact explains
the matching ”massless higher spin fields in AdSd+1 ↔ all bilinear conserved currents of
a free massless complex scalar field on the boundary of AdSd+1” [12] which is in core of
recent conjectures on duality of a large-N limit d = 4,N = 4 SYM theory and tensionless
IIB superstring on AdS5 × S5 with RR flux [8], [9]. As a byproduct, conformal higher
spin fields are able to mediate interactions of point-like sources, as we show in this paper.
In the rest of this section we briefly describe our approach, spell main results and
describe the structure of the main text, which appears to be rather extensive. The main
reason we do not split the paper into smaller ones is that all considered topics are closely
connected to each other and follow almost immediately one from another. Here is the
very sketchy list of the topics covered: classical and quantum point particle in general
background fields (the latter appear to be symmetric traceless tensors of all ranks), gauge-
invariant action for background fields and its low-energy expansion, perturbative decom-
position of the action around a conformally flat vacuum and finding that the quadratic
action is a sum of conformal higher spin theories with all integer spins, calculation of the
cubic action, global symmetries and infinite-dimensional ”conformal higher spin algebras”
in any dimension, all conserved currents of free complex scalar field for an arbitrary wave
operator and Noether interaction, higher spin compensator that can spontaneously break
higher spin gauge symmetries, AdS/CFT correspondence and an extension of geometry
”point particle + conformal higher spin fields” in d dimensions to ”tensionless d−1-brane
+ massless higher spin fields” in d+ 1 dimensions, interpretation of the conformal higher
spin theory action in d (even) dimensions as of logarithmically divergent term of the action
of higher spin massless fields in AdSd+1 evaluated on solutions of Dirichlet like problem.
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The geometrical setup of the theory springs from the interpretation of the infinite
number of symmetric tensors 1
H˜m1...ms(xk) s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., k = 0, 1..., d− 1 (1)
as coefficients of the Hermitian differential operator2
Hˆ =
∞∑
s=0
(−ih¯)sH˜m1...ms(xk) ∂m1 ...∂ms , Hˆ† = Hˆ, (2)
which acts in the linear space of complex wave functions ψ(x) and governs the generalized
Klein-Gordon equation
Hˆψ(x) = 0 (3)
Actually, the action of the model is defined as the trace of the projector to the subspace
with positive eigenvalues of Hˆ,
A[Hˆ] = Trπ+[Hˆ ] (4)
or, what is the same in some cases (e.g. for even d and Hˆ with positive dilaton), as
a time-independent term that appears in the Schwinger-DeWitt-Seeley like asymptotic
decomposition of the trace of the evolution operator
A[Hˆ ] = α0
Tr exp(−τHˆ) = ∑
n
τnαn, τ → 0+.
(5)
The action (4) will be shown to be gauge-invariant w.r.t. transformations of the form
Hˆ ′ = eωˆ
†
Hˆeωˆ, (6)
where ωˆ is a general operator of the same form (2) as Hˆ,
ωˆ =
∞∑
s=0
(−ih¯)sωm1...ms(xk) ∂m1 ...∂ms (7)
but without hermiticity restrictions and with coefficients ωm1...ms(x) being smooth func-
tions with a compact support in x-space. The standard gauge symmetries are parameter-
ized by the low-rank ω’s. Namely, the real part of ω is identified with Weyl dilations, while
imaginary parts of ω, ωm parameterize U(1) transformations and x-diffeomorphisms.
When the higher rank fields H˜m1...ms, s > 2 are set zero, there arises a truncation of the
1Although we speak about ”tensors”, actual behavior of Hm1...ms(xk) w.r.t. x-diffeomorphisms
presents a deformation of standard tensor transformations, see Sec. (4.2).
2h¯ is a real constant which serves as an expansion parameter counting number of x-derivatives.
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model to a version of Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity, in particular, in even dimensions
the action is given by the well-known expression for the time-independent term of the
Schwinger-Dewitt expansion of the trace of the heat kernel [31].
When all higher rank tensors are switched on, the action (4) provides a gauge invariant
theory of symmetric tensors (1). The functional (4) is computed by using the well known
technique of symbols of operators [51]. Given operator Hˆ (2) one introduces its Weyl
symbol
H(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
Hm1...ms(xk) pm1 ...pms , (8)
where Hm1...ms(xk) are related to the components of the operator (2) as H˜m1...ms(xk) =
Hm1...ms(xk)+os(h¯∂H, h¯
2∂2H, ...), (see App.(H) for the exact formula). Then any expres-
sion built from Hˆ is rewritten in terms of its Weyl symbol H(x, p). Making use of the Weyl
symbol formalism the action functional (4) can be computed in a form of semiclassical
series like
Trπ+(Hˆ) = (2πh¯)
−d
∫
ddx
[ ∞∑
k=0
h¯2kL2k(H, ∂H, ∂
2H, ...∂2kH)
]
(9)
where L2k(H, ∂H, ∂
2H, ...∂2kH) are expressions built from the components of the tensor
fields Hm1...ms and their x-derivatives up to order 2k, with total degree in x-derivatives
2k. Therefore, semiclassical expansion exhibits itself as a low-energy one, with h¯2 playing
the role similar to that α′ plays in string theory. The zeroth, ”classical”, term of the
h¯-expansion does not contain x-derivatives and exhibits itself as a cosmological term. It
appears the same term has an interpretation of the volume of the domain
H(x, p) ≥ 0 (10)
in the phase space of the classical particle in d-dimensions, while h¯2k-terms with k > 0,
have a form of phase space integrals of densities localized on the ”constraint surface”
H(x, p) = 0 (11)
On the other hand, perturbative expansion of the functional (4) around a particular
configuration representing the flat space,
Hˆ = h¯22 ⇔ H = −p2, (12)
where 2 and p2 are constructed with flat Euclidean metric, appears to possess the following
properties:
1) term linear in fluctuation cancels for d > 2, therefore in d > 2 (12) is a solution of
the classical equations of motion of the action (4);
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2) term quadratic in fluctuation breaks up as a sum of conformal higher spin theories
with conformal spin s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., which were introduced, in d = 4 case, by Fradkin
and Tseytlin [1] and studied by Fradkin and Linetsky [14]; with the actions of the form
As[ϕs] =
∫
ddx ϕa(s) 2
d
2
−2 Pa(s)b(s)(∂)ϕ
b(s), (13)
where ϕa(s) are symmetric traceless tensors made of the fluctuations of Hˆ around the
vacuum (12), while Pa(s)b(s)(∂) is a Poincare´-invariant differential operator of order 2s in
derivatives, satisfying set of identities
Pa(s)b(s) = Pb(s)a(s) , P
c
ca(s−2)b(s) = 0 , Pa(s−1)cb(s) ∂
c = 0. (14)
3) all higher orders in the fluctuation are well-defined and can be calculated explicitly.
Therefore we interpret the functional (4) as the action of conformal higher spin theory.
General structure of the vertices is
A ∼
∫
ddx
∞∑
l=0
el(h¯∂)
d−2l+
l∑
i=0
si
ϕs1...ϕsl, (15)
where partial derivatives act in a diverse way on the rank-s1...sl components of the fluc-
tuation. The summation runs only over that subset of indices for which the degree of h¯∂
is non-negative.
Besides,
4) For any signature of the metric ηmn = diag(d− q, q), which enters (12), the theory
possesses an infinite-dimensional global symmetry. Namely, the algebra of observables
of the quantized particle being defined as a factor algebra of the subalgebra of gauge
symmetries that preserves the vacuum (12),
ωˆ†Hˆ + Hˆω = 0 (16)
by the ideal of trivial symmetries of the form
ωˆtriv = iµˆHˆ, µˆ = µˆ
†, (17)
is, in the case (12), an infinite-dimensional conformal higher spin algebra chs(d − q, q),
which includes the conformal algebra so(d−q+1, q+1) as a finite-dimensional subalgebra.
For d = 3, 4, 6 and Minkowski signature, chs(d−1, 1) appear to coincide with boson higher
spin algebras introduced before [14],[21], [32] in terms of even spinor oscillators, the latter
appear to arise in our construction via twistor reformulation of the massless particle
dynamics in terms of Dirac spinor of the conformal algebra so(d, 2).
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The global symmetry chs(d− q, q) acts on fluctuations of Hˆ linearly, hence each order
of the perturbative expansion of the action of the theory is invariant w.r.t. infinite-
dimensional global symmetry chs(d− q, q).
To each element of the algebra of observables a Noether current is assigned. We find
the expression for all Noether currents of the complex scalar field ψ(x) for an arbitrary
background wave operator Hˆ provided its algebra of observables is known. The expression
reads
Jmω = −12
∞∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
s−k∑
l=1
{
(−ih¯)s(−)l−1
2k
CksC
l
s−k∂m1 ...∂ml−1
[
ψ∗Hm(k)m(s−k),m(k) (x)(ωˆψ),m(s−k−l)
]}
+ c.c.,
(18)
where Cks are binomial coefficients and H
m(s)(x) are coefficients of the decomposition of
the Weyl symbol of the operator Hˆ in power series in momenta. In the case (12) our
set of Noether currents coincides, up to a choice of a basis, with the one obtained by the
authors of [12] by direct calculation.
The exposure of the main results of the paper has appeared possible due to the ex-
tensive use of the notion of a geometry with a source and of its covariance algebra. Let
O be a localized object in d-dimensions, whose dynamics is parameterized by a set of
variables o, and let SH [o] be an action that governs the dynamics of o, while H in the
subscript stands for the set of all possible functionals of o that determine general form
of the action. By definition, the algebra G of covariance transformations consists of all
infinitesimal transformations g that act simultaneously on o and on the set of H in such
a way that the action is invariant modulo terms which do not affect classical equations of
motion,
SH+δgH [o+ δgo] = SH [o] + {...}, (19)
where {...} stands for terms which do not affect classical equations of motion. Equiva-
lently, the variation of the action due to change of the functionals H [o] is compensated by
transferring to the new variables o′(o). We say the last formula determines the geometry
with the source (or “test object”) O, geometric structure (or “background field”) H [o],
coupling SH [o], and the covariance algebra G.
Given a geometry with a source, one interprets covariance transformations for H as
gauge transformations and looks for a gauge-invariant functional of H
A[H + δgH ] = A[H ] + {...}, (20)
where {...} stands for terms which do not affect classical equations of motion. Let us call
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any solution of the last equation as invariant induced action 3.
In the case of conformal higher spin theory, O will be the quantized point particle,
H = Hˆ be an operator (2) governing evolution of the wave function of the particle by
means of the wave equation (3). The coupling is provided by the quadratic action
SH [ψ] =
∫
ddx ψ∗(x)Hˆψ(x), (21)
while the covariance algebra consist of all transformations of the form
δHˆ = ωˆ†Hˆ + Hˆωˆ, (22)
which act on the wave function by the rule
δψ(x) = −ωˆψ(x) (23)
The main result of this paper, the invariant induced action A[H ] has a form (4), and
admits the formal path-integral representation
A[H ] = Trθ(H∗) =
∫
DxDpDλ
λ
δ(λ˙) exp{ i
h¯
SH [x, p, λ]}, (24)
where SH [x, p, λ] is Hamiltonian action of the classical particle,
SH [x, p, λ] =
∫
dτ (pmx˙
m − λH(x, p)) , (25)
where (xm(τ), pm(τ), λ(τ)) is the set of particle’s phase-space variables which include the
Lagrange multiplier λ to the first-class constraint H(x, p) being a Weyl symbol of the
operator Hˆ. The integration contour for λ is not that providing the one-loop effective
action −1
2
TrLnHˆ , λ ∈ [µ,∞) but another one,
λ(τ) = τ − iε; τ ∈ R, ε→ 0+. (26)
Thus the conformal higher spin fields exhibit themselves as background fields of the
point particle. The united action ”invariant induced action+coupling”,
A[Hˆ, ψ] = Tr π+[Hˆ] + e
∫
ddx ψ∗(x)Hˆψ(x), (27)
where e is a coupling constant describes a joint dynamics of conformal higher spin fields
and quantized point particles. By construction A[Hˆ, ψ] is gauge-invariant w.r.t. covari-
ance transformations (22). A vacuum is provided by the configuration
Hˆ = h¯22, ψ(x) = 0, (28)
3The relation of invariant induced action to the ordinary induced action which looks like − 1
2
TrLnHˆ
will become clear from the below treatment.
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which is preserved by the infinite-dimensional global symmetry chs(d, 0) (16, 17,12). Af-
ter analytic continuation to Minkowski space, fluctuations around this vacuum describe
interaction of sources built from complex massless field (quantized particle) by means of
exchange by conformal higher spin fields, interactions due to exchange by s = 1 quanta
in d = 4 are familiar Maxwell interactions of charged matter.
This d-dimensional system possesses classical conformal invariance and may getAdSd+1
dual interpretation. Without doubt, conformal higher spin fields are interpreted as bound-
ary values of massless higher spin fields in AdSd+1 (see Sec. (2.2.3)). On the other hand,
we show that in a particular low-energy limit the theory of the complex scalar field ψ(x)
exhibits itself as a theory of a tensionless d− 1-brane in AdSd+1, where the phase of the
wave function is a field that describes position of the d-dimensional world volume inside
a d+ 1-dimensional bulk. Thus, we conjecture there exists an extension of the geometry
”conformal higher spin fields+point particle in d dimensions” to the geometry ”massless
higher spin fields + tensionless d− 1-brane in d+ 1 dimensions”.
We also show how one could spontaneously break higher spin gauge symmetries of
conformal higher spin models by finding a natural candidate on the role of compensator
of gauge transformations (22).
Let us describe the structure of the paper along with providing more comments.
Lengthy sections 2 and 3 are preliminary ones.
In Sec. 2, we recall the ”initial data” the full model is able to reproduce, namely,
the Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity and linearized conformal higher spin theories. Also
we describe free Fronsdal theories of higher spin massless fields and show how conformal
higher spin theories may arise either as a high-energy truncation of Fronsdal models or
as holographic images of the latter via AdS/CFT .
In Sec. 3, we provide another preliminary data which we call ”deformed conformal
higher spin theories”, the latter being free Poincare´-invariant models constructed out of
infinite set of symmetric tensors, they appear to be related to free conformal higher spin
theories by a field redefinition. In our treatment, the latter models will always arise as
deformed conformal higher spin theories.
In Sec. 4, we specify geometry that will govern our consideration in the paper and
describe in detail the geometry of classical point particle in general background fields, its
quantum deformation and semiclassical picture of the quantum geometry, with the cou-
pling provided by a ”Hamilton-Jacobi” sigma-model which appear to be a d-dimensional
generalization of W -geometry sigma-model introduced by Hull [13]. In the end of the
section, we prove an important theorem that states that once one has constructed an
invariant induced action with the vacuum of the form (12) the quadratic expansion of the
12
invariant induced action around this vacuum should be a direct sum of conformal higher
spin theories with a special value of the deformation parameter.
In Sec. 5, we find a functional of background fields which is invariant w.r.t. covariance
transformations, i.e. an invariant induced action. We show it can be expanded in a
semiclassical (”low-energy”) series (9) and ground its interpretation of the ”quantized
volume” of a domain in the phase space being bounded by the constraint surface.
In Sec. 6, we show that in the case higher rank fields (with rank s > 2) are zero,
the ”quantized volume” action reproduces the Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity. We also
compare our calculations with the ones that follow from Schwinger-Dewitt method of
evaluating traces of integral kernels of evolution operators, find the precise agreement,
and formulate the conjecture that, in even dimensions, our action is nothing but the
time-independent term that appear in the asymptotic decomposition of the trace of the
heat kernel of evolution operator exp(iτHˆ). This conjecture is in accord with recent
reasoning by Tseytlin [11] which is d = 4, quadratic in fluctuation of Hˆ version of our
one.
In Sec. 7, we show the configuration (12) is a vacuum solution of the equations of
motions for the ”quantized volume” action. Therefore, by the theorem of Sec. (4), the
quadratic term of the expansion of the action around this vacuum should be a sum of
conformal higher spin theories.
In Sec. 8, we show by direct calculation that the quadratic term of the perturbative
expansion of the ”quantized volume” action around the vacuum (12) is nothing but the
sum of conformal higher spin theories with conformal spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... arising in the
form of ”deformed conformal higher spin models” with a special deformation parameter.
The result of this calculation is the main technical result of the paper. Furthermore, we
calculate the cubic term of the perturbative expansion of the invariant induced action.
In Sec. 9, we point out once again the conformity of point particles and conformal
higher spin fields, and outline the procedure of finding conformal higher spin interactions
of point particles.
In Sec. 10, we study algebra of global symmetries of the model. We prove an im-
portant lemma that the representation of the conformal algebra on higher spin fields is
diagonalized w.r.t. conformal spin and therefore each ”conformal higher spin-s” model is
conformally invariant indeed. Then we identify algebra of global symmetries of the model
with the algebra of observables of a quantized particle. With each global symmetry a
Noether current is associated, being a bilinear in the particle’s wave function. We find
general expression for all Noether currents of a complex scalar field for any wave operator
Hˆ . In the case Hˆ = −h¯22 the algebra of observables chs(d − q, q) contains conformal
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algebra so(d − q + 1, q + 1) while the full algebra of observables is decomposed w.r.t.
conformal algebra as a sum of finite-dimensional representations described by traceless
two-row rectangular Young tables, which is exactly the structure anticipated from the
comparison with description of free massless fields on d + 1-dimensional anti-de Sitter
space. We conclude we have constructed boson conformal higher spin algebras in an ar-
bitrary dimension d, or, what is the same, the higher spin algebras in dimension d + 1
(previously, they were known for Minkowski signature and dimensions (if d > 2) d = 3, 4, 6
only). We also exhibit the classical limit of the algebra of observables and of the Noether
currents.
In Sec. 11, we show that Noether interaction ”Noether current-gauge field” of the
complex scalar field to one-forms which take values in the algebra of its global symme-
tries, is a superfluous formulation of the interaction ”
∫
ddxψ∗hˆψ,” where hˆ is a general
fluctuation of the wave operator, expressed via set of one-forms by certain projection,
which in fact expresses conformal higher spin fields via one-forms of ”gauge description”
of conformal higher spin fields introduced by Fradkin and Linetsky in the Vasiliev’s-like
approach [14].
In Sec. 12, we show that the previously known conformal higher spin algebras in
d = 3, 4, 6 (=higher spin algebras in d + 1 = 4, 5, 7) constructed in terms of power series
of even spinor oscillators, do coincide with chs(d − 1, 1), while the origin of even spinor
oscillators is precisely due to the twistor reformulation (available in d = 3, 4, 6, q = 1) of
the d-dimensional massless particle dynamics in terms of Dirac spinor of the conformal
algebra so(d, 2).
In Sec. 13, we speculate on two diverse subjects, each being related to an extension
of the conformal higher spin theory.
In subsec. 13.1, we propose a candidate on the role of higher spin compensator which
is a Higgs-like object able to spontaneously break higher spin gauge invariance down to
low spin algebra consisting of x-diffeomorphisms only, thus we present a first step to the
program of breaking higher spin symmetries discussed in [9] .
In subsect. 13.2, we show that the semiclassical approximation to the action of the
complex scalar field, having a form of ”Hamilton-Jacobi” sigma model of Sec. 4, is in-
terpreted as the action of tensionless d − 1-brane in d + 1 dimensions, with the phase
of the complex scalar field playing the role of the transverse position of the d − 1-brane
world volume inside a d+1-bulk. Then we speculate on the existence of d+1-dimensional
extension of the picture ”conformal higher spin fields+quantized point particle in d di-
mensions” to a system ”massless higher spin fields + tensionless d − 1-brane in d + 1
dimensions.
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In Conclusion, we discuss some open problems and perspectives.
In Appendix A we collect general facts on perturbative expansion in gauge theories.
In App. B, the equations of motions are analyzed in the formal operator approach. App.
C contains machinery for handling with infinite collections of symmetric tensors and
extracting their traceless parts. App. D provides generating functions for the integrals
either over a ball or over d − 1-spheres in d-dimensions. App. E contains necessary
formulae on Bessel’s functions. App. F deals with fields redefinitions that allow to pass
from coefficients of the Weyl symbol of the low-spin wave operator to familiar tensor fields
of Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity. App. G contains ”two-time” description of massless
scalar in d dimensions in terms of a field on the light-cone in d + 2 dimensions, and
calculation of the special operator identity valid for generators of conformal group in this
representation. App. H provides the expression for the differential operator with a given
Weyl symbol being a power series in momenta. App. I contains Weyl spinor formalism
in six dimensions.
On our notation: whenever the indices denoted by the same letter appear their full
symmetrization is implied (the full symmetrization is a projector), the symbols like m(s)
stand for m1...ms. We also use sometimes the notation AB or (AB) for the contraction
AkBk of vector A
k and covector Bk.
Let us make a remark on bibliography. The literature on higher spin problem is very
extensive, therefore we did not try to present an exhaustive citation of any kind, but
rather have drawn most immediate links. The author apologizes for incomplete or missed
citations, and would appreciate criticism on this point.
2 Low spin data. Linearized data
The theory we construct in the paper possesses “initial data” of two kinds.
One set of initial data is provided by the low-spin truncation, when one sets zero
all higher rank tensors (with rank s > 2). In this case the theory reduces to the Weyl-
invariant dilaton-Maxwell gravity with cosmological term given by the dilaton’s potential.
Another set of initial data is provided by free theories of “conformal higher spin fields”
on Minkowski space (or its conformal completion), they are gauge theories of symmetric
traceless tensors, where for each given rank s = 1, 2, 3... the theory possesses gauge invari-
ance w.r.t. transformations with a parameter being a symmetric traceless tensor of rank
s−1. In d = 4, these free models were described by Fradkin and Tseytlin [1] (”pure spin”
models) in the Lorentzian signature case, and were conjectured to be invariant w.r.t. full
conformal algebra so(4, 2). They possess supersymmetric extensions, studied by Fradkin
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and Linetsky [14]. The “pure spin”-s theory is described by an action with 2s derivatives,
up to arbitrariness in multiplying the wave operator by an arbitrary function of 2, f(2).
It appears 4d models may be easily generalized to arbitrary dimension and, as we show
in the paper, for any d there exists the choice of f(2) when the “conformal higher spin
theories” are conformally invariant indeed.
One of the main messages of the paper is that these two types of data are nothing
but different limits of one theory. After constructing the full theory in Sec. (5) we will
recover both sets of data by direct calculations. Below we describe them in more detail.
2.1 Low spin data. Weyl invariant dilaton gravity
The theory we are going to construct in the paper may be viewed as a higher spin ex-
tension of the Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity, the latter is formulated in terms of low
spin symmetric tensors D(x), Am(x), gmn(x). The action is required to be invariant w.r.t.
gauge transformations
δεD = −ξm∂mϕ + 2αD
δεAm = −ξk∂kAm −Ak∂mξk + ∂mε,
δεg
mn = −ξk∂kgmn + gmk∂kξn + gnk∂kξm + 2αgmn
(29)
where ξm, α, ε parameterize diffeomorphisms, Weyl dilations and U(1) “gradient” trans-
formations, respectively. The inverse metric gmn and the dilaton D are subject to Weyl
dilations with Weyl weights equal to 2, while Am is Weyl-invariant.
Below we analyze general action invariant w.r.t. these gauge transformations, as in
linearized approximation around a flat background as at the full nonlinear level, to exhibit
structures that will arise from the action of the conformal higher spin theory.
Let us describe general structure of invariant action. It has a form like 4
A[D,A, g] = wd ∫ ddx√g {γ1,0 D d2+
+γ1,1
(
D
d
2
−3gmnDmDn + 4(d−1)(d−2)D
d
2
−1R
)
+
(30)
4We do not pursue complete classification of all possible invariant actions but rather draw general
picture of possible structures. This is sufficient for our purposes in the paper.
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+
∞∑
k=2
[γ1,k D
d
2
−1−k(2k + o1,k(R))]D+
+ gmkgnlFmn
∞∑
k=0
[γ2k D
d
2
−2−k(2k + o2,k(R))]Fkl+
+Cmnkl
∞∑
k=0
[γ3,k D
d
2
−2−k(2k + o3,k(R))]Cmnkl + ...
}
,
where wd, γ1,k, γ2,k, γ3,k, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... are constants, Fmn = ∂mAn−∂nAm is the Maxwell
field strength, R is scalar curvature, Cmnkl is the Weyl tensor, and ” + ...” stands for all
other Weyl-invariant scalars built fromD,Am, gmn, in particular, terms of higher degree in
curvatures Fmn, Cmnkl. 2 is the covariant d’Alambert operator which scales as δ2 = 2α2
w.r.t. Weyl dilations with constant α. Whenever they exist, (2k + o1,k;2,k;3,k(R)) denote
Weyl-covariant operators of Weyl weight 2k, where o(R)’s stand for appropriate curvature
corrections which scale by the same law as 2k w.r.t. Weyl dilations with a constant
parameter, like
ok ∼
k−1∑
l=0
(gmn)k+l(∇r)2k−2l(Refgh)l, (31)
where upper and lower indices are to be contracted in diverse way. Note that as the scalar
curvature R scales by the same law as 2 w.r.t. Weyl dilations with constant parameter,
δR = 2αr, α = const, ok(R) is allowed to contain degrees of R of only k-th order. This
remark plays an important role below.
The degrees of D and 2 in (30) are controlled by the requirement that Lagrangian
should have zero Weyl weight, therefore the total degree of D and 2 in square brackets
in the third row of (30) is equal to d
2
− 1 and in the fourth and fifth row is d
2
− 2.
Therefore, in even dimensions, the action (30) contains only integer powers of D, while
for odd dimensions the action (30) contains only half-integer powers of D. It should be
noted that the model that arises as a low spin truncation of the full theory of the paper
possesses, in even dimensions, only non-negative powers of D.
The first term γ1,0(...) plays the role of cosmological term. The term γ1,1(...) is the
standard Weyl-covariant coupling of dilaton to gravity. Indeed, this may be checked either
by direct calculation or by making change of variables
D = ϕ
4
d−2 , (32)
that leads to∫
ddx
√
g
{
γ1,0D
d
2 + γ1,1
(
D
d
2
−3gmnDmDn + 4(d−1)(d−2)D
d
2
−1R
)}
=
=
∫
ddx
√
g
{
γ1,0ϕ
2d
d−2 + γ1,1(
4
d−2)
2
(
gmnϕmϕn +
d−2
4(d−1)Rϕ
2
)} (33)
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which is the more conventional form of coupling of a conformal scalar to gravity [53].
Note also that the well-known conformally -invariant potential for the dilaton ϕ plays the
role of cosmological term.
Let us study expansion of the general action (30) around the following configuration
of dynamical variables:
D = D¯ = const, Am = 0, gmn = ηmn, (34)
where ηmn is the Minkowski metric and show that the case D¯ = 0 corresponds, in d > 2, to
a solution of equations of motion of general action (30). Introduce fluctuations h, hm, hmn
of D,Am, gmn around the background (34) and study the first, linear in fluctuation, term
in the expansion of the action (30). Let us restrict to the case when only non-negative
powers of 2 enter the action (that will always be the case in our treatment) . Then, as
the metric is flat, all background curvatures equal zero. As dilaton is constant, 2kD¯ = 0,
the same is true for all terms of the sort ∂m...∂mD¯. Thus, the second and the third rows
of (30) give zero contributions to the linear action. The only combinations surviving at
the linear level come from the first row of (30): from k = 0 term (the cosmological term)
wd
∫
ddx (
√
gD¯
d
2 ) = wd
∫
ddx
(
1
2
hmmD¯
d
2 +
d
2
D¯
d
2
−1h
)
+O(h, hm, hmn) (35)
and from k 6= 0 terms of the form
wd
∫
ddx D¯
d
2
−kβkr(hmn) +O(h, hm, hmn) (36)
where 1
2
hmm is the fluctuation of
√
g, βk is the multiple of R-linear term in o1k, and r(hmn)
is the fluctuation of the scalar curvature. Recalling the remark after the Eq. (31) one
proves that
βk = 0, k > 1. (37)
Therefore, the linear part of the action vanishes for d > 2 provided
D¯ = 0. (38)
This means that in d > 2, the background configuration
D = 0, Am = 0, gmn = ηmn, (39)
is a vacuum, i.e. a solution of the classical equations of motion of the action (30).
Useful information may be obtained by studying the linearized gauge transformations.
To this end one has to rewrite the gauge transformations (29) in terms of fluctuations
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and keep only terms of zero order in fluctuations. One gets
δhmn = −∂mξn − ∂nξm − 2αg¯mn
δhm = ∂mε
δh = 0
(40)
As it is recalled in App. (A), after expansion around the vacuum (39), the quadratic part
of the action is invariant w.r.t. linearized gauge transformations.
The scalar fluctuation h is Weyl-inert, and Weyl transformations reside in the rank-2
sector, where they can be used to set hmn traceless,
hmm = 0. (41)
The remaining gauge transformations are
δhmn = −Traceless part of(∂mξn + ∂nξm)
δhm = ∂mε
δh = 0.
(42)
This means the quadratic action should be a sum of linearized conformal gravity +
Maxwell theory+ scalar theory, where the action of conformal gravity is built from the
linearized Weyl tensor and its derivatives. Thus the general structure of the quadratic
action in this case should be
A2[h, hm, hmn] =
∫
ddx
{
hf1(2)h + Fmnf2(2)Fmn + cmnklf3(2)c
mnkl + ...
}
, (43)
where f1,2,3 are some functions of 2, Fmn = ∂mhn − ∂nhm, cmnkl is the linearized Weyl
tensor. This is confirmed by studying the quadratic terms in the perturbative expansion
of the action (30) around the vacuum (39). The only nonvanishing terms come from
k = d
2
− 2 in the first, second and the third rows of (30), Therefore, around the vacuum
(39), the quadratic part of the action (30) reads
A2[h, hm, hmn] =
∫
ddx
{
γ1, d
2
−2h2
d
2
−2h+ γ2, d
2
−2Fmn2
d
2
−2Fmn + γ3, d
2
−2cmnkl2
d
2
−2cmnkl
}
,
(44)
provided the dimension d is even, while in odd dimensions A2 is zero. Nevertheless, the
formula (44) may be considered as a definition which is valid in odd dimensions either, if
one defines the nonlocal operators 2
k
2 , k = 1, 3, 5, ... to be antisymmetric in the sense∫
ddx A2
k
2B = −
∫
ddx B2
k
2A+ boundary terms, (45)
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then the formula (44) provides a boundary term.
The h, hm, hmn-terms are what we call conformal spin-0, 1, 2 theories in d dimensions,
respectively. In d = 4, spin-1 and spin-2 theories are the linearized Maxwell and Weyl
gravity actions. Note also that, in d = 4, the scalar h is auxiliary. At the quadratic level
h = 0 on-shell, while at nonlinear level h is expressed via the higher rank fields and their
derivatives.
Let us make a remark. The general action (30) is constructed in such a way that
the Weyl weight of the monomials in curvatures Fmn, Cmnkl is compensated either by the
Weyl weight of the powers of the dilaton D or by the Weyl weight of the operators which
contain covariant derivatives, like 2k+ok(R). These are the latter ”derivative” terms that
survive in the limit D → 0 and which expansion gives rise to the quadratic conformal
theories (44). In particular, the s = 0 quadratic action comes not from the ”conventional
dilaton’s kinetic term” k = 1 in the first row of (30) but rather from k = d
2
− 2 one (the
only case when these terms coincide is d = 6). On the other hand, let us redefine the
dilaton as
D(x) = φl(x). (46)
This change of dynamical variables is degenerate at the vacuum point D = 0, therefore,
the quadratic theories of the fluctuations of D and φ are in general non-equivalent. The
mechanism that ensures the lack of equivalence at the quadratic level is that, for different
l, the quadratic actions for the fluctuations of φ originate from different terms in (30). In
fact, the terms which give the non-vanishing contribution to the quadratic action of the
fluctuation of φ are those with k = d
2
− 2
l
, then the quadratic action is proportional to∫
ddxφ2kφ. In particular, for the redefinition (46) with l = 4
d−2 one has k = 1 and the
”conventional” action of the massless scalar.
The last issue we would like to discuss in this section is the global invariance. Usually
the global symmetries arise as a subgroup of gauge transformations preserving the vacuum.
In the case of gauge transformations (29) and the vacuum (39), the global transformations
are conformal transformations, The third row is the definition of the conformal Killing
vector ξm, with general solution of the form
ξa(x) = ba + 2babxb + cx
a + x2ca − 2xaxbcb, α = −c+ 2caxa, (47)
where ba, bab = −bba, c, ca parameterize Poincare´ translations, Lorentz rotations, dilations
and special conformal transformations, which altogether generate the Lie algebra so(d−
q + 1, q + 1). These transformations do not change the vacuum (39) because dilation of
the flat metric due to diffeomorphisms is compensated by a Weyl dilation.
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2.2 Linearized data.
2.2.1 Free conformal higher spin theories
After the perturbative expansion over a conformally flat vacuum, the quadratic part of
the action of our model breaks down as theory of free scalar plus a sum of conformal
higher spin actions for conformal spin s = 1, 2, 3, ...
Let us describe these actions in more detail.
Given s = 1, 2, 3, ... consider symmetric traceless tensor field
ϕa(s)(x) , ϕa(s−2)bb = 0 (48)
on a d-dimensional flat space Rd−q,q, equipped with a flat metric ηab. Consider gauge
transformations
δϕa(s) = Traceless part of ∂aεa(s−1)(x), (49)
where εa(s−1)(x) is an arbitrary smooth traceless tensor field with a compact support, and
wonder if there exists a gauge-invariant and Poincare´-invariant quadratic action As[ϕs].
The answer is yes, and the action has the form
As[ϕs] =
∫
ddxϕa(s)Pa(s)b(s)(∂)ϕ
b(s), (50)
where Pa(s)b(s)(∂) is a Poincare´-invariant differential operator, satisfying set of identities
Pa(s)b(s) = Pb(s)a(s) , P
c
ca(s−2)b(s) = 0 , Pa(s−1)cb(s)∂
c = 0. (51)
The Poincare´-invariant solution to the equations (51) appears to have the form
Pa(s)b(s)(∂) = Pa(s)b(s)(∂)f(2) (52)
where operator Pa(s)b(s)(∂) is of 2s-order in x-derivatives and f is an arbitrary function of
2 = ∂a∂
a. The generating formula (83) for all s is exhibited in Sec.(3.1).
As far as one deals with boson actions the choice of the metric signature is inessential,
and the actions look identical for any signature, being hidden in the definition of the
metric.
Needless to say, the gauge invariance of the actions (50,51) holds in arbitrary di-
mension, as a consequence of identities (51). In this paper we demonstrate that, in
even dimensions d > 2, the actions (50,51,52) are invariant w.r.t. conformal algebra in
so(d− q + 1, q + 1), under the choice
f(2) = 2
d
2
−2 (53)
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Therefore, for any even d, it is reasonable to name the theories (50,51,52,53) spin-s con-
formal higher spin theories. If the factor f(2) is arbitrary we refer corresponding model
as traceless higher spin theory. Note that in d = 4 the conformal spin-0 field is an auxil-
iary field, the fact that will play an important role below. For odd d, it is worth defining
operators 2
d
2 to be antisymmetric in the sense of Eq. (45) then the quadratic action (50)
is a boundary term.
In d = 4, these models were introduced by Fradkin and Tseytlin [1]. Their super-
symmetric extensions and cubic order interactions were studied by Fradkin and Linetsky
[14].
2.2.2 Free higher spin theories and the higher spin problem
The conformal higher spin theories may be considered as a truncation of higher spin
theories. The latter are formulated, at the linearized level, in terms of two symmetric
traceless tensor fields ϕa(s)(x), χa(s−2) subject to the following gauge transformations
δϕa(s) = Traceless part of ∂aεa(s−1)(x) (54)
δχa(s−2) =
s− 1
2s− 4 + d ∂b ε
ba(s−2)(x), (55)
where the gauge parameter εa(s−1)(x) is an arbitrary traceless tensor field, just like in
the conformal higher spin theory case. The Poincare´-invariant and gauge-invariant action
As[ϕs, χs−2] is fixed unambiguously by the requirement of absence of higher (more than
2) derivatives in the Lagrangian.
As[ϕs, χs−2] = (−)s2
∫
ddx{∂nφm1...ms ∂nφm1...ms
−1
2
s(s− 1)∂nφkkm1...ms−2 ∂nφkk
m1...ms−2
+s(s− 1)∂nφkkm1...ms−2 ∂lφnlm1...ms−2 − s ∂nφnm1...ms−1 ∂kφkm1...ms−1
−1
4
s(s− 1)(s− 2)∂nφkknm1...ms−3 ∂rφll
rm1...ms−3},
(56)
where double-traceless field φm(s) is
φm(s) = ϕm(s) + ηm(2)χm(s−2) (57)
These models were introduced by Fronsdal in 4d [2], on the other hand, the form of the
actions appears to be independent of the dimension [15]. They admit generalization to
d-dimensional anti de Sitter space [16], [17], [18], [19], [57]. We will refer these models as
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Fronsdal theories of spin s. For Minkowski signature, for any s Fronsdal theories describe
on-shell the unitary irreducible representation of the Poincare´ (anti- de Sitter) group and
therefore some free particle, and for s = 0, 1, 2, they are just free scalar, photon and
graviton, respectively. A natural question arises is there a consistent nonlinear theory,
describing interaction of higher spin particles s ≥ 2 to low spin particles (s ≤ 2: scalars,
photons, gravitons) and among themselves. This task is highly nontrivial, as almost any
naive attempt of introducing interaction in Fronsdal theories breaks down their extended
gauge invariance (54),(55) thus making the nonlinear models inconsistent. Despite the
progress in the last two decades [20]-[23], [24], [25] this problem has not got the convincing
solution.
We see that, at the linearized level, gauge parameters in the spin-s conformal higher
spin theories and spin-s Fronsdal theories are the same, moreover, the gauge transfor-
mations are the same for ϕs field. The difference is that Fronsdal models possess an
additional symmetric traceless tensor field χa(s−2) which we call compensator. In this
sense, the conformal higher spin theory arises as a limit of higher spin theory when the
compensator decouples.
More precisely, it is natural to anticipate existence of a united nonlinearized model
which, being expanded around certain vacuum, reproduces in quadratic approximation
the sum of actions like
A =
∞∑
s=0
(
l2As[ϕs, χs−2] + {...}+ ld−4+2sAs[ϕs]
)
(58)
where l is a parameter counting number of derivatives and {...} stands for another higher
derivative gauge-invariant terms depending on ϕs, χs−2, with number of derivatives being
less than d−4+2s. Provided s is fixed, in the limit l →∞ the l4−d+2s terms which depend
solely on ϕs dominate, and the theory describes conformal higher spin fields. What we
have constructed in this paper is the nonlinear generalization of the sum of these terms.
We suppose analogous decoupling phenomena arise at the nonlinear level. In this sense,
the construction of the full conformal higher spin theory, achieved in this paper, is a step
towards the solution of the higher spin problem.
Note that higher spin theory is believed not to admit flat vacua, and higher spin
interactions are being formulated in anti-de Sitter space [3]. As we will show in the paper
the conformal higher spin theory possesses conformally flat vacua with an arbitrary value
of the conformal factor of the metric. As anti-de Sitter space is conformally flat, our
results do not come to contradiction with existing results on higher spin interactions.
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2.2.3 On AdS/CFT ”higher spin massless fields in AdSd+1/conformal higher
spin fields in d-dimensional Minkowski space”
Conformal higher spin fields and Fronsdal fields have one more important interrelation.
Namely, conformal higher spin fields in d dimensions arise as boundary values of AdSd+1
Fronsdal fields. Let us comment on this point, following Refs [10], [11]. Let d be even.
Consider free massless spin-s theory in AdSd+1 and evaluate the action of this model in
terms of solutions of Dirichlet like problem in terms of the ”boundary values” of Φs. Ac-
cording to general AdS/CFT principles [6], one arrives at a quadratic nonlocal functional
of ”boundary values” ϕs(x) of Φs(x, z), which is a generating functional of the two-point
function of primary operators Os in a d-dimensional conformal field theory, with mass
dimension ∆ = E, where E is a lowest eigenvalue of the AdS energy operator in the bulk
theory. For the bulk theory in question one has [17]
E = s+ d− 2 (59)
and therefore the coupling
S =
∫
ddxϕs(x)Os(x) (60)
is conformally invariant provided conformal dimension of ϕs is, in mass units,
[ϕs] = 2− s, (61)
wherefrom one expects the result of calculation of AdS action to have a form
A˜s[ϕs] =
∫
ddx ddx′
ϕs(x)P (x− x′)ϕs(x′)
((x− x′)2 + ǫ2)s+d−2 , (62)
where ǫ is a regulator which restricts the limits of integration in AdSd+1 and P (x− x′) is
a kernel of an operator of zero mass dimension.
In the limit ǫ → 0 one extracts the logarithmically divergent part of this expression
to be, schematically,
∼ ln ǫ2
∫
ddxϕs(x)2
d
2
−2+s P (∂)ϕs(x), (63)
that is in accord with the structure of conformal higher spin theory action (50-52),(53).
Actually, the last expression is gauge invariant w.r.t. transformations (49) (the latter
arise as a consequence of gauge transformations for AdSd+1 massless fields) and coincides
with the action of free spin-s conformal higher spin theory. Thus, in even dimensions d,
free conformal higher spin theories action present the logarithmically divergent terms in
the free actions of AdSd+1 massless fields expressed in terms of the solutions of Dirichlet
like problem.
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3 Technical digression. Deformed traceless higher
spin theories
As we stated above, our theory reproduces the sum of conformal higher spin models in
the framework of a perturbative expansion around a conformally flat vacuum. In that
framework, conformal higher spin models reveal themselves not in their original form
described in the previous subsection but in the form of deformed traceless higher spin
theories, the latter being equivalent to the former.
To show this equivalence and to exhibit the map “deformed traceless higher spin
theories↔ conformal higher spin theories” we have to provide a rather extensive technical
digression we devote this section to. We describe deformed traceless higher spin theories
and show that, in an appropriate basis of fields, the deformed traceless higher spin theories
are just the conformal higher spin theories of the previous subsection.
The results of this section will be very useful in analyzing perturbative expansion of
our theory around a conformally flat background.
3.1 Deformed traceless higher spin theories.
In fact, here we recall and update the results of our paper [56]. By definition, a deformed
traceless higher spin theory is characterized by a Poincare´-invariant quadratic action built
from the infinite number of symmetric tensor fields
hm1...mk(x), k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., (64)
subject to gauge transformations of the form (ηmn is Minkowski metric)
δhm(k)(x) = −2µ2am(k)(x)− 2ηm(2)am(k−2)(x)− 2∂mǫm(k−1)(x), (65)
with the infinite set of gauge parameters, symmetric tensors
ǫm1...mk , am1...mk , k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., (66)
which are required to have a compact support in x-space. µ2 is a general Poincare´-invariant
scalar operator, being a general function of 2:
µ2 = µ2(2) (67)
Deformed higher spin theories are parameterized by integer s = 0, 1, 2, ... up to the arbi-
trariness in multiplying the wave operator by an arbitrary function of 2.
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The gauge transformations may be written in generating form if one introduces power
series, depending on a covector variable pm,
h(x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
hm1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk ,
ǫ(x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
ǫm1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk ,
a(x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
am1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk .
(68)
The gauge transformations (65) read
δh(x, p) = −2(p2 + µ2)a(x, p)− 2p∂xǫ(x, p) (69)
Note that provided µ2 = 0 the a-gauge transformations in (65) allow one to gauge away
all the traces of tensors hm1...mk and to set hm1...mk traceless,
hm1...mk = ϕm1...mk, ϕm1...mk−2nn = 0 (70)
Then the invariant action should be expressed in terms of ϕ’s. In terms of ϕ’s, the gauge
transformations (65) read
δϕm(k)(x) = Traceless part of ∂mεm(k−1)(x),
εm(k−1)(x) = −1
2
Traceless part of ǫm(k−1)(x),
(71)
that coincides with gauge transformations for free conformal higher spin theories of the
Sec. (2.2.1). Therefore, the quadratic gauge-invariant Poincare´-invariant action which
depends on fields (64) subject to the gauge transformations (65, 66) is, in the case µ2 = 0,
the sum of free conformal higher spin theories (50).
Let us see what happens when µ2 6= 0. Consider a general Poincare´-invariant quadratic
action for the fields (64). The general form of the action is
AP [h] =
∞∑
k=0,k′=0
∫
ddxhm1...mk(x)P{m1...mk|n1...nk′}(∂l)h
n1...nk′ (x), (72)
where P{m1...mk|n1...nk}(∂l) are some (pseudo)differential operators constructed from the
partial derivative ∂m and the Minkowski metric, they are also allowed to contain any
function of 2. The operator P{m(k)|n(k)}(∂l) is to be symmetric, therefore
P{m(k)|n(k′)}(−∂l) = P{n(k′)|m(k)}(∂l). (73)
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Let us require the action (72) to be invariant w.r.t. gauge transformations (65,69). The
gauge invariance of the action (72) is equivalent to the following set of identities on the
components of the wave operator:
P{l1,l2...lk|n1...nk′−1r} ∂
r = 0;
ηabP{l1...lk|n1...nk′−2a b} + µ
2P{l1...lk|n1...nk′−2} = 0; ∀k, k′,
(74)
and analogously for n↔ l.
This infinite system of identities may be easily solved in a generating framework.
Introduce the power series of two variables qm, q′m
P (q, q′, ∂) =
∞∑
k=0,k′=0
1
k!k′!
qn1...qnk′q′m1 ...q′mkP{m1...mk|n1...nk′}(∂l). (75)
This function of three vector-like variables encodes the full information about the quadratic
action (72) and moreover, given P (q, q′, ∂) the action is easily recovered by means of the
formula
AP [h] =
∫
ddx
h(x, p)P (
←
∂
∂p
,
→
∂
∂p′
, ∂)h(x, p′)

p=p′=0
(76)
The infinite system of identities (74) is equivalent to two equations on P (q, q′):
ηmn
∂
∂qm
∂
∂xn
P (q, q′) = 0, (ηmn
∂
∂qm
∂
∂qn
+ µ2)P (q, q′) = 0, (77)
The equation (73) turns into
P (q, q′, ∂) = P (q′, q,−∂), (78)
and therefore one gets also
ηmn
∂
∂q′m
∂
∂xn
P (q, q′) = 0, (ηmn
∂
∂q′m
∂
∂q′n
+ µ2)P (q, q′) = 0. (79)
The equations (77)-(79) constitute the full set of conditions for gauge invariance of the
action (72).
The general solution of the gauge invariance constraints (77-79) has been obtained in
[56]. It has the form
P (q, q′, ∂) =
∞∑
s=0
α˜s(2)P
(s)
µ (q, q
′, ∂)
P (s)µ (q, q
′, ∂) = (ρρ′)−
d−3
2 Js+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
ρ)Js+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
ρ′)
[ s
2
]∑
k=0
( τ
ρρ′
)2k+ςr2k+ς,s+ d−3
2
ρ2 = 2 q2 − (q∂)2 ; ρ′2 = 2 q′2 − (q′∂)2 ; τ = 2 (qq′)− (q∂)(q′∂),
(80)
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where α˜s are arbitrary functions of 2 and Jν(z) are Bessel’s functions of the first kind
(see App. (E)). Here ς = 0, 1 if s is even or odd, correspondingly, while
r2k+ς,s+ d−3
2
= (−1)
k
(2k+ς)!
(s−ς)!!(s+ς+d+2k−5)!!
(s−ς−2k)!!(s+ς+d−5)!! rς,s+ d−32 ≡
≡ c2k+ς,s+ d−3
2
rς,s+ d−3
2
,
(81)
rς,s+ d−3
2
is an arbitrary ”constant”, i.e. arbitrary function of 2, which is to be absorbed
by redefinition of α˜s, so without loss of generality we set it equal to 1.
Note that the solution contains only even powers of ρ, ρ′ as it should. It appears the
sums by k in (80) are expressed in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials [52] as follows
[ s
2
]∑
k=0
( τ
ρρ′
)2k+ςr2k+ς,s+ d−3
2
=
(−)[ s2 ]2−s(s−ς)!!(2s+d−5)!!Γ(d−3
2
)
(s+ς+d−5)!!Γ(s+ d−3
2
)
C
d−3
2
s ( τρρ′ ) (82)
where Gegenbauer polynomials C
d−3
2
s are described in Appendix (E). The overall factor is
to be absorbed by α˜s so the general solution reads
P (q, q′, ∂) =
∞∑
s=0
αs(2)P
(s)
µ (q, q
′, ∂)
P (s)µ (q, q
′, ∂) = Γ(
d−3
2
)
Γ(s+ d−3
2
)
(ρρ′)−
d−3
2 Js+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
ρ)Js+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
ρ′)C
d−3
2
s ( τρρ′ ),
(83)
that presents a refinement of the results of our paper [56].
To clarify the meaning of the parameter s it is worth taking the limit µ2 → 0. As it
is argued above, in this limit the action should describe conformal higher spin theory in
the original form (50-52). This is really the case. Indeed, as µ2 = 0, only first term of the
Bessel’s series in (83) survives, so one gets,
P
(s)
0 (q, q, ∂
′) ∼
[ s
2
]∑
k=0
τ 2k+ς (ρρ′)s−ς−2kc2k+ς,s+ d−3
2
. (84)
As it is clear from the very definition (75), a term Ia,b,c ∼ τaρ2bρ′2c in the solution leads to
the corresponding operator in the action (72), which contains 2a+2b+2c x-derivatives, and
involve tensor fields of ranks a+2b and a+2c. Applying this account to the last equation
we see that the corresponding theory contains terms I2k+ς,[ s
2
]−k,[ s
2
]−k for k = 0, ..., [ s2 ] and
thereby describes theory of symmetric tensor fields of rank-s only, with operators of only
2s-th order in x-derivatives (for n = ς = 0, the solution is just a constant).
Let us make an important remark. Due to invariance w.r.t. a-transformations, the
actions (72),(329) depend only upon the special traceless combinations of hm(k), described
in the Appendix (C)(one traceless tensor for each rank s). Specifically, h(x, p) may be
represented as
h(x, p) = ϕ(x, p) + (p2 + µ2)χ(x, p), (85)
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where χ(x, p) is arbitrary power series in pm while ϕ is a traceless power series:
ϕ(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
ϕm(s)(x)pm1 ...pms ; ϕn
nm(s−2) = 0. (86)
Then it is clear the action may be written in terms of ϕ by making substitution h(x, p) 7→
ϕ(x, p) in the action (72), after the substitution, the terms q2, q′2 in the generating function
P (q, q′, ∂) (329) may be dropped. This simplify the form of ρ 7→ ±i(q∂), ρ′ 7→ ±i(q′∂).
In this basis, gauge transformations of ϕm(s)(x) appear to depend only upon the special
traceless parts of ǫ (544,546).
3.2 Dressing and Undressing maps
The general solution of gauge invariance constraints (83) exhibits what we call dressing.
Given a function of two vector-like variables am, bm U(a, b), if one ”dresses” P (q, q
′, ∂) like
PU(q, q
′, ∂) = U(q, ∂) U(q′, ∂) P (q, q′, ∂) ⇔ (87)
then new operator PU(q, q
′, ∂) already does not satisfy the same equations as for P (q, q′, ∂).
However, if this change is accompanied by the following ”undressing” of gauge fields
h(x, p) = U(
∂
∂p
, ∂)hU (x, p) (88)
then it results in the same theory, i.e.
APU [hU ] = AP [h]. (89)
This property of ”dressing” plays an important role in our considerations.
Consider spin-s deformed model with generating function P (s)µ (83). It is seen that
P (s)(q, q′, ∂) = Us+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
ρ) Us+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
ρ′) P(s)
P(s) = Γ(d−32 )
Γ(s+ d−3
2
)
2
d
2
−2(ρρ′)sC
d−3
2
s ( τρρ′ ),
(90)
where
Uν(z) ≡ z−νJν(z), Uν(0) = (1
2
)ν
1
Γ(ν + 1)
, (91)
and therefore this model is related to ordinary conformal higher spin model by the dressing
map with the dressing operator
U = Us+ d−3
2
(
µ√
2
ρ) (92)
Note that this operator contains only even powers of ρ so the corresponding dressing map
is well-defined in the space of power series in momenta.
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It is seen that up to a constant multiplier P(s) is the µ→ 0 limit of P (s), therefore, it
satisfies the set of constraints obtained as µ→ 0 limit of the constraints (77-79):
∂2q P(s)(q, q′, ∂) = 0 ; ∂2q′ P(s)(q, q′, ∂) = 0 (93)
∂q∂ P(s)(q, q′, ∂) = 0 ; ∂q′∂ P(s)(q, q′, ∂) = 0 (94)
Besides this, P(s) is a homogeneous polynomial of order s in q and, separately, in q′,
q∂q P(s)(q, q′, ∂) = sP(s)(q, q′, ∂) ; q′∂q′ P(s)(q, q′, ∂) = sP(s)(q, q′, ∂). (95)
Summing up, the sum of deformed spin-s theories (83) may be rewritten as follows
AP [h] =
∞∑
s=0
∫
ddx
{
χ(s)(x, p)αs(2)P(s)(
←
∂
∂p
,
→
∂
∂p′
, ∂)χ(s)(x, p′)
}
p=p′=0
χ(s) = Us+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
→
ρ)h(x, p),
(96)
where
→
ρ= ρ (q →
→
∂
∂p
). (97)
Furthermore one notes that each spin-s contribution
∫
...χ(s)...χ(s) in (96) depends on only
rank-s component of χ(s), because P(s) is a homogeneous polynomial of order s in q and,
separately, in q′. Therefore, the sum of spin-s actions is rewritten in the manner
AP [h] =
∞∑
s=0
∫
ddx
{
φs(x, p)αs(2)P(s)(
←
∂
∂p
,
→
∂
∂p′
, ∂)φs(x, p
′)
}
p=p′=0
=
∞∑
s=0
As[φs],
φs ≡ χ(s)s = projection to the rank-s subspace of the power series χ(s)(x, p)
p ∂
∂p
φs = sφs.
(98)
One observes that the sum of the deformed conformal higher spin models is always ex-
pressed via the set of symmetric tensor fields φm1...mk(x) which enter the action via
φs(x, p) = φ
m1...mk(x)pm1 ...pms (99)
This set of fields is the substitute of the initial one hm1...mk(x) which makes up the power
series h(x, p), in the sense that the quadratic action is expressed entirely in terms of
the ”undressed” variables φm1...mk(x) expressed via original fields hm1...mk(x) and their
x-derivatives up to an infinite order by means of the formulae (96, 98). In terms of the
undressed fields the actions (98) have the simple form of conformal higher spin theo-
ries. Indeed, consider the action As[φs] separately. The constraints (93-94) ensure gauge
invariance of the action w.r.t. gauge transformations
δφs(x, p) = −2p2 as−2(x, p)− 2p∂xǫs−1(x, p), (100)
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where as−2, ǫs−1 are homogeneous polynomials in momenta of degrees s− 2, s− 1, respec-
tively, or , in terms of components,
δφm(s)(x) = −2ηm(2)am(s−2)(x)− 2∂mǫm(s−1)(x). (101)
This is nothing but the gauge laws of µ = 0 theories. As we noted above, the algebraic
as−2-invariance manifests the decoupling of the trace part of φm(s), in other words, the
action As[φs] depends on the traceless part of φm(s) only,
As[φs] = As[ϕs], ϕm(s) = Traceless part of φm(s)(x). (102)
In terms of ϕs, the remaining ǫs−1-gauge invariance reads
δϕm(s) = Traceless part of ∂mεm(s−1)(x)
εm(s−1) = −1
2
Traceless part of ǫm(s−1).
(103)
These gauge transformations coincide with (49), which is the starting point of the unde-
formed conformal higher spin theories we have started with. Needless to say, the action
As[ϕs] is nothing but the action of µ2 = 0 conformal higher spin theories (50-52). There-
fore, the deformed traceless higher spin theory, expressed in terms of the “undressed”
variables ϕs is just free conformal higher spin theory.
3.3 Reconstruction map
The quadratic approximation of the conformal higher spin theories looks most simply in
terms of the undressed variables φs. On the other hand, for our purposes it is vital to find
the inverse map from the data provided by the set of undressed “pure spin” variables φs
to the original ones contained in the fluctuation h(x, p). The matter is that the full action
as well as closed nonlinearized gauge transformations will be formulated below in terms
of the dressed fields h’s, on the other hand, the original ”conformal higher spin fields”
are the undressed ones φ’s. In order to get interaction vertices in terms of the undressed
fields one has to find the vertices in terms of h and then to represent h via φ.
Proposition 1 Given the “undressing” map
φs ≡ χ(s)s = projection to the subspace of s-th degree in pm of Us+ d−3
2
( µ√
2
→
ρ)h(x, p),
(104)
the equation holds
∞∑
s=0
is
s!
hs = 2
d−3
2 Γ(
d− 3
2
)
∞∑
s=0
is(s+
d− 3
2
)(
µ√
2
→
ρ)s C
d−3
2
s (
√
2
µ
→
ρ
)φs, (105)
where hs is rank-s component of h(x, p).
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Proof. Represent φs as
φs =
1
2πi
∮
dλ
λs+1
λp∂p Us+ d−3
2
(
µ√
2
→
ρ)h(x, p), (106)
substitute this to (105), transfer λp∂p to the right by using
λp∂p Us+ d−3
2
(
µ√
2
→
ρ) = Us+ d−3
2
(
µ√
2
λ−1
→
ρ) λp∂p (107)
and use the identity (574) for Bessel’s functions in the case n = d − 1, to get the r.h.s
equal to
1
2πi
∮
dλ
λ
eiλ
−1
λp∂ph =
∞∑
s=0
is
s!
hs (108)
The formula (105) provides the inverse map to the “dressing”. It unambiguously re-
constructs the original fluctuation h(x, p) in terms of “pure spin” fields φs and its x-
derivatives. As the function zsC
d−3
2
s (z−1) is a polynomial in z2 of maximal degree 2[ s2 ], the
map (105) is well-defined in the space of power series in momenta. On the other hand,
these series in derivatives terminate and every φs enters h(x, p) with its x-derivatives only
up to s-th order.
Furthermore, as only traceless parts of φs contributes the actions (98) at the linearized
level, one can restrict φs to be traceless. Then h(x, p) is traceless either, because the
operator ∂2p commutes with
→
ρ . Then the “undressing” and “reconstruction” maps (104)
and (105) simplify because
→
ρ takes the form
→
ρ= ±i∂x∂p. (109)
The ± ambiguity is inessential as all expressions contain only even powers of ρ. In sum-
mary, for traceless ”dressed” fields hm(k), k = 0, 1, 2, ... and ”undressed” ones φm(k), k =
0, 1, 2, ... the undressing (104) and reconstruction 812 maps are given by similar expres-
sions like
hm(k) = φm(k) +
∞∑
r=1
cr∂m1 ...∂m2rφ
m(k+2r)
φm(k) = hm(k) +
∞∑
r=1
c˜r∂m1 ...∂m2rh
m(k+2r)
(110)
where cr, c˜r are some real analytic functions of
µ√
2
.
4 Geometry
We begin deriving the theory which will reproduce the initial data described in the pre-
vious sections. Our guide is the notion of geometry with a source given in Introduction.
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This notion is based on a rather general reasoning, which presents nothing essentially
new as compared to the bunch of habitual physical conceptions of geometry but rather
provides some useful systematics which we will be using extensively. Perhaps, a slightly
novel feature of our approach is the persistence in the joint consideration of what is usually
called geometric structures (like tensor fields, connections etc.) on a manifold along with
objects (in particular, the localized objects) that can fill an influence of those geometric
structures because they determine the object’s dynamics. From physical point of view
such a joint analysis is natural as there is no ”geo-metry” without a ”meter” device.
In terms of the definitions of Introduction, the main results of the paper may be spelled
as follows.
test object O = quantized point particle
(with the classical action without higher time derivatives),
o = complex wave function of the particle ψ(x)
background field H = general differential operator Hˆ
coupling SH [o] = action
∫
ddx ψ∗Hˆψ of the quantized particle
G = complexification of the algebra of
quantized canonical transformations ⇒
⇒ H = full set of conformal higher spin fields with s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...
invariant induced action A[H ] = Tr π+(Hˆ) = action of Conformal Higher Spin Theory,
(111)
where π+(Hˆ) is the projector to the subspace with positive eigenvalues of Hˆ.
Below we derive the classical and the quantum geometry corresponding to the ordinary
point particle in general background fields, with the classical action without higher time
derivatives, and show the emergence of conformal higher spin fields as background fields of
the point particle. The classical treatment is a preliminary one, while the true geometry
is being uncovered in considering quantum case.
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4.1 Classical geometry
Consider classical d-dimensional point particle in general background fields. Its dynamics
is set by writing down the hamiltonian action
SH [x(τ), p(τ), λ(τ)] =
τ2∫
τ1
dτ{pmx˙m − λH(p, q)}, (112)
where xm(τ), m = 0, ..., d−1 are the coordinates of the particle’s world line, pm(τ) are the
momenta and λ is a Lagrange multiplier to the unique first class constraint H(xm, pm) ≈ 0
which we shall call Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian is supposed to be a power series in
momenta,
H =
∞∑
k=0
Hm1...mk(x) pm1 ...pmk =
∞∑
k=0
Hk (113)
where Hk denotes the homogeneous polynomial of k-th degree in momenta.
Classical trajectories of the particle are bind to the constraint surface,
H(x(τ), p(τ)) = 0 (114)
The action has the local symmetry with the parameter ν(τ), being the Hamiltonian
counterpart of world line reparametrizations x′(τ ′(τ)) = x(τ),
δxm(τ) = ν(τ){xm, H}, δpm(τ) = ν(τ){pm, H}, δλ = −ν˙. (115)
This local symmetry may be fixed by implying the gauge condition
λ˙ = 0 ⇒ ν¨ = 0 (116)
after that only global modes of gauge transformations survive
ν(τ) = ν1τ + ν2. (117)
These global modes may be used to set the limits of τ -integration to τ1 = 0, τ2 = 1.
When Hk = 0 for k > 2 (i.e. when H is a second order function), the model describes
a particle in general gravitational + Maxwell background. It may be seen by writing down
the Hamiltonian in the form
H˜(x, p) =
2∑
k=0
Hm1...mk(x) pm1 ...pmk = D(x)− gmn(x)(pm− eAm(x))(pn− eAm(x)), (118)
and excluding the momenta pm by means of their equations of motions
δS
δpm
= 0 from the
action (112), to get
S =
∫
dτ(− x˙
2
4λ
− λD + eAmx˙m), (119)
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and then, in the case D 6= 0, to exclude λ by means of its equations of motion, to get the
conventional Lagrangian action of the massive particle
S =
∫
dτ
(
−
√
Dx˙2 + eAmx˙
m
)
, (120)
while in the caseD = 0 the action (119) describes massless particle in general gravitational
+Maxwell background.
In the case Hamiltonian possesses nonvanishing components Hk, k > 2, the particle
experiences the influence of higher rank symmetric tensors Hm1...mk(x). To get an idea
how this interaction looks like in the Lagrangian setup it is worth expanding general
Hamiltonian around the low-spin one (118) with D = −m2, Am = 0 like
H(x, p) = −gmn(x)pmpn −m2 − 2e¯
∞∑
s=0
hm1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk , (121)
where hm1...mk(x) is a fluctuation and e is the expansion parameter, and exclude the
momenta pm and the Lagrange multiplier λ by means of their equations of motion in the
framework of perturbations in e. This is done in [58], and the result is
SH [x(τ)] = −
∫
dτ{
√
−m2x˙2
(
1 +
∞∑
s=0
e¯
m2
hm1...ms(x) x˙
m1 ...x˙ms(−m
2
x˙2
)
s
2
)
+ o(e2)}. (122)
Here each spin-s contribution presents the action being equivalent to that introduced long
ago in [26]. 5
The action (112) is covariant w.r.t. infinite-dimensional Lie algebra G which has the
structure of a semidirect product of all canonical transformations with parameters ǫ(x, p)
to the abelian ideal of ”hyper Weyl” transformations a(x, p):
SH+δH [x+ δx, p+ δp, λ+ δλ] = SH [x, p, λ] + boundary terms (123)
[δǫ1,a1, δǫ2,a2 ] = δ{ǫ1,ǫ2},{ǫ1,a2}−{ǫ2,a1}, (124)
where
δxm = {xm, ǫ(x, p)}, δpm = {pm, ǫ(x, p)}, δλ = −2 a(x, p)H(x, p) (125)
and
δH(x, p) = 2 a(x, p)H(x, p) + {ǫ,H(x, p)}. (126)
5On our notation: we use signature (− ++...+), alternative as compared to De Wit and Freedman’s
paper and re-introduce the mass parameter m explicitly. The action (122) coincides with the De Wit-
Freedman (DW − F ) one [26] after the identification ϕDW−Fm1...mk = −hm1...mk and setting m2 = −1 (the
negative sign of m2 just accounts the difference in metric’s signature,
√
x˙2|DW−F =
√−m2x˙2|our).
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({, } stands for the canonical Poisson bracket, {xm, pn} = δmn , {xm, xn} = {pm, pn} = 0).
ǫ and a are supposed to have the same structure of power series in momenta as H has,
ǫ(x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
ǫm1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk =
∞∑
k=0
ǫk,
a(x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
am1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk =
∞∑
k=0
ak.
(127)
Then the transformations from G can be rewritten in terms of tensor fields being the coef-
ficients of power series (113) and corresponding parameters ǫm(k)(x), am(k)(x). The lowest
components of ǫ and a, ǫ0, ǫ1, a0 parameterize the ”low-spin” algebra of U(1) ”phase”
transformations, x-diffeomorphisms and Weyl dilations, correspondingly.
According to the definitions of the previous subsection, our consideration shows that
there exists the geometry with the source O =“point particle”, geometric structureH(x, p)
(113) constituting the collection of symmetric tensors of all ranks, coupling SH being the
action of the point particle in general background fields (112), and the covariance algebra
G (125, 126) being the semidirect product of all canonical transformations by an abelian
ideal of hyper-Weyl transformations.
The set of variables o is provided, in the Hamiltonian picture, by the particle’s coor-
dinates xm, momenta pm and the Lagrange multiplier λ.
According to the general strategy, described in the previous subsection, one should look
for an ”induced” action functional for the background fields H(x, p), which is invariant
w.r.t. covariance transformations (126). For our purposes it is better to postpone this
procedure to the next subsection, where the quantum particle is considered. Nevertheless,
it is instructive to have a glimpse of what kind of theory the invariant induced action could
describe. To this end one performs the linearization of the gauge transformations (126)
around a particular ”vacuum” configuration of background fields of the form
H = −p2 −m2 = −ηmnpmpn −m2, m2 = Const (128)
(ηmn is the inverse Minkowski metric), which sets the dynamics of massless particle in flat
Minkowski space. The linearization means introducing fluctuations h(x, p) by representing
general Hamiltonian as
H(x, p) = −p2 −m2 + h(x, p), (129)
rewriting gauge transformations (126) in terms of the fluctuation h(x, p) and keeping
in gauge transformations only the terms of zero order in fluctuation. In so doing, the
linearized gauge transformations are always given by the variation of the ”vacuum”. One
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gets
δh(x, p) = δ(−p2−m2) = −2a(x, p)(p2+m2)−{ǫ(x, p), p2} = −a(x, p)(p2+m2)−2p∂xǫ(x, p),
(130)
which is nothing but the gauge laws of the deformed conformal higher spin theories (83) in
the case µ(2) = m = Const. These theories were shown in Sec. (3.1) to be equivalent to
ordinary conformal higher spin theories with conformal spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., formulated
in terms of traceless tensors of rank s.
Recall the well-known fact (see also App. (A)): if an action is gauge-invariant w.r.t.
full gauge transformations, then the quadratic part of its expansion around any vacuum is
gauge invariant w.r.t. linearized transformation. Therefore, if one could have constructed
an invariant induced action which possesses H of the form (128) as a solution of the
equations of motion, then the quadratic part of the action around this vacuum is a sum
of conformal higher spin theories with conformal spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... described in terms
of symmetric traceless tensors of rank s.
Note that the origin of this infinite number of traceless tensors from the Hamiltonian
of the particle has a clear interpretation. Indeed, the fluctuations of the Hamiltonian
are parameterized by traceless tensors as their traces are gauged away by the linearized
hyper-Weyl transformations parameterized by a(x, p). But the meaning of hyper-Weyl
transformations is quite transparent. Namely, the classical dynamics of the particle
is being developed on the constraint surface H(x(τ), p(τ)) = 0, and the hyper-Weyl-
covariance expresses the fact that the the particle fills only the shape of the constraint
surface H(x, p) = 0, not the form of the Hamiltonian as a function of phase space vari-
ables outside the constraint surface. In this sense, any two hamiltonians, which differ by
multiplication by a function which never comes to zero, are equivalent. At the linearized
level, fluctuations of the Hamiltonian around the vacuum H = −p2−m2 are equivalent if
they differ by a function −(p2 +m2)a(x, p), so the fluctuations of the constraint surface
H = 0 are represented by the equivalence classes of functions h(x, p) modulo the equiva-
lence relation h(x, p) ∼ h(x, p)− (p2 +m2)a(x, p). This equivalence does not affect only
the special traceless parts of h(x, p), described in App. (C). (For m = 0 these special
traceless parts become ordinary traceless parts of hm(s), s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...). Therefore, the
traceless parts of the fluctuation of the Hamiltonian around the vacuum H = −p2 −m2
are in one-to-one correspondence with fluctuations of the shape of the constraint surface
H(x, p) = 0.
The equivalence of linearized covariance transformations and of gauge transformations
of µ = m deformed conformal higher spin theories allows to state that infinite collection
of the conformal higher spin fields is in one-to-one correspondence with fluctuations of
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the shape of the constraint surface H(x, p) = 0 around the vacuum H = −p2 −m2.
Therefore, we have found a physical origin of conformal higher spin fields as back-
ground fields of the point particle. A gauge-invariant action of conformal higher spin
fields, once constructed, will play a role of ”induced” action (20). However, it appears to
get the physically relevant results one has to quantize the particle. After all, it will be
seen why the classical geometry is useful only as a motivation for, and as a limit of the
full quantum treatment.
4.2 Quantum geometry
The covariant quantization of the model is performed easily, since there is the single
first-class constraint and hence the algebra of constraints is trivial.
The particle wave functions |ψ > are realized in a Hermitian representation space of
d-dimensional Heisenberg-Weyl algebra, spanned by canonical coordinates and momenta
xˆm, pˆn, with commutation relations
[xˆm, pˆn] = ih¯δ
m
n . (131)
One may choose the coordinate representation, then |ψ > is represented by a complex field
ψ(x) over Md, < ψ| – by a complex conjugated ψ¯(x) and the scalar product < ψ1|ψ2 >
– by the integral
∫
dnxψ¯1(x)ψ2(x).
The covariant quantization is performed by imposing the constraint
Hˆ(xˆ, pˆ)|ψ >= 0 (132)
where some ordering of xˆ and pˆ is implied which is consistent with the hermiticity of the
quantum Hamiltonian, Hˆ = Hˆ†. The role of the constraint (132) is to extract the physical
states subspace6. The classical analogue of this equation is the constraint equation (114).
After specifying appropriate boundary conditions, this equation determines the quantum
dynamics completely (for example, for hamiltonians with Hk = 0, k > 2, it becomes the
Klein-Gordon equation in external low spin fields).
The equation (132) follows via the variational principle from the action
S[ψ] = 1
2
(
< ψ|Hˆ|ψ > +(< ψ|Hˆ|ψ >)∗
)
=
< ψ|Hˆ|ψ > +boundary terms.
(133)
6For general Hamiltonian, the issue of existence of a positive inner product in the physical subspace
is a subtle question which we do not consider in this paper
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The quantum analogue of the covariance transformations (123) is the group of the most
natural transformations preserving the action (133):
SH′ [ψ
′] = SH [ψ] + boundary terms, (134)
Hˆ ′ = Ωˆ† Hˆ Ωˆ, (135)
|ψ′ >= Ωˆ−1 |ψ >, (136)
where Ωˆ(xˆ, pˆ) is some invertible operator. The transformations (134,135,136) define the
quantum covariance transformations. The infinitesimal form of (135,136) is extracted
easily via the substitution Ωˆ = eω
δHˆ = ωˆ† Hˆ + Hˆ ωˆ, (137)
δ|ψ >= −ωˆ |ψ >, (138)
where ωˆ(xˆ, pˆ) is arbitrary.
Thus, one has the geometry with the source O=quantized point particle; o =complex
scalar field, geometric structure Hˆ(xˆ, pˆ), coupling SH [ψ] being the action of the complex
scalar field ψ(x), and the covariance algebra (137).
The quantum covariance transformations are interpreted as gauge transformations of
the tensor fields which form the Hamiltonian as a power series in momenta. To formulate
these transformations in a closed form it is useful to employ the well known ”symbols
of operators” technique (see e.g. [51]), which is equivalent to considering the operators
fˆ(xˆm, pˆn) as functions on the classical phase space f(x
m, pn) so that there exists (in a wide
class of functions and operators) a standard invertible map fˆ = Qf, f = Q−1fˆ . In this
technique, the associative product of operators fˆ1fˆ2 becomes an associative ∗-product of
functions in the phase space
f1 ∗ f2 = Q−1fˆ1fˆ2 (139)
Specifying Q is said as choosing the symbol. Hereafter we choose the Weyl symbol [51].
Then the star product takes the standard ”Weyl-Moyal”[51]) form
(f1 ∗ f2)(x, p) = f1 exp( ih¯
2
↔∇)f2, (140)
where
↔∇ = ∂
∂
←
xn
∂
∂
→
pn
− ∂
∂
←
pn
∂
∂
→
xn
. (141)
This product have a structure of ”semiclassical” expansion by the powers of h¯. Equiva-
lently, the star product may be written down in integral form,
(f1 ∗ f2)(x, p) = (πh¯)−2d ∫ ddx1ddp1ddx2ddp2
exp{ 2ih¯ ((x−x2)p1+(x1−x)p2+(x2−x1)p)} f1(x1, p1)f2(x2, p2),
(142)
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Besides associativity, the star product possesses the standard properties of classical limit
lim
h¯→0
(f1 ∗ f2)(x, p) = f1f2 , lim
h¯→0
1
ih¯
(f1 ∗ f2 − f2 ∗ f1) = {f1, f2} = f1∇f2 (143)
In the Weyl symbol, the Hermitian conjugation
f † = Q−1fˆ † (144)
is an ordinary complex conjugation:
f † = f ∗ (145)
Below we will nevertheless write ”f †” instead of ”f¯”. The action of the operator with the
Weyl symbol f(x, p) on the wave function is described in App. (H).
In the subsequent calculations, we use operators and their symbols on equal footing,
to distinguish between two pictures we mark the operators by hat and write ”∗” for their
symbols product.
Now, we may rewrite (137) as
δH = ω† ∗H +H ∗ ω. (146)
Introducing the real and imaginary parts of ω
a = Re ω =
1
2
(ω + ω†) ,
i
h¯
ǫ = i Im ω =
1
2
(ω − ω†), (147)
one rewrites (137) as
δH = [a,H ]+ − i
h¯
[ǫ,H ] (148)
where [ ]+ and [ ] are the anticommutator and commutator w.r.t. ∗-product. Applying
the realization of ∗ product (140), one gets
δH = 2aH + {ǫ,H}+ o(h¯2) (149)
In this formula one recognizes the quantum deformation of classical gauge symmetry
(126). The corrections o(h¯2) contain the higher derivatives of gauge parameters a and ǫ.
One concludes that the gauge laws (126) may acquire o(h¯2) higher derivative correc-
tions. The whole Lie algebra of infinitesimal gauge transformations (124) deforms to
[δ(ω1), δ(ω2)]H = δ(ω3)H
ω3 = −[ω1, ω2]
(150)
which reads as follows in terms of real and imaginary parts of ω:
[δ(ǫ1, a1), δ(ǫ2, a2)]H = δ(ǫ3, a3)H
ǫ3 = − ih¯ [ǫ1, ǫ2] + ih¯[a1, a2] , a3 = − ih¯([ǫ1, a2]− [ǫ2, a1]),
(151)
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ǫ parameterize the quantized canonical transformations which we shall call infinitesimal
unitary transformations. In contrast with the classical transformations (124), a do not
form a subalgebra. These commutation relations are typical for the Lie algebras possessing
Cartan decomposition, when ǫ play the role of real generators while a correspond to
imaginary ones, so one may call, in analogy with so(p, q) Lie algebras, ǫ the canonical
rotations and a the canonical boosts. On the other hand, the whole algebra exhibits itself
as a complexification of the algebra of infinitesimal unitary transformations.
Of our interest is the subalgebra of power series in momenta
ω =
∞∑
k=0
ωm1...mk(x)pm1 ...pmk (152)
in the associative algebra of all phase space functions (they do form a subalgebra w.r.t.
∗-product (140), at least in the framework of the h¯-expansion).
In the classical case, the zero-order and linear in momenta ǫ′s, ǫ = ε + ξmpm, lead
to U(1) and general coordinate transformations. On the other hand, Weyl product has
a property that the commutator of the functions ǫ1,2, which are linear in momenta (or
independent on momenta) reduces to their Poisson bracket:
ǫ1,2 = ε1,2(x) + ξ1,2(x)
mpm ⇒ [ǫ1, ǫ2] = ih¯{ǫ1, ǫ2} (153)
therefore, in the quantum case one may associate the U(1) and general coordinate trans-
formations with first order ǫ’s like in the classical case, as their algebra is not deformed
by the quantum corrections. At the same time, their representation in the space of phase
space functions does deform,
δH = − i
h¯
[ǫ,H ] = {ǫ,H}+ o(h¯). (154)
On the other hand, this deformation is a trivial one in the sense there exists change of
variables from the coefficients Hm(s) of the symbol H(x, p) to ordinary tensor fields Hm(s),
see Sec. (6.2) for more detail.
4.3 Semiclassics. Generalized W -geometry
In this subsection we once again make a little digression and show that the coupling
” < ψ|Hˆ|ψ > ” may be naturally decomposed in semiclassical series in h¯ in such a way
that the first, ”classical” term of decomposition presents a kind of sigma-model which
we call Hamilton-Jacobi sigma-model or a generalized W -sigma model, by the following
reasons.
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Let us write the wave function ψ(x) as
ψ(x) = ρ(x)e
i
h¯
ϕ(x), (155)
where ρ(x), ϕ(x) are arbitrary real fields and substitute it to the coupling (133). Note
that an operator Hˆ with the Weyl symbol H(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
Hm(s)(x)pm1 ...pms acts on wave
functions as
Hˆψ(x) =
∞∑
s=0
[(−ih¯)sHm(s)(x) ∂m1 ...∂ms + ...]ψ(x), (156)
where ” + ...” denotes terms with less derivatives (for the exact expression, see (600)). It
is easily seen the coupling reads
S[ρ, ϕ] =
∞∑
s=0
∫
ddxρ2Hm(s)(x) ϕ,m1(x)...ϕ,ms(x) + o(h¯) = Scl + o(h¯). (157)
Note that the modulus of the wave function ρ(x) enters the Lagrangian as an overall
multiplier while the phase ϕ provides derivative terms.
The variation w.r.t. ρ leads to the equation of motion
δScl
δρ(x)
= 2ρH(xm, ϕ,m(x)) = 0, (158)
which, if ρ 6= 0 is nothing but Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the action function ϕ(x). The
variation of (157) w.r.t. ϕ leads to the equation
δScl
δϕ(x)
= −∂n
(
ρ2
∂
∂pn
H(x, ϕ,m(x))
)
= 0, (159)
which is nothing but the generalized transport equation for the density ρ2.
This interpretation presents no surprise as the equations (158) and (159) are nothing
but first terms of the semiclassical expansion of the full quantum equations of motion
Hˆψ(x) = 0, while the of Hamilton-Jacobi equation and transport equation originate ex-
actly from the substitution of the ansatz (155) to the ”generalized Klein-Gordon” equation
Hˆψ(x) = 0.
A less trivial fact is that the quantum covariance transformations (138) have their
semiclassical counterparts, obtained by rewriting (138),
δψ(x) = −ωˆψ(x) (160)
in terms of ρ and ϕ, to get
δϕ(x) = −ǫ(x, ϕ,m(x)) + o(h¯), (161)
δρ2(x) = −∂m
(
ρ2
∂
∂pm
ǫ(x, ϕ,m(x))
)
− 2a(x, ϕ,m)ρ2(x) + o(h¯) (162)
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and taking limit h¯ → 0, i.e. throwing away o(h¯) terms. The resulting transformations,
parameterized by arbitrary power series in momenta ǫ(x, p), a(x, p), form exactly the same
algebra as classical covariance transformations (124) and provide the covariance algebra
of the Hamilton-Jacobi sigma-model (157),
SclH+δH [ρ+ δρ, ϕ+ δϕ] = SclH [ρ, ϕ] + boundary terms (163)
The gauge transformations of the Hamiltonian are given by the classical terms of the
quantum gauge transformations (137) and thereby coincide with classical gauge transfor-
mations (126).
It is notable that one has such a realization (161) of canonical transformations of 2d-
dimensional phase space in terms of just one scalar field ϕ(x) in d dimensions. This fact
has many clear explanations but we do not dwell on this point here (perhaps, the simplest
explanation is the derivation just delivered).
It appears the transformations of such a kind were already discussed in literature.
In fact, the transformation law (161) is nothing but the basic input of W-geometry
introduced by Hull [13]. Hull did not introduce the second field ρ(x) and was look-
ing for the coupling SF˜ [ϕ] =
∫
ddxF˜ (xm, ∂mϕ) which would possess covariance property
SF˜+δF˜ [ϕ+ δϕ] = SF˜ [ϕ]. Here F˜ (x, p) called according to Hull’s terminology as ”cometric
density” is considered as a power series in momenta whose coefficients should transform
via themselves w.r.t. canonical transformations. Hull has shown the cometric density
does not exist if d > 2, while in d = 2 the coupling exists if the canonical transformations
parameters as well as coefficients of the power series F˜ (x, p) are subject to some con-
straints (while in d = 1, the cometric density does exist). This constrained geometry is
what was named ”W −geometry” as it was shown to underly two-dimensional W -gravity
models which gauge global w∞ symmetries of free massless scalar.
What we just have shown here is that if one introduces, in addition to ϕ, an additional
field ρ with transformation laws (162) then, in any dimension d it is possible to construct
covariant action of the form (157), and this action is nothing but the ”classical limit”
of the simple quadratic action ” < ψ|Hˆ|ψ > ” of the quantized particle. In view of the
above it is natural to call the ”Hamilton-Jacobi sigma-model” (157) also as ”generalized
W -sigma model”.
We will return to this model in Sec. (13.2) where we will argue the action (157) has
interpretation of world volume theory of a tensionless d− 1-brane in d+ 1 dimensions.
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4.4 Linearization and the theorem on structure of invariant in-
duced action around a flat vacuum.
Having defined the quantum geometry relations (133)-(138) one has to look for the invari-
ant induced action A[H ] which is invariant w.r.t. covariance transformations (137). This
is done in the next sections. But before doing this a useful information may be extracted,
as in previous subsection, by studying linearization of gauge transformations around a
natural vacuum
H¯ = −(p2 +m2), (164)
where m2 is a real constant and p2 is built with flat metric gmn = ηmn. As it is recalled in
App. (A), if H¯ is a solution of the equation of motion of the actionA[H ] then the quadratic
part of the action expanded around this solution is gauge invariant w.r.t. linearized gauge
transformations. As in Sec. (4.1), introduce fluctuation h(x, p) around the vacuum (164)
as
H(x, p) = H¯ + h(x, p), (165)
rewrite the gauge transformations (137,148) in terms of h and extract the zero order in h,
then the linearized gauge transformations are given by the gauge variation of the vacuum,
δh = δH¯ = a∗H¯+H¯∗a− i
h¯
(ǫ∗H¯−H¯∗ǫ) = −2(p2− h¯
2
4
2+m2)a(x, p)−2p∂xǫ(x, p). (166)
As compared to the analogous ”classical” gauge transformations (130) of the previous
subsection, one gets the quantum correction − h¯2
2
2 a(x, p). The gauge transformations
(166) are the ones of deformed conformal higher spin theories with
µ2(2) = m2 − h¯
2
4
2, (167)
which, as we know from the results of Sec. (3.1), are equivalent to the sum of ordinary
conformal higher spin theories. More precisely, the conformal higher spin theories arise
after deformed models are rewritten in terms of the ”undressed” variables (98). For general
µ = µ(2) the undressing map is nonlocal as it is manifested by the inverse square root of
2 in the argument of the undressing operator, this nonlocality may lead to subtleties in
identifying the deformed theories with undeformed ones. It is remarkable, however, that
in the case (167) with m = 0, the undressing map is local, as in this case
µ2 = − h¯
2
4
2 ⇒ µ√
2
= ±ih¯
2
(168)
The ±-arbitrariness is inessential as the undressing operator is an even function of it’s
argument.
As a result, one gets the following theorem.
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Proposition 2 If one constructs an action A[H ] being invariant w.r.t. infinitesimal
gauge transformations
δH(x, p) = ω†(x, p) ∗H(x, p) +H(x, p) ∗ ω(x, p), (169)
that possesses a vacuum of the form
H = −p2, (170)
then the quadratic part of the perturbative expansion of A[H ] around this vacuum is a sum
of deformed conformal higher spin theories (90-(98)) with µ2 = − h¯2
4
2, which is equivalent
to a sum of conformal higher spin theories (50-52) with conformal spin s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...,
the equivalence is provided by local undressing and reconstruction maps (104) and (105),
respectively.
It will be shown in the next sections A[H ] exists indeed, and possesses the vacuum
(170). Therefore, A[H ] will present a consistent conformal higher spin theory action. In
the subsequent treatment, we not only construct the action A[H ] (Sec.(5)), and prove
H = −p2 is a vacuum (Sec.(7)), but explicitly calculate the quadratic action around this
vacuum and get the sum of conformal higher spin theories with s = 0, 1, 2, 3... (Sec.(8)).
Concluding the description of the geometry let us mention that a similar treatment
of point particle in background fields has been undertaken in two-time approach [33]. In
this approach, any d-dimensional relativistic system may be reformulated as a particular
gauge of a 2+ d-dimensional one, that usually allows to highlight conformal properties of
the model. On the other hand, as a consequence of two additional dimensions introduced,
the analysis of dynamical content of the theory may appear to be more involved. In
particular, the linearization of the equations proposed in [33] has not been shown yet to
lead to some known free gauge fields in d-dimensions. To make contact to our treatment
it is desirable to have a proposition analogous to Prop. (2), which would unambiguously
indicate dynamical content of fluctuations around a vacuum. At the moment it seems
unlikely that the theory proposed in [33] describes the same dynamics as our one, one of
the reasons is that the action of the theory of [33] is of cubic order in dynamical fields that
is not easy to relate to our non-polynomial action (215) constructed in the next section.
5 The Action
5.1 Formal operator approach
According to our strategy one has to find an action A[H ] being gauge-invariant w.r.t.
covariance transformations
δH(x, p) = ω†(x, p) ∗H(x, p) +H(x, p) ∗ ω(x, p), (171)
Below we will use what we call ”the formal operator approach”. This means writing all
formulae in terms of operators rather than their symbols, and exploiting the standard
machinery of quantum mechanics like decomposition of any operator fˆ in terms of a full
set of orthogonal states |i > and their duals < j| like
fˆ =
∑
i,j
|i >< i|fˆ |j >< j| =∑
i,j
fij |i >< j| (172)
In fact, this formalism is equivalent to treating operators as large matrices. This formalism
is very useful for elucidating the structure of the theory and for checking the algebraic
properties of diverse quantities in the model. After a quantity is formulated in the formal
operator approach it may be rewritten in terms of symbols. After that, one should check
whether the formal properties valid for quantities built from large matrices are still valid
for the quantities built from operators whose symbols are power series in momenta (113).
In terms of operators, the gauge transformations (137) read
δHˆ(x, p) = ωˆ†Hˆ + Hˆωˆ ↔
δHij = ω¯kiHkj +Hikωkj
(173)
Representing ω as ω = a+ i
h¯
ǫ one gets
δHij = aikHkj +Hikakj +
i
h¯
(−ǫikHkj +Hikǫkj). (174)
ǫ parameterize infinitesimal unitary transformations, as H is hermitian, it may be put
into diagonal form Hij = Hiδij, where δij is Kronecker’s δ-symbol. Then transformation
laws (173) are rewritten as
δHi = 2aiiHi, (175)
In the finite form, one has
H ′i = e
2aiiHi (176)
These transformations do not affect only three quantities, namely, the numbers of states
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|i > with Hi > 0, Hi = 0 or Hi < 0. Let us denote
♯+ = dimension of the subspace with Hi > 0
♯0 = dimension of the subspace with Hi = 0
♯− = dimension of the subspace with Hi < 0.
(177)
To write down these invariants without referring to any particular basis of states one
introduces three orthogonal projectors π+(Hˆ), π0(Hˆ), π−(Hˆ) to the subspaces in which
Hi > 0, Hi = 0 or Hi < 0, respectively,
π+ + π0 + π− = 1ˆ, π+π0 = π+π− = π0π− = 0, π2+ = π+, π
2
0 = π0, π
2
− = π−. (178)
Then
♯+ = Trπ+(Hˆ); ♯0 = Trπ0(Hˆ); ♯− = Trπ−(Hˆ), (179)
where trace of an operator is defined as
Trfˆ =
∑
i
fii. (180)
Thus, the only functional being invariant w.r.t. gauge transformations (176) is
A[Hˆ] = α+♯+[Hˆ ] + α0♯0[Hˆ ] + α−♯−[Hˆ ], (181)
where α+, α0, α− are some constants. As the sum of all dimensions ♯+ + ♯0 + ♯− does not
depend on H , only two constants are independent.
The projectors π+, π0, π− may be formally written down if one uses the notion of a
function of operator. Given a function of a real variable F (σ) and the decomposition of
the Hilbert space into a direct sum of eigenspaces |Hi > of a hermitian operator Hˆ ,
Hˆ|Hi >= Hi|Hi > (182)
the function of operator Hˆ is defined as the operator which acts in each eigenspace as
F (Hˆ)|Hi >= F (Hi)|Hi > . (183)
Let us define three functions of a real variable σ by the rule
t+(σ) = 0, s ≤ 0, t+(σ) = 1, s > 0
t0(σ) = 0, s 6= 0, t0(σ) = 1, s = 0
t−(σ) = 0, s ≥ 0, t−(σ) = 1, s < 0
t+ + t0 + t− = 1, t2+ = t+, t
2
0 = t0, t
2
− = t−; t+t0 = t+t− = t−t0 = 0
(184)
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Then
π+ = t+(Hˆ), π0 = t0(Hˆ), π− = t−(Hˆ), (185)
and general invariant functional (181) takes the form
A[H ] = Tr(α+t+[Hˆ ] + α0t0[Hˆ ] + α−t−[Hˆ]). (186)
As t+ + t0 + t− = 1 the action is rewritten as
A[H ] = Tr((α+ − α−)t+[Hˆ ] + (α0 − α−)t0[Hˆ] + α−), (187)
that is, up to an infinite constant Trα− is
A[H ] = Tr(γ+t+[Hˆ] + γ0t0[Hˆ ]), (188)
To actually calculate this expression for general H(x, p) one has to rewrite the last ex-
pression in the langauge of symbols. This is done in the next two subsections for the case
γ+ = 1, γ0 =
1
2
, while generalization to arbitrary γ’s does not produce new results.
5.2 General class of functionals Tr F(H*).
Semiclassical expansion as a low-energy expansion.
First of all we show how to rewrite general functional of the form
AF [H ] = TrF (Hˆ) (189)
in terms of symbols. Let Hˆ be an operator, which acts on the wave functions by the rule
(Hˆψ)(x) =
∫
ddx′H˜(x, x′)ψ(x′), (190)
with the integral kernel H˜(x, x′). The trace of the operator is defined as
TrHˆ =
∫
ddxH˜(x, x), (191)
and for a wide class of operators this definition coincides with (180).
On the other hand, if H(x, p) is the Weyl symbol of Hˆ, connected with the kernel by
the formula (598) of Appendix (H), the same expression is identically rewritten as
TrHˆ = (2πh¯)−d
∫
ddxddp H(x, p) (192)
In the symbol picture, the notion of function of operator is transformed into the notion
of ∗-function. Given an ordinary function F (σ) and a function H(x, p), one defines ∗-
functions of H by the following rules [48]. ∗-polynomials are defined as
(H∗)k = H ∗ ... ∗H (k times). (193)
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Then, if a function is decomposed in Tailor series, ∗-function is defined by the same
Tailor series with the (polynomials ↔ ∗-polynomials) substitution. This way one can
define ∗-exponent:
exp(λH∗) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(λH∗)k , λ ∈ C. (194)
Note that in contrast to ordinary exponent series which converges for arbitrary arguments,
the convergence of ∗-exponent is an issue. Then, let
F (σ) =
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ)eλσ, (195)
where the integration is performed along a contour C in a complex plane, be some Fourier-
Laplace type representation for F (σ). Then F (H∗) is defined as
F (H∗) =
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ) exp(λH∗) (196)
For a wide class of symbols and operators the symbol of the function of operator F (Hˆ)
is given by the ∗-function F (H∗), and the expression (189) is mapped to
AF [H ] = TrF (H∗) = (2πh¯)−d
∫
ddxddp F (H∗) (197)
Now discuss the invariance properties of the trace operation. In the formal operator
formalism, Tr(F (Hˆ)) is invariant w.r.t. infinitesimal unitary transformations δHˆ =
− i
h¯
(ǫˆHˆ−Hˆǫˆ) as every eigenvalue Hi is invariant. In the symbol formalism, this invariance
is controlled by the property
(A ∗B − B ∗ A) = (total derivative), (198)
and therefore (needless to say, w.r.t. infinitesimal unitary transformations F (H∗) trans-
forms by the same rule as H , δF (H∗) = − i
h¯
[ǫ, F (H∗)])
δTrF (H∗) = − i
h¯
∫
ddxddp [ǫ, F (H∗)] =
∫
ddxddp (total derivative) (199)
and equals zero if total derivative vanishes at infinity (we suppose there are no bursts in
the total derivative so integral of the total derivative resides at infinity, it will always be
the case for the expressions we deal with in the paper). In our treatment, the vanishing
of the total derivatives at infinity will take place due to reasons to be discussed a little
bit later (see discussion after (230)).
Note also the “simple multiplication”property of the Weyl symbol
Tr(A ∗B) = Tr(AB) +
∫
ddxddp (total derivative) (200)
useful in diverse calculations.
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Our main tool for calculating expressions like (197) is as follows.
Every functional (197) may be rewritten in a standard field theoretic form providing a
kind of low-energy expansion, like the α′ expansion in string theory where, if one neglects
the overall 1
(2πh¯)d
prefactor, h¯2 plays the same role of parameter counting the number
of space-time derivatives as α′ does. The h¯0-term contains no space-time derivatives and
exhibits itself as a cosmological term. Indeed, every ∗-function F (H∗) turns out to possess
a semiclassical expansion in powers of h¯
F (H∗) =
∞∑
k=0
h¯2kF2k(H) , F0(H) = F (H). (201)
To ground this statement, consider ∗-exponent (194)
u(λH|h¯) ≡ exp(λH∗). (202)
It satisfies the differential equation
∂
∂λ
u(λH|h¯) = H ∗ u(λH|h¯) = H exp( ih¯
2
↔∇)u(λH|h¯). (203)
Writing down u(λH|h¯) in a form of the semiclassical expansion
u(λH|h¯) =
∞∑
k=0
(
ih¯
2
)kuk(λH) (204)
one gets the simple recurrent differential equations for uk(λH):
∂
∂λ
u0 = Hu0
∂
∂λ
u1 = H
↔∇u0 +Hu1
∂
∂λ
u2 =
1
2
H(
↔∇)2u0 +H
↔∇u1 +Hu2
...
∂
∂λ
uk =
k∑
l=0
1
l!
H(
↔∇)luk−l
(205)
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etc., wherefrom accounting the initial condition u(0) = 1 one gets the solution7
u0 = e
λH
u1 = e
λH λ2
2
(H
↔∇H) = 0
u2 = e
λH
(
λ2
4
(H
↔∇
2
H)− λ3
6
(H
↔∇H↔∇H))
)
...
u2k+1 = 0, u2k = e
λHv2k(λH, λ∂H, ..., λ(∂)
2kH)
(206)
where v2k is a polynomial of the highest degree 3k in λH and its derivatives w.r.t. phase
space variables (x, p). The total order of derivatives in each h¯k term equals 2k. Note
that in the Weyl symbol (141) H
↔∇H = 0, therefore the terms including this combination
vanish.
Substituting the decomposition (203-206) in a Fourier-Laplace representation (196)
one gets the semiclassical decomposition for an arbitrary ∗-function
F (H∗) = F (H)+
− h¯2
4
(
1
4
F ′′(H)(H
↔∇
2
H)− 1
6
F ′′′(H)(H
↔∇H↔∇H)
)
+
+...+ ( h¯
2
)2k
3k∑
n=2
F (n)(H)Pol2k,n(H, ∂H, ...∂
4kH) + ...
(207)
where F ′′, F ′′′, ..., F k are the second, third and highest derivatives of F by it’s argument,
Pol2k,n are some monomials of degree n in H and its derivatives w.r.t. phase space
variables (x, p) up to the order 4k.
It is clear from the structure of ∗ product and ↔∇ operator that the numbers of x and
p-derivatives in each term are equal to each other and equal 2k. Thus, every h¯2k-order
of the semiclassical expansion F (H∗) is nothing but the 2k-th order in x derivatives.
Therefore, the semiclassical expansion takes a form of low energy expansion for F (H∗)
where h¯ is an expansion parameter counting number of x-derivatives. Calculating the
trace (197), one finds the low-energy decomposition of the action
AF [H ] = A0+ h¯
2A2+ h¯
4A4+ ... = (2πh¯)
−d
∫
ddx ddp F (H(x, p))+ h¯2A2+ h¯
4A4+ ... (208)
7The expressions like (A
↔
∇B
↔
∇C) are to be understood in a sense that
↔
∇ acts only on its neighbors,
i.e. the left
↔
∇ acts on A and B while the right one acts on B and C.
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The classical term A0 is invariant w.r.t. classical canonical transformations, δH = {ǫ,H}
up to a total derivative. Here it represents the ”cosmological term”. Therefore, the
cosmological term is intimately related to the classical limit of the quantized particle
geometry8.
To make contact with standard field theoretic actions one has to integrate in (208)
over momenta, then one gets the standard actions for the infinite collection of symmetric
tensor fields on the x-space.
There do exist such ”Lagrangians” F that the integration over momenta is well-defined
in the class of power series in momenta (113), at least within the framework of some
perturbative procedure. At least with our choice for F (see the next section, Eq. (211)),
all integrations over pm are finite and easily calculated at any order in h¯.
5.3 The Action
Among general functionals of the form (197), there exists the unique one, where the gauge
invariance δH = − i
h¯
[H, ǫ] is extended to the full algebra of similarity transformations of
the form
δH = ω† ∗H +H ∗ ω, (209)
which is nothing but the covariance algebra of our geometry. Gauge parameters ω are
required to have the form of power series in momenta, with coefficients being tensor fields
with compact support in x-space. Note that this restriction defines a subalgebra of the
total algebra of smooth phase-space functions (152), at least perturbatively in h¯.
We recall that in the trace operation the order of product factors is inessential up to
a total derivative, then the variation of AF [H ] under (209)
δAF [H ] = 2
∫
ddxddp F ′(H∗) ∗ H ∗ a + total derivative. (210)
The only solution providing vanishing of this variation (modulo total derivative) for ar-
bitrary H and arbitrary a is
F (H) = ν1θ(ν2σ) + ν3; F
′(σ) = ν1ν2δ(ν2σ). (211)
here ν1,2,3 are real constants, which may be set, without loss of generality, to ν1 = ν2 =
8 This, very natural, appearance of the cosmological term conforms with Fradkin - Vasiliev results on
the inevitable appearance of cosmological backgrounds in higher spin models[3].
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1, ν3 = 0, and θ(σ) is the “step” θ-function:
θ(σ) = 0 , σ < 0
θ(σ) = 1
2
, σ = 0
θ(σ) = 1 , σ > 0,
(212)
while δ(σ) = ∂
∂σ
θ(σ) is an ordinary δ-function. The variation vanishes due to the identity
δ(H) ∗H ≡ 0. (213)
This identity is not a formal one, in fact being decomposed in semiclassical series like
(207) it generates an infinite number of relations expressed in terms of derivatives of the
equation δ(σ)σ ≡ 0 and valid as identities for distributions.
The choice of F (H) we just have made conforms with considerations based on the
formal operator approach of subsec. (5.1). and corresponds to the option
γ+ = 1, γ0 =
1
2
. (214)
Thus, the invariance w.r.t. covariance transformations (135 ), (148) fixes the form of
action unambiguously, up to the choice of the constant θ(0) which, as it will be seen
below, is inessential so our choice (214) does not spoil generality. Thus,
A[H ] = Tr θ(H∗). (215)
The action can be formally represented as an ”invariant induced action”
A[H ] =
∫
DxDpDλ
λ
δ(λ˙) exp{ i
h¯
1∫
0
dτ (px˙− λH(x, p))}, (216)
where the δ(λ˙)-insertion implies the natural gauge λ = const (116), and the remaining
global τ -reparametrizations (117) are used to set the limits of τ -integration to 0 and 1.
After this gauge is implied the functional integral by λ reduces to an ordinary one by
λ’s zero mode. Choosing a special integration contour leads to our action (215). Indeed,
recalling the functional integral representation of the trace of the evolution operator [51]
Tr expiλHˆ =
∫
DxDp exp{ i
h¯
λ∫
0
dτ (px˙−H(x, p))}, (217)
and the integral representation for θ-function
θ(σ) =
1
2πi
∞∫
−∞
dω
ω − iεe
iωσ, (218)
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one gets (215) after specifying integration contour in λ-space as
Cθ : λ(τ) = τ − iε; τ ∈ (−∞,∞), ε→ 0+. (219)
Note that this is not the contour that provides the one-loop effective action TrLn(Hˆ),
the latter would arise after choosing the contour
Cone-loop : λ(τ) = τ, τ ∈ [ε,∞) , ε→ 0+ (220)
which is ultraviolet divergent in general as ε tends to zero.
Thus, the action has the form
A[H ] = Tr θ(H∗) = (2πh¯)−d ∫ ddxddp {θ(H)+
− h¯2
4
(
1
4
δ′(H)(H
↔∇
2
H)− 1
6
δ′′(H)(H
↔∇H↔∇H)
)
+
+...+ ( h¯
2
)2k
3k∑
n=2
δ(n−1)(H)Pol2k,n(H, ∂H, ...∂lH) + ...
}
(221)
Below, we will refer the (2πh¯)−dh¯2k- terms as h¯2k-ones, in so doing 2k appear to be equal
to the total number of x-derivatives of dynamical fields.
5.4 Classes of hamiltonians. C, Cp and C˜p
It is important to find a reasonable class of hamiltonians H(x, p) for which the action is
well-defined. One example of such a class, which we denote C is provided by hamiltonians
for which the constraint surface H(x, p) = 0 is a boundary of a compact ”inside” domain
In in the phase space
{In|(x, p) ∈ In⇔ H(x, p) < 0}, {C|H ∈ C ⇔ In is compact}. (222)
Note that this class of hamiltonians is invariant, at least perturbatively in h¯, w.r.t. gauge
transformations (209). 9
To show H ∈ C is a good option for the action (215), consider first the classical, h¯0
term, proportional to θ(H). The constraint surface H = 0 is a boundary of two domains
In and Out in the phase space, such that the phase space is split into two regions: In
“inside”, with H > 0, and Out“outside”, with H < 0. As θ(H) = 1 “inside” and θ(H) = 0
9As H = 0 is a compact surface, for general H ∈ C this is equivalent to requiring that the surface
H = E is also compact, for E being small enough. This implies that Hˆ ∈ C possesses a discrete spectrum
which starts from E = 0.
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“outside”, the classical term equals (up to the multiplier) the volume of In. Note that
the value θ(0) is inessential as the surface H = 0 has zero measure in the phase space.
The higher h¯2k-terms, interpreted as quantum corrections to the classical term, are
proportional to derivatives of δ-function. Therefore, they are also finite as due to the
presence of δ(k)(H) the integrals reside on the compact constraint surface H = 0.
Thus, one has the following statement.
Proposition 3 In the case constraint surface H ∈ C, i.e. if the constraint surface
H(x, p) = 0 is a boundary of a compact domain, the full action is the “quantized vol-
ume” of the “inside” region H(x, p) > 0 in the phase space. After the expansion into the
semiclassical series (221), the classical term is the volume of the “inside” region. The
quantum corrections of order h¯2k, k = 1, 2, ... are given by integrals of densities localized
on the constraint surface H(x, p) = 0.
So far we have described the case when H ∈ C and the action is finite (at least semi-
classically, i.e. in each order in h¯). Note this case is not precisely what we need. Actually,
we need the situation when 1) H(x, p) is a power series in momenta with coefficients
Hm(k)(x) being arbitrary smooth tensor fields in x-space 2) the result of integration by
momenta in (215) is finite, while the action need not be finite. In this case, the action is
interpreted as a conventional one represented by an integral by x of a Lagrangian being
a function of tensor fields Hm(k)(x) and their x-derivatives. Therefore, it is vital to find
a reasonable class of H(x, p) for which the integrals by momenta converge and can be
calculated explicitly. A good option is the analog of the class C described above, the class
Cp of hamiltonians H(x, p) for which the constraint surface H(x, p) = 0 is, for each x, a
boundary of a compact ”inside” domain {Inx|p ∈ Inx if H(x, p) > 0}.
Indeed, then already before x-integration each term of the semiclassical expansion
(208) is an integral of a regular expression by Inx (classical term) or by the constraint sur-
face (quantum corrections). As Inx and H = 0 are compact each term of the h¯−expansion
is well-defined.
Thus, provided H ∈ Cp the action (215) has a form of an x-integral of the Lagrangian,
depending on components of H(x, p) and their x-derivatives.
The first, classical term of the semiclassical expansion of the Lagrangian, corresponding
to the action (215) has the interpretation of the volume of the domain bounded by the
constraint surface. This is clear due to the same reasoning as for the H ∈ C calculations.
Namely, θ(H) = 1 “inside” and θ(H) = 0 “outside”, therefore, the classical term in the
Lagrangian equals (up to the multiplier(2πh¯)−d) the volume of Inx. This classical term
does not contain x-derivatives of the components of H and is interpreted as a cosmological
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term. Again the value θ(0) is inessential as the surface H = 0 has zero measure in the
phase space.
The higher h¯2k-terms, proportional to derivatives of δ-function, contain 2k space-time
derivatives of the dynamical fields and are interpreted as quantum corrections to the
classical(=cosmological) term. Thus the Lagrangian of the theory may be spelled as
follows.
Proposition 4 In the case constraint surface H ∈ Cp, i.e. if for each x the constraint
surface H(x, p) = 0 is a boundary of a compact domain, the full Lagrangian is the “quan-
tized volume” of the “inside” region H(x, p) > 0 in the phase space. After the expansion
into the semiclassical series (221), the classical term is the volume of the “inside” region,
it does not contain x- derivatives of the dynamical fields and therefore plays the role of a
cosmological term. The quantum corrections of order h¯2k, k = 1, 2, ... contain x-derivatives
of the dynamical fields of order 2k and are given by integrals of densities localized on the
constraint surface H(x, p) = 0.
Note that of our main interest in this paper are the hamiltonians H(x, p) which are
the power series in momenta (113). Therefore, we are interested if it is possible to have an
overlap between Cp and the space of power series in momenta. It is clear that these two
classes have wide overlap which we denote C˜p. In order a power series in momenta H(x, p)
to belong to Cp the coefficients of this power series should satisfy some inequalities which
do not impose algebraic constraints on the coefficients Hm(k) of H(x, p) and therefore
do not reduce the dimension of the space of power series. We refer these inequalities as
Cp-restrictions. Although we do not find these restrictions explicitly we suppose they are
satisfied so that
H(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
Hm1...ms(x) pm1 ...pms ∈ Cp (223)
A good test of the validity of the last formula would be the convergence of all integrals by
momenta in all calculations we are going to perform, while the appearance of divergencies
would be interpreted as spoiling the Cp-restrictions.
For practical calculations, it is convenient considering general hamiltonians as a sum
of the “low spin” and “higher spin” parts,
H(x, p) = H2(x, p) + w∆H(x, p)
H2(x, p) =
2∑
s=0
Hm1...ms(x) pm1 ...pms = D(x)− gmn(x)ΠmΠn, Πm = pm − Am(x)
∆H(x, p) =
∞∑
s=3
Hm1...ms(x)pm1 ...pms ,
(224)
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where D(x) ≥ 0, the metric gmn is Euclidean. Then, if ∆H = 0 then H ∈ Cp as, for
each x, the constraint surface H = H2 = 0 is a generalized sphere of radius
√
D det(g). If
to treat general H of the form (224) perturbatively by considering ∆H as a fluctuation
with the expansion parameter w, then all the expressions in (221) are to be calculated
perturbatively in powers of w. Notably, given a fixed order of the semiclassical expansion
(221), each term of its w-expansion is finite, because it is represented by integrals of the
form δ(k)(H2)L(H2,∆H, ∂H2, ∂∆H, ...) localized on the generalized sphere H2 = 0. Thus,
the Lagrangian is finite in the framework of the perturbative expansion in h¯ and w in the
sense each term of this expansion is finite for arbitrary hamiltonians of the form (224),
even if Cp-restrictions are not obeyed. In the case H ∈ Cp, the series in w converge to exact
expressions written down in terms of entire H without its decomposition into low spin and
higher spin parts. In general, summing the power series in w may lead to divergencies,
we interpret these divergencies as arising because H(x, p) ceases to belong to Cp.
An important remark concerns the difference between even- and odd- dimensional
case. All the integrals to be calculated are given by successive derivatives by D of the
expressions like
∫
ddp θ(D − p2)pm1 ...pm2s ∼ D
d
2
+s√g(gm(2))s. Therefore, in even dimen-
sions all expressions contain only non-negative powers of D while in odd ones arbitrary
negative powers of D are possible. One more point is that in even dimensions one has a
huge variety of D0-terms, i.e. there exists a well-defined and nontrivial limit D → 0.
After integrals by momenta are evaluated either in terms of w-expansion for H of
the form (224) or explicitly for H ∈ Cp one gets the Lagrangian that depends on the
tensor fields Hm(k) and their x-derivatives. Then one takes away the Cp-restrictions on
the coefficients of the power series and considers Hm(s) of a general form. The Lagrangian
remains finite as in terms of Hm(s) it is represented by the same expression. Thus one
obtains the analytic continuation of the Lagrangian to the cases when it does not have
the interpretation of the ”quantized volume”. This includes the cases when the metric in
(224) is not Euclidean, since the surface H2 = 0 is clearly non-compact in this case. To
illustrate what happens we deliver a simple example. Consider the integrals
I1[A0] =
∫
ddp δ(m2 − ηmnpmpn)A0(p)
I2[A1, A2] =
∫
ddp δ(m2 − ηmnpmpn)A1(p)A2(p),
(225)
where A0,1,2(p) are power series in momenta,
A0,1,2(p) =
∞∑
s=0
Am1...ms0,1,2 pm1 ...pms , (226)
and the metric ηmn is Euclidean. The integration runs over d− 1-sphere of radius m and
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are clearly well-defined. The integrals are
I[A0] =
√
det ηmn
∞∑
s=0
bsm
d−1+2sAm1...m2sηm1m2 ...ηm2s−1m2s
I[A1, A2] =
√
det ηmn
∞∑
s=0
csm
d−1+2sAm1...ms1 A2 m1...ms,
(227)
where bs, cs are some easily calculable numbers, and the contractions are by the Euclidean
metric ηmn. The analytic continuation of these expression is achieved just by ascribing
another signature to the metric, after this continuation, the expression I[A], I[A1, A2] are
still well-defined but become pure imaginary, as it is standard in passing from Euclidean to
Minkowski space. The imaginary unit pre-factor is to be absorbed by the same pre-factor
which comes from the analytic continuation of the integration measure in x-space.
Contrary, if one tries to change signature of the metric before integration by momenta
in (221) one gets divergent expression as the surface p2 = m2 is not a sphere but a
noncompact hyperboloid or a cone. To summarize, after integration by momenta and
analytic continuation to the cases when H 6∈ Cp the Lagrangian is still well-defined but
lacks the interpretation of the ”quantized volume”.
Note that the analytic continuation of the quadratic Hamiltonian H2 ∈ Cp (224) to
Minkowski space, achieved by changing the sign of g00(x), lead to the Hamiltonian of
tachyon. Clearly, the Minkowski version of all H2 ∈ Cp in the framework of the w-
expansion (224) lead to hamiltonians that describe tachyon in low and higher spin fields.
Thus one can name the backgrounds H ∈ Cp analytically continued to Minkowski space
as tachyon backgrounds.
5.5 Actual gauge invariance of the action
Now let us discuss the gauge invariance of the action (215, 221). First of all, by construc-
tion it is ”formally invariant”, that means its variation w.r.t. gauge transformations (209)
is the integral of a total derivative. It appears this formal invariance may be proved to
be an actual gauge invariance, if H ∈ Cp, at least in the framework of the semiclassical
expansion by powers of h¯.
Instead of finding this total derivative explicitly (although it may be done after some
algebra) we note that as the action (221) and gauge transformations (209) are expanded
in power series in h¯
A = A0 + h¯2A2 + ..., δH = δ0H + h¯δ1H + h¯2δ2H + ... (228)
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the conditions of gauge invariance of the action may be expanded in powers of h¯ either,
δA = δ0A0+ h¯(δ1A0)+ h¯2(δoA1+ δ2A0)+ ... =
∫
ddxddp {[t.d.]0+ h¯[t.d.]1+ h¯2[t.d.]2+ ...}
(229)
where δkAl stands for the variation of Al due to δk-terms in the variation ofH , and ”t.d.n”
are the coefficients of the expansion of the total derivative (229) in the power series in h¯.
Explicitly, one gets
[t.d.]0 = 0, [t.d.]1 = ǫ
↔∇ θ(H), [t.d.]2 = 2
3
H
↔∇
(
δ′(H)(a
↔∇ H)
)
, ... (230)
each [t.d.]k is an expression of the form A
↔∇ B, i.e. a total derivative indeed. All
the total derivative terms vanish at infinity by the following reasons. General structure
of these terms is [t.d.] = ∂
∂xm
fm + ∂
∂pm
gm. After integrating by (x, p) these terms are
transformed in integrals by x-infinity (f -term) and by p-infinity (g-term). As x→∞, the
f -term vanishes as it contains gauge parameters which have compact support in x space
and vanish, together with all their derivatives, outside the support domain. As p → ∞,
the total derivative vanishes as gm has the form δ
k(H)g˜m, k = 0, 1, 2, ... localized at the
constraint surface H = 0 which does not contain p-infinity, and therefore gm(p→∞) = 0.
This reasoning applies in the framework of the semiclassical expansion. Thus, one has
Proposition 5 If H ∈ Cp then the ”quantized volume” action (215,221) is gauge invari-
ant, at least perturbatively in h¯, w.r.t. gauge transformations (209) with gauge parameters
being power series in momenta with coefficients being smooth tensor fields with a compact
support in x-space.
The conditions of this theorem may be relaxed but we do not consider this task here.
For our needs the theorem (5) is sufficient. Indeed, as we saw above there exists a natural
choice of H where the constraint surface is compact, namely, H = H2 where the metric
inside H2 is Euclidean and the dilaton is non-negative. General hamiltonians are treated
perturbatively like in (224) where it is supposed Cp-restrictions are obeyed. Thus, one has
Proposition 6 The ”quantized volume” action (215,221) is gauge invariant (perturba-
tively in h¯) for H being the power series of the form (224) with Euclidean metric and
D ≥ 0, provided that tensor fields entering the power series ∆H are subject to restrictions
(which do not reduce the dimension of the space of fields) insuring that the constraint
surface H2 +∆H = 0 is compact.
After the integration by momenta is performed in the Euclidean regime (i.e. when H2
contains Euclidean metric) the result of integration may be analytically continued, along
the lines explained above, to the cases when the metric has another signature.
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In so doing, the gauge invariance is not spoiled as after integration by momenta in
Euclidean regime, because check of gauge invariance does not involve the Cp-restrictions.
Indeed, these restrictions do not impose algebraic constraints onHm(k) and therefore could
not insure vanishing of any expression built from Hm(k). On the other hand, the variation
of the action is zero in the Euclidean regime, therefore, after integration by momenta its
vanishing is controlled by the very structure of the Lagrangian expressed in terms of the
component fields, this structure of course remains the same whether H ∈ C˜p or not.
6 Restoration of the low spin data. Low spin ansatz:
Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity
In this section, we show that the low-spin truncation of the ”quantized volume” action
(221) naturally leads to a Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity.
6.1 Calculation
The action has the form
A[H ] = Tr θ(H∗) = 1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp θ(H∗). (231)
The formula (221) is rewritten as
θ(H∗) = θ(H)− h¯
2
8
[
θ′′(H)C1 +
1
3
θ′′′(H)C2
]
+ o(h¯4), (232)
where
C1 = HmnH
mn −Hmn Hnm
C2 = HmHnH
mn +HmHnHmn − 2HmHnHmn ,
(233)
where the lower and the upper indices denote the derivatives w.r.t. coordinates xm and
momenta pm, respectively. In this section we perform the calculation of this action for
the particular ”low spin” Hamiltonian of the second order
H2 = D(x)− gmn(x)pmpn, (234)
representing general gravity+Maxwell+dilaton background. To simplify the calculation
we set zero the Maxwell field Am(x). As we argued above, in the case D ≥ 0 and if the
metric is Euclidean what we suppose henceforth in this section, the Hamiltonian (234) is
a simplest example when H ∈ Cp, therefore all integrals will converge.
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In the case under consideration, the last formula turns to
C1 = (D,mn − gkl,mnpkpl)(−2gmn)− 4gnk,mpkgml,n pl
C2 = (Dm − gkl,mpkpl)(D,n − gk′l′,n pk′pl′)(−2gmn)+
+4(D,mn − gkl,mnpkpl)gmrgnsprps − 8gmkpk(Dn − gef,n pepf)gnrm pr.
(235)
It is seen one has to calculate integrals like
I(k)m1...ms(x) =
∫
ddp θ(k)(H2)pm1 ...pms . (236)
In fact only even-s integrals are to be calculated, because odd-s integrals equal zero. The
simplest integral, I(0), which reproduces the classical part of the semiclassical expansion
(221) is
I(0)(x) =
∫
ddp θ(D − p2). (237)
Repeating the reasoning from Sec. (5.4) let us note that the surface H2 = D − p2 = 0
splits the phase space into two domains: “inside”, H2 > 0 ↔ p2 < 2D and “outside”
H2 < 0 ↔ p2 > D. By definition of the θ-function, the integrand is zero outside.
Therefore, all the integrals (236) are well-defined as the actual integration runs over a
compact domain.
The integral (237) is equal to the volume of the domain bounded by the constraint
surface H2 = 0. I
(k) are obtained via I(0) by the successive differentiation by dilaton D,
I(k)m1...ms(x) = (
∂
∂D
)kI(0)m1...ms(x), (238)
while I(0)m1...ms(x) are encoded by the generating function
Gd(l) =
∞∑
s=0
is
s!
I(0)m1...ms(x) l
m1 ...lms =
∫
ddp θ(H2)e
ipml
m
. (239)
Gd is easily calculated (see App. (D)) to be
Gd(l) = 2
d
2π
d
2 l−
d
2
√
gD
d
4J d
2
(
l
√
D
)
, (240)
where l =
√
l2, g = det(gmn). J d
2
is the Bessel’s function of the first kind (App. (E)),
Jk(z) = (
z
2
)p
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
k!Γ(p + 1 + k)
(
z
2
)2k (241)
Note that the generating function (240) is a power series in even degrees of l, i.e., a power
series in l2. Expanding both sides of (240) in lm one gets the expressions of integrals (236)
in terms of tensor powers of the metric gmn.
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Employing (240) and its derivatives by dilaton D (see (564)), one can easily get the
answer for any integral (236). In this subsection we need only integrals
∫
ddp θ(D − p2) = √g vd D d2
∫
ddp θ(D − p2) pmpn = √g vd D d2+1 1d+2gmn
∫
ddp θ(D − p2) pkplpk′pl′ = √g vd D d2+2 1(d+4)(d+2)Gklk′l′ ,
(242)
where
Gklk′l′ = gklgk′l′ + gkk′gl′l + gkl′glk′, (243)
where
vd =
π
d
2
Γ(d
2
+ 1)
(244)
is the volume of a unit ball in d dimensions, and the consequences of these integrals
obtained by a few differentiations w.r.t. D. This is enough for easily writing down the
result of integration by momenta for the expression (231):
A[H2] ≡ A[D(x), gmn(x)] =
vd
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddx
√
g
{
D
d
2 − h¯2
12
d
2
(d
2
− 1)(d
2
− 2)D d2−3gmnD,mD,n − h¯2d8 D
d
2
−1Y +
+ h¯
2
12
d√
g
∂n(
√
ggmn∂nD
d
2
−1)
}
+ o(h¯4),
(245)
where Y is an expression composed purely from the metric and its first and second deriva-
tives,
Y =
1
2
gkl,mng
mngkl − gnk,mgml,n gkl +
1
3
Gklk′l′(−1
4
gkl,mg
k′l′
,n g
mn − 1
2
gkl,mng
mk′gnl
′
) (246)
Now we have to discuss the gauge invariance of this action. By construction, general action
is gauge-invariant w.r.t. gauge transformations (209). In the case of the low spin ansatz
(234) one has to restrict to the subalgebra of gauge transformations which preserves the
second-order ansatz. This subalgebra, G0 is spanned by ǫ = ε(x)+ξm(x)pm and a = α(x),
parameterizing infinitesimal U(1) (phase) transformations, x-diffeomorphisms and Weyl
dilations, respectively. The commutation relations are quite the same as in the classical
case due to special properties of the Weyl symbol. Nevertheless, the action of G0 on the
components of the Hamiltonian H2 acquires quantum corrections. One has
δε,aH2 = [α,H2]+ +
1
ih¯
[ε,H2] (247)
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For the case at hand the h¯ series terminate at h¯2 terms. One has
δεD = −ξm∂mD − h¯24 (∂mgab) ∂a∂bξm + 2αD + h¯
2
2
gmn α,mn
δεAm = −ξk∂kAm + Ak∂mξk − ∂mϕ
δεg
mn = −ξk∂kgmn + gmk∂kξn + gnk∂kξm + 2αgmn,
(248)
where Am = gmnA
m. Here h¯2-independent terms represent standard U(1) transforma-
tions, x-diffeomorphisms and Weyl dilations, while h¯2-correction to the dilaton’s gauge
transformations prohibits its interpretation of a scalar field. Note that these gauge trans-
formations are already exact expressions for the gauge transformations. They form the
closed algebra, being isomorphic to its classical limit. It appears there exists the re-
definition of variables such that the new variables transform in a standard way, i.e. as
follows
δεD
′ = −ξm∂mD′ + 2αD′
δεA
′
m = −ξk∂kA′m + A′k∂mξk − ∂mϕ
δεg
′mn = −ξk∂kg′mn + g′mk∂kξn + g′nk∂kξm + 2αgmn,
(249)
The redefinition reads (see Appendix (F))
D′ = D − h¯2
4
(Y − d−4
3(d−1)R),
g′mn = gmn , A′m = Am,
(250)
where Y is from (246) while R is a scalar curvature constructed of the Riemann tensor
Rmnkl of the metric gmn by the rule R = g
mnRkmkn.
The action (245) is to be expressed in terms of new ”standard” variables. Then it
should be a action of Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity, described in Sec. (2.1), because the
gauge laws for D′, g′mn just coincide with those of (29). The result is
A[H2] ≡ A[D′(x), gmn(x)] = vd(2πh¯)d
∫
ddx
√
g
{
D′
d
2+
− h¯2d(d−4)
24
(
d−2
4
D′
d
2
−3gmnD′,mD
′
,n +
1
d−1D
′ d
2
−1R
)
+
+ h¯
2
12
d√
g
∂n(
√
ggmn∂nD
′ d
2
−1)
}
+ o(h¯4),
(251)
In the last formula, the first row is the classical, h¯0, term, which does not contain space-
time derivatives of the dynamical fields. It has clear meaning of the cosmological term.
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The dependence of the cosmological term on the dilaton exhibits the fact that, by the
very construction, it represents the volume of the d-ball of radius
√
D bounded by the
surface H2 = 0 in the momentum space.
According to our predictions, the derived action is nothing but the action of Weyl
invariant dilaton gravity (30), described in the beginning of the paper in Sec. (2.1).
Evidently, the inclusion of a nonzero Maxwell field Am(x) easily comes along the same
lines. The higher orders in h¯ may be computed along the same lines. As the gauge
transformations of the modified dilaton D′ and the metric gmn are just the standard
diffeomorphisms while the action is gauge invariant by construction, each h¯2k term of
the semiclassical expansion will be given (modulo total derivatives) by Weyl-invariant
combinations of the scalar D′, Riemann curvature and their covariant derivatives, with
the total number of derivatives of D′ and gmn being equal 2k. Thus we have recovered in
our approach the low spin data of Sec. (2.1) and have shown that
Proposition 7 The low-spin truncation of the ”quantized volume” action (221) provides,
in the Euclidean regime, Weyl-invariant dilaton gravity with cosmological term given by
dilaton potential.
6.2 Comparison to Schwinger-Dewitt technique
There exists another interpretation of the redefinition (250), that leads us naturally to
conjecture about the form of the invariant induced action in even dimensions.
Namely, let us recall that the standard tensor fields, dilaton and metric, of Weyl-
invariant gravity are the components of the second-order operator
H = gmn∇ˆm∇ˆm − d− 2
4(d− 1)R +D
′(x) (252)
governing the quadratic part of the action of free conformal scalar
SH[ϕ] =
∫
ddx
√
gχ∗Hχ. (253)
where g = det gmn. H scales as
H→ e(1+ d2 )a(x)He(1− d2 )a(x) (254)
w.r.t. Weyl dilations
gmn → e2a(x)gmn , D′ → e2a(x)D′ (255)
so that the action (253) is Weyl invariant provided χ→ e(−1+ d2 )a(x)χ.
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Clearly, the wave operator H, scalar χ and the action SH[χ] are related to some
Hamiltonian Hˆ , wave function ψ(x) and the coupling (133) by the map
SH[χ] = SH [ψ]
H = g−
1
4 (x)Hˆg
1
4 (x), χ(x) = g−
1
4 (x)ψ(x),
(256)
Given H, this map gives a second-order operator Hˆ which starts from gmn(x)∂m∂n. It
proves that by the x-diffeomorphism covariance and Weyl covariance, this operator is
nothing but the operator with the Weyl symbol (let h¯ = 1)
H = −gmn(x)pmpn +D(x) = −gmn(x)pmpn +D′ + 1
4
(Y − d− 4
3(d− 1)R), (257)
where the relation of D(x) and D′(x) is from Eq. (250).
Note that the origin of the map (256) is clear by the following reasons. In the Weyl
symbol, x-diffeomorphisms are generated by the generating function
ω =
i
h¯
ξm(x)pm, (258)
which is the Weyl symbol of the operator
ωˆ =
1
2
(ξm∂m + ∂mξ
m) = ξm(x)∂m +
1
2
(∂mξ
m(x)). (259)
The latter operator defines representation of general coordinate transformations charac-
teristic for the scalar density of weight 1
2
, that is manifested by the 1
2
∂mξ
m addition to
ordinary vector field ξm∂m. The g
1
4 factors in (256) just compensate this addition ren-
dering infinitesimal general coordinate transformations to be ordinary vector fields. To
summarize, x-diffeomorphisms, which look as δH = − i
h¯
[ξmpm, H ]∗ in the symbol approach
and lead to unusual transformation laws (248) for the dilaton D, in terms of H are just
ordinary vector fields which transform D′(x) as a scalar. In so doing, D′ is just a scalar
part of the generally covariant differential operator H.
Having established the map between the symbol H(x, p) and operator H one can use
the Schwinger-Dewitt technique for evaluating the expression
Q(iτ) = Tr exp(iτH) (260)
and compare the result with our calculations in symbol formalism. The benefit of using
the Schwinger-Dewitt approach is that H is parameterized by ordinary tensor fields and
Q(iτ) is expressed as an integral of the covariant expression [31] built from Riemann
curvature, dilaton and their covariant derivatives. Namely, let
H = gmn∇ˆm∇ˆm − 16R + P (x) +m2 ⇒, (261)
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where
P (x) +m2 = D′(x) +
d− 4
12(1− d)R (262)
Then the Schwinger-Dewitt technique provides the expression [31]
Tr exp(iτH) = e
im2τ
(4πiτ)
d
2
∞∑
n=0
(iτ)n
∫
ddx
√
g an(x, x) (263)
where an(x, x) are built from P (x), Riemann curvature and their covariant derivatives,
[31]
a0(x, x) = 1, α1(x, x) = P,
a2(x, x) =
1
180
(RmnklR
mnkl −RmnRmn + 2R) + 12P 2 + 162P,
(264)
and so on.
Our action is given by the formula
A[H ] = Tr θ(Hˆ) = Tr 1
2πi
∞∫
−∞
dω
ω−iεe
iωHˆ (265)
Suppose changing the order of integration by ω with ”Tr” operations is a legal operation
10 one gets
1
2πi
∞∫
−∞
dω
ω−iεQ(iω) =
1
2πi
∞∫
−∞
dω
ω−iε
eim
2ω
(4πiω)
d
2
∞∑
n=0
(iω)n
∫
ddx
√
g an(x, x). (266)
Let d be even. For m2 > 0 the integrals by ω are calculated easily as integration contour
may be continued to the closed contour in a full complex plane by adding the point
Im ω = +∞,
A[H ] = 1
(4π)
d
2
d
2∑
n=0
(m2)
d
2
−n
(d
2
− n)!
∫
ddx
√
g an(x, x). (267)
Using the identification (262) one can see that this expression coincides, modulo boundary
terms, with that obtained in the Weyl symbol formalism (251). But the expression (267) is
nothing but the time-independent term of the decomposition of the trace of the evolution
operator,
A[H ] = Tr θ(Hˆ) = lim
τ→0+
Tr exp(iτH) (268)
We expect analogous phenomenon takes place for general Hamiltonians which start from
small positive dilaton.
Let us comment on general coordinate invariance in our model. Of course, the ac-
tion is general coordinate invariant as x-diffeomorphisms form a subalgebra of the gauge
algebra of the theory. On the other hand, the coefficients of the decomposition of the
10In general such a changing is hard to justify. We nevertheless omit the detailed discussion of this
issue supposing the changing of contours is meaningful at least for a wide class of hamiltonians.
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Weyl symbol H(x, p) in power series in momenta are not ordinary tensors but acquire
quantum corrections to ordinary tensor transformation laws (154). Luckily, there exists
the parameterization of general differential operator in terms of ordinary tensor fields. It
is achieved by transferring to the new operator H(x,∇) being a power series in covariant
derivatives. Namely, given general Hamiltonian with Weyl symbol
H(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
Hm(s)(x)pm1 ...pms (269)
one has differential operators
Hˆ =
∞∑
s=0
(−ih¯)sHm(s)(x)∂m1 ...∂ms + ... (270)
(see (598,600) for exact formula), and
g−
1
4 (x)Hˆg
1
4 (x) = H =
∞∑
s=0
(−ih¯)sHm(s)(x)∇m1 ...∇ms (271)
where the inverse metric is nothing but Hm(2)(x) and g =
√
det gmn. Thus one gets the
map from the set of tensor fields Hm(s) comprising power series H(x,∇) to the set of
coefficients Hm(s) of decomposition of H(x, p) in momenta, the latter transforms w.r.t.
x-diffeomorphisms according to (154). Thus any x-diffeomorphism invariant expression
built from Hm(s) may be rewritten as invariant one in terms of Hm(s) i.e. as an integral∫
ddx
√
gF (∇r1...∇rkRefgh,∇q1...∇qlHm(s), ...)
of a function of Riemann curvature, Hm(s) and their covariant derivatives. Rewriting of
the action in terms of tensor fields Hm(s) and their covariant derivatives is what is likely
more simply performed in the Schwinger-Dewitt approach.
Despite the Schwinger-Dewitt technique is less elaborated in the case of general oper-
ators (271) one can make perturbative calculations along the lines of w-decomposition of
Sec. (5.4), i.e. taking the higher spin part as a small fluctuation. In so doing, one will
always get Q(iτ) as a power series of the form
Q(iτ) = (4πiτ)−
d
2 eim
2τ
∞∑
n=0
∫
ddx
√
g an, (272)
where an are covariant expressions built from Riemann curvature, tensor fields H
m(s) and
their covariant derivatives which reduce to ordinary Schwinger-Dewitt coefficients (264)
when higher rank fields are switched off. Then as m2 > 0 the integration by ω in (266)
may be always continued to run over the closed contour around origin in the complex
plane and thereby gives the simple residue of the expression Q(z) at the origin or just
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Q(0). Thus, at least in the framework of the w-expansion one has the formula (268) for
an arbitrary Hamiltonian (in even dimensions). This provides an alternative definition of
the action of the conformal higher spin theory.
But the same expression provides the logarithmically divergent term of the one-loop
effective action,
−1
2
TrLnHˆ = 1
2
∞∫
λ=µ
dλ
λ
Tr eλHˆ = −1
2
(lnµ)Q(0)+
+ power divergencies in µ + regular terms in µ.
(273)
In this sense, in even dimensions, the action of the model of the paper is nothing but the
logarithmically divergent term in the one-loop effective action of complex scalar field for
an arbitrary background wave operator Hˆ. This means the invariant induced action is a
logarithmically divergent part of true induced action −1
2
TrLnHˆ of the quantized particle.
6.3 Conformally flat vacuum
According to the derivation of Sec. (2.1), in d > 2, the theory (231,251) possesses the
vacuum of the form
D′ = 0, Am = 0, gmn = ηmn (274)
with ηmn being flat metric, or, equivalently, of the form
H = −p2. (275)
As the theory is Weyl-invariant, the Weyl-dilated configuration
Ha(x) = e
a(x) ∗ (−p2) ∗ ea(x) = −e2a(x)(p2 − h¯2
4
2a(x))⇔
D′ = 0, Am = 0, gmn = e2a(x)ηmn
(276)
is a vacuum either. Therefore, the Hamiltonian Ha(x) represents a family of conformally
flat vacua of the low spin truncated theory. Note that among the vacua (276) there are
anti-de Sitter and de Sitter spaces corresponding to the following choices of the conformal
factor
e2aAdS = (1− R−2x2)2 , e2adS = (1 +R−2x2)2, (277)
where R is ”radius” of AdS or dS space. It is natural to wonder if the vacuum (276)
can be a vacuum of the whole non-truncated theory. The answer is yes, the proof is the
subject of the next section.
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7 Conformally flat vacuum.
Consider the perturbative expansion of the ”quantized volume” action (221) around the
configuration
H¯ = D − p2, (278)
where D ≥ 0 and p2 is built with flat Euclidean metric. To this end one represents general
H as
H(x, p) = H¯ + eh(x, p), (279)
where h(x, p) is a fluctuation, and expands the action (221) in powers of eh,
A[H¯ + h] = A[H¯] + eA1[h] + e2A2[h] + ... (280)
The zero order term is easily calculated as any ∗-function of H¯ amounts to ordinary
function,
F (H¯∗) = F (H¯) (281)
Therefore, the action is given by the classical term while the quantum corrections vanish.
The result is
A[H¯] = 1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp θ(D − p2) = vd
(2πh¯)d
D
d
2
∫
ddx (282)
Of course this expression diverges but this is not dangerous for our purposes.
Of our main interest in this section is the eh-linear term. This term equals the variation
of the action (221), under the variation of the Hamiltonian of the form δH = eh, around
the configuration H = H¯ . Taking into account that the order of product factors under
the sign of trace operation is inessential (up to total derivative terms) one gets
A[H¯ + h]−A[H¯] = 1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp
{
θ((H¯ + e h)∗)− θ(H¯∗)
}
=
1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp δ(H¯∗) ∗ eh+ tot. derivative = 1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp δ(H¯) e h+ tot. derivative,
(283)
where in the last equality two ∗-products turn to ordinary products because of the Eq.
(198) and ”simple multiplication” rule (200). The total derivatives by x are transformed
into the integrals by x-infinity and vanish as h is required to vanish at x-infinity. The total
derivatives by p may be shown to vanish either, as they are proportional to derivatives of
delta-function δ(H¯) (that may be shown along the same lines as in Sec. (5.5)).
The main part of the variation, the expression
1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp δ(H¯)h(x, p) (284)
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presents the integral by the constraint surface H¯ = 0 being d− 1-sphere. This expression
is easy calculable to be
1
(2πh¯)d
∫
ddxddp δ(H¯)h(x, p) =
1
(2πh¯)d
∞∑
s=0
D
d
2
−1+sds
∫
ddx hm1...msm1...ms(x), (285)
where ds are non-zero coefficients which may be extracted e.g. from generating functions
(564).
Now consider the case
D = 0. (286)
Then the variation vanishes provided d > 2 and thus the configuration H = −p2 is a
solution of the classical equations of motion of the ”quantized volume” action, i.e. it
is a vacuum. This vanishing of the variation has a transparent meaning as
√
D is the
radius of the sphere H¯ = 0 and therefore the limit D → 0 corresponds to the case when
the sphere shrinks to a point. As a consequence, the ”quantized volume” as well as its
variation, vanishes in even dimensions (in d > 2). At the same time, in odd dimensions
the w-decomposition of the invariant induced action in the sense of Sec. (5.4) contains
all negative powers of the dilaton, therefore, the fact that the linear variation cancels is a
less trivial phenomena which manifests that all terms in the linear variation of A[H ] with
negative powers of D become total derivatives as D → 0. Thus, we get the
Proposition 8 In d > 2, the HamiltonianH = −p2 is a solution of the classical equations
of motion for the ”quantized volume” action (221).
Now one recalls Proposition (2) to derive
Proposition 9 In d > 2, the quadratic in h terms of the perturbative expansion of the
”quantum volume” are described by a sum of deformed conformal higher spin theories with
µ2 = − h¯2
4
2.
In the next section, by direct calculation we show this is the case indeed. Thereby, the
”quantized volume” is a consistent action for the (Euclidean phase of) conformal higher
spin theory.
As the whole theory is invariant w.r.t. Weyl dilations, one gets the family of vacua
Ha(x,p) = −ea(x,p)∗ ∗ p2 ∗ ea(x,p)∗, (287)
We call any vacuum of the form a conformally flat vacuum. Below we perform all the cal-
culations in the case a = 0, but one has to keep in mind that the results of calculations are
related by the gauge transformation to another conformally flat vacua, e.g. d-dimensional
de Sitter or anti-de Sitter spaces (277).
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8 Restoration of the linearized data. Perturbative
expansion around the conformally flat vacuum
In this section, we consider perturbative expansion and linearization of the theories (221),
firstly around an arbitrary vacuum solution, and then around the conformally flat vacuum.
We uncover, at the quadratic order, a sum of conformal higher spin theories with s =
0, 1, 2, 3, ... that presents our main result.
8.1 General perturbative expansion.
Consider the functional
AF [H∗] = TrF (H∗) (288)
and perform its expansion in perturbative series around a particular point H = A. This
means representing general Hamiltonian as
H = H¯ + eh, (289)
and expand the action (288) in Tailor series in h. This is achieved as follows. First,
we recall the representation of the function F (H∗) in Fourier-Laplace type series (195),
which gives
TrF (H∗) =
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ)Tr exp(−λH∗), (290)
where λ ∈ C while C is a contour in a complex plane.
One expands the expression Tru(−λ) = Tr exp(−λH∗) and then integrates by λ. The
expansion of the exponent is performed by making use of the formula
exp(−λ(H¯ + eh)∗) = exp(−λH¯∗) ∗ T exp(−
λ∫
0
eλH¯∗ ∗ eh ∗ e−λH¯∗) (291)
which is proved easily by the differentiation by λ. T denotes the T -ordering,
T (B1(λ1)B2(λ2)) = θ(λ1 − λ2)B1(λ1)B2(λ2) + θ(λ2 − λ1)B2(λ2)B1(λ1). (292)
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According to this formula, the functional (288) is equal, up to h3 terms,
AF [H∗] = TrF ((H¯ + eh)∗) =
∫
C
dλf(λ)Tre−λ(H¯+eh)∗ =
∫
C
dλf(λ)e−λH¯∗ ∗ T exp(−
λ∫
0
eλH¯∗ ∗ eh ∗ e−λH¯∗) =
= A0[H¯] + eA1[H¯, h] + e2A2[H¯, h] + e3A3[H¯, h] + o(h4)
A0[H¯ ] = TrF (H∗)
A1[H¯, h] = TrF ′(H∗) ∗ h
A2[H¯, h] = ∫
C
dλf(λ)Tre−λH¯∗ ∗
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dτ2e
τ1H¯∗ ∗ h ∗ e−τ1H¯∗ ∗ eτ2H¯∗ ∗ h ∗ e−τ2H¯∗
A3[H¯, h] = −12
∫
C
dλf(λ)Tre−λH¯∗∗
∗
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dτ2
τ2∫
0
dτ3e
τ1H¯∗ ∗ h ∗ e−τ1H¯∗ ∗ eτ2H¯∗ ∗ h ∗ e−τ2H¯∗ ∗ eτ3H¯∗ ∗ h ∗ e−τ3H¯∗
(293)
In what follows, we apply these formulae to the case
F (σ) = θ(σ), (294)
what is equivalent to choosing the function F˜ (λ) and the integration contour as follows,
F˜ (λ) =
1
2πiλ
, λ = −ε + iτ, τ ∈ R, ε→ 0+ (295)
We also make use of the notation
ad =
1
(2πh¯)d
, bd = (πh¯)
d (296)
It is worth discussing briefly where the leading terms of the conformal higher spin
models will come from. The calculation we perform is in the framework of expansion in two
parameters h¯ and e, the former counts the number of x-derivatives and the latter counts
”the number of tails” i.e. the degree of h, such that a term ∼ h¯2kel is a homogeneous
polynomial in h of degree l with the total number of x-derivatives equal to 2k. Using
integration technique explained in Sec. (6.1) and App. (D) it may be readily shown that
after taking all integrals by momenta, the invariant induced action has a form like
A[D − p2 + eh] ∼
∫
ddx
∑
r
∞∑
l=0
elD−r(h¯∂)
d−2l+2r+
l∑
i=0
si
hs1...hsl , (297)
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where partial derivatives act in a diverse way on the rank-s1...sl components of the fluc-
tuation. In even dimensions terms with negative powers of D are zero by the reasons
discussed in Sec. (5.4) while in odd dimensions arbitrary negative powers of D are avail-
able. The terms with negative degrees of x-derivatives are absent by the very construction,
as we are doing semiclassical decomposition in h¯∂, this implies summations are actually
restricted to the domain 2r ≥ −d+ 2l − l∑
i=0
si. Of our main interest D = 0 case,
lim
D→0+
A[D − p2 + eh] ∼
∫
ddx
∞∑
l=0
el(h¯∂)
d−2l+
l∑
i=0
si
hs1 ...hsl, (298)
While in even dimensions the latter expression is a straightforward limit of D > 0 one,
in odd dimensions the situation is more subtle, the limit D → 0 exists in the sense
this may be a vacuum but not in the framework of perturbative expansion, just like the
point σ = 0 is not a good point for expansion of the function f(σ) = σ
k
2 , κ = 1, 2, 3, ....
Our calculations will naturally incorporate odd-dimensional case, despite it is only the
even-dimensional case when the perturbative expansion is well-defined in a usual sense.
Consider the quadratic action, i.e. l = 2, and let s1 = s2 = s. Then one has
lim
D→0+
A[D − p2 + eh] ∼ e2
∫
ddx
∞∑
s=0
(h¯∂)d−4+2s hshs + ...+ o(e3h3), (299)
where ”...” stands for non-diagonal terms. Terms ∼ (h¯∂)d−4+2shshs are nothing but the
leading terms of free conformal higher spin models of spin s. It is seen that the conformal
spin-s model originates from the d− 4 + 2s-th quantum correction to the classical volume
of the domain bounded by the constraint surface, in the limit D → 0 when the surface
shrinks to a point in the momentum space.
8.2 Calculation of the quadratic part of the action
Calculate the quadratic term in the expansion (293) around the vacuum solution
H¯ = −p2. (300)
One has
eλp
2∗ = eλp
2
eλp
2∗ ∗ h(x, p) ∗ e−λp2∗ = h(x− 2ih¯λp, p).
(301)
After making use of the trace property (198), the “simple multiplication” property (200)
and making the change of variables
t = τ1 − τ2 , τ1 = τ1 (302)
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one rewrites the quadratic action form (293) as
A2 = −ad
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ)
∫
dxdpeλp
2
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dth(x, p) ∗ h(x− 2ih¯t, p) (303)
It is useful to employ the integral representation for the star-product (142) to rewrite the
last expression as
A2 = −adb−2d
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ)
∫
dxdpdx1dp1dx2dp2e
λp2
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dt
exp(2i
h¯
[(x− x2)p1 + (x1 − x)p2 + (x2 − x1)p])h(x1, p1)h(x2 − 2ih¯tp2, p2),
(304)
or, making shift of the integration variables x2 → x2 + 2ih¯tp2,
A2 = −adb−2d
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ)
∫
dxdpdx1dp1dx2dp2e
λp2
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dt
exp(2i
h¯
[(x− x2)p1 + (x1 − x)p2 + (x2 − x1)p− 2ih¯tp2(p1 − p)])h(x1, p1)h(x2, p2).
(305)
The next step is rewriting the integral by λ, τ1, t using the formulae
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dtetσ = 1
σ
( 1
σ
(eλσ − 1)− λ)
∫
C
dλF˜ (λ)eλρ 1
σ
( 1
σ
(eλσ − 1)− λ) =
=
1∫
0
dα
1∫
0
dβαF ′′(αβσ − ρ)
(306)
to get
A2 = −adb−2d
1∫
0
dα
1∫
0
dβα
∫
dxdpdx1dp1dx2dp2δ
′(αβσ − ρ)
exp(2i
h¯
[(x− x2)p1 + (x1 − x)p2 + (x2 − x1)p])h(x1, p1)h(x2, p2),
(307)
where
σ = −4(p− p1)p2 , ρ = −p2. (308)
The integration over x, p2 is elementary, with the result
A2 = −adb−1d
1∫
0
dα
1∫
0
dβα
∫
dpdx1dp1dx2δ
′(4(p− p1)p1αβ − p2)
exp[2i
h¯
(x1 − x2)(p1 − p)]h(x1, p1)h(x2, p1),
(309)
Instead of calculating the quadratic action
AP [h] =
∞∑
k=0,k′=0
∫
ddxhm1...mk(x)P{m1...mk|n1...nk′}(∂l)h
n1...nk′(x), (310)
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itself it is worth calculating the function of two vector variables
P (q, q′) =
∞∑
k=0,k′=0
1
k!k′!
qn1...qnk′q′m1 ...q′mkP{m1...mk|n1...nk′}(∂l) (311)
with the coefficients depending on ∂l.
Lemma 1 If A2 is given by the expression
AP [h] =
∫
ddx1d
dx2d
dp f(
x1 − x2
2
, p) h(x1, p)h(x2, p), (312)
then
P (q, q′, ∂) = 2d
∫
ddrddp f(r, p) e(q
m+q′m)pm−2rm∂m (313)
The proof is by direct calculation.
Now we are ready to calculate the generating function P (q, q′, ∂). According to (309)
and (312,313), the expression for generating function reads
P (q, q′, ∂) = −2dadb−1d
1∫
0
dα
1∫
0
dβα
∫
drdpdp1
δ′(4(p− p1)p1αβ − p2) exp(4ih¯ [r(p1 − p)] + (q + q′)p1 − 2r∂).
(314)
Before doing integrals over r etc. it is useful to make the shift of the integration variables
p→ Π = p− 2p1αβ (315)
and change the variables in the α, β-sector as
η = 1− 2αβ , α = α (316)
to get
P (q, q′, ∂) = −1
2
2dadb
−1
d
∫
Σ dαdη
∫
drdΠdp1
δ′(p21(η
2 − 1)− Π2) exp[4i
h¯
(r(p1η − Π) + (q + q′)p1 − 2r∂],
(317)
where the domain of integration Σ in the (η, α) plane is the triangle with vertices (1, 0),(1, 1),
(−1, 1). Now perform elementary integration by r,Π with the result
P (q, q′, ∂) = −ad
2
∫
Σ dαdη
∫
dp1
δ′((1− η2)n2 − (p1 − iηn)2+)efp1,
(318)
where
n = − h¯
2
∂ , f = q + q′. (319)
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After shift of the integration variables p→ p+ iηn, the last integral takes the form
P (q, q′, ∂) = −ad
2
∫
Σ dαdη
∫
dp1
δ′((1− η2)n2 − p21)efp1eiηnf
(320)
The remaining integral over p1 is calculated easily as it is expressed via generating function
G
(2)
d (554,564),
G
(2)
d (l) =
∫
ddp δ′(M2 − p2)eipmlm = 2 d2−2π d2M d2−2l− d2+2J d
2
−2(µl). (321)
Combining two last formulae one gets
P (q, q′, ∂) = −ad
2
2
d
2
−2π
d
2
∫
Σ dαdη e
iηnf (n
√
1− η2) d2−2J d
2
−2(±i|f ||n|
√
1− η2)
(322)
One easily checks that the ±-ambiguity in the separate multipliers of the last formula
cancels for the whole expression.
Now integrate over α, η. Note that the η-odd part of the last expression is purely
imaginary and therefore it represents a total-derivative term (the associated contribution
to the quadratic action gives operator of odd order in derivatives) which arose just because
despite we have started from the purely real expression (288), after that we did some
integrations by parts (we have used the cyclic property of the trace operation after the
Eq. (200)).
In summary, η-odd term should be omitted and we are interested only in η-even
contribution. But then the domain of integration may be supplemented (of course, after
multiplying the total expression by 1
2
) by its image under η → −η reflection to get the
rectangle with vertices (0, 1), (1, 1), (1,−1), (0,−1). Then the integration by α gives the
factor 1 as the integrand does not depend on α, while for η it is worth making the
substitution
η = sin θ , θ ∈ [−π
2
;
π
2
] (323)
The integral takes the form (wherein we have accounted that the integrand is even w.r.t.
θ → −θ)
P (q, q′, ∂) = −ad
2
2
d
2
−2π
d
2
(±if)2− d2
pi
2∫
0
dθ cos θ ei sin θ nf (n cos θ)
d
2
−2J d
2
−2 (±i|f ||n| cos θ)
(324)
Remarkably, the last integral by θ is calculated explicitly due to the existence of the
special family of identities for Bessel’s functions (570). Taking into account the identity
J− 1
2
(z) =
√
2
πz
cos z (325)
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the integral (324) fits the identity (570) under the choice q = 1
2
, p = d−3
2
. For the validity
of the formula (570) it is necessary p ≥ 0 that excludes the case d = 2, but this case is
already excluded from our consideration as in d = 2 H = −p2 is not a vacuum.
The final result is (d > 2)
P (q, q′, ∂) = κd(n2)
d
2
−2
(√
−n2f 2 + (nf)2
)− d−3
2
J d−3
2
(√
−n2f 2 + (nf)2
)
n = − h¯
2
∂ , f = q + q′,
(326)
where
κd = −2− d+72 π 1−d2 h¯−d, (327)
No ambiguity in sign comes from the square root terms, as the expression z−νJν(z) con-
tains only even powers of z.
Let us comment on the emergence of the non-integer powers of 2 in odd dimensions.
From the first glance it seems contradictory to our previous considerations as we are just
calculating power series in derivatives in the framework of the semiclassical expansion.
These apparent problems have arisen because we have used integral formula for the star-
product and then many times integrated by parts neglecting boundary terms. And the
quadratic action corresponding to generating function (326) in odd dimensions is just a
total derivative, if one defines nonlocal operators 2
k
2 , k = 1, 3, 5, ... in such a way they are
antisymmetric: ∫
ddx A2
k
2B = −
∫
ddx B2
k
2A+ boundary terms. (328)
Hereafter we suppose this choice is made. So in odd dimensions the quadratic action
vanishes.
8.3 Spin decomposition
As shown in [56] and in Sec. (3.1), conformal higher spin model of integer spin s is
characterized by the generating function
P (s)µ (q, q
′, ∂) = 2
d
2
−2 (ρρ′)−
d−3
2 Js+ d−3
2
(µρ) Js+ d−3
2
(µρ′) C
d−3
2
s (
τ
ρρ′
), (329)
ρ2 = 2 q2 − (q∂)2 ; ρ′2 = 2 q′2⊥ = 2 q′2 − (q′∂)2
τ = 2 (qq′)− (q∂)(q′∂).
(330)
µ is a real operator, µ = µ(2). According to the theorem of Sec. (4.4), just calculated
quadratic theory, characterized by the generating function (326) should break up as a
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sum of deformed conformal higher spin theories(83) with all spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., with
deformation parameter
µ2 = − h¯
2
4
⇒ µ√
2
= ±ih¯
2
, (331)
while direct calculation should give specific values for the coefficients of the sum. Let us
show by direct calculation this is really the case. To this end, note that the argument of
the Bessel’s function in (326) may be rewritten as
−n2f 2 + (nf)2 = − h¯2
4
(ρ2 + ρ′2 + 2τ) = − h¯2
4
(ρ2 + ρ′2 + 2ρρ′cosϕ)
cosϕ = τ
ρρ′
.
(332)
The last row is justified as for Euclidean vectors q, q′, ∂ one has
τ = 2(q⊥q′⊥) ≤ ρρ′ = 2|q⊥||q′⊥|, (333)
where q⊥ stands for the ∂-transverse projection of q. The identity for Bessel’s functions
(571) allows one to decompose the generating function of the quadratic higher spin action
(326) as follows
P (q, q′, ∂) = κd 2
d−3
2 Γ(d−3
2
)
(n2)
d
2
−2 ∞∑
s=0
(−)s(s+ d−3
2
)(± ih¯
2
ρ)
d−3
2 (± ih¯
2
ρ′)
d−3
2 Js+ d−3
2
(± ih¯
2
ρ)Js+ d−3
2
(± ih¯
2
ρ′) C
d−3
2
s ( τρρ′ ) =
= 2
d−3
2 (± ih¯
2
)d−3( h¯
2
)d−4κd
∞∑
k=0
(−)s Γ(s+ d−1
2
) P
(s)
± ih¯
2
(q, q′, ∂) =
−2−1−dπ 1−d2 (± ih¯
2
)d−3h¯−4
∞∑
k=0
(−)s Γ(s+ d−1
2
) P
(s)
± ih¯
2
(q, q′, ∂).
(334)
As above, note that the ±-ambiguity disappears as all expressions are even either w.r.t.
ρ or ρ′.
We have shown that the quadratic action is an infinite sum of conformal higher spin
models of all integer spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... More precisely, the quadratic action, corre-
sponding to the generating function (334) is rewritten in terms of undressed variables
ϕs introduced in Sec. (3.2) as a sum of conformal higher spin actions described in Sec.
(2.2.1). This is the corollary of the paper.
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8.4 Calculation of the cubic part of the action
We start with the expression for the cubic part of the action A3 (293), which we rewrite
using cyclic property of the trace and the equations
H¯ = −p2 , eλp2∗ = eλp2 (335)
in the form
A3 = −12ad
∫
C dλF˜ (λ)
∫
dxdpeλp
2
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dτ2
τ2∫
0
dτ3h ∗ e(τ1−τ2)p2 ∗ h ∗ e−(τ1−τ2)p2e(τ1−τ3)p2 ∗ h ∗ e−(τ1−τ3)p2 .
(336)
Making change of variables
t1 = τ1 − τ3 , t2 = τ1 − τ2
t2 ≤ t1 ≤ τ1 , 0 ≤ τ2 ≤ τ1
(337)
and using
eλp
2∗ ∗ h(x, p) ∗ e−λp2∗ = h(x− 2ih¯λp, p), (338)
the cubic action is rewritten as
A3 = −12ad
∫
C dλF˜ (λ)
∫
Σ dτ1dt1dt2
∫
dxdpeλp
2
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dt2
τ1∫
t2
dt1h(x, p) ∗ h(x− 2ih¯t2p, p) ∗ h(x− 2ih¯t1p, p),
(339)
where integration over τ1, t1, t2 goes over the domain Σ specified by the second row of the
Eq. (337) and the condition τ1 ∈ [0, 1].
Employing integral representation for the star-product (142) and making some simple
redefinition of integration variables one rewrites the last expression as
A3 = −12adb−2d
∫
C dλF˜ (λ)
∫
Σ dτ1dt1dt2
∫
dxdpdx1dp1dx2dp2dx
′
1dp
′
1dx
′
2dp
′
2e
λp2
exp(2i
h¯
[(x− x′2)p′1 + (x′1 − x)p′2 + (x′2 − x′1)p+ x′2 − x2)p1 + (x1 − x′2)p′2+
+2ih¯(p1p2(t2 − t1) + t1p2p′2 − t2p1p′2)]) B(x′1, p′1)B(x1p1)B(x2, p2).
(340)
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Doing elementary integrations over x, p, x′2, p
′
2 one gets
A3 = −12ad
∫
C dλF˜ (λ)
∫
Σ dτ1dt1dt2
∫
dx1dp1dx2dp2dx
′
1dp
′
1e
λ(p′1+p2−p1)2
exp(2i
h¯
[(p− p2)x′1 + p′1(x2 − x1) + x1p2 − x2p1 + 2ih¯((p′1 − p1)p2t1 + (p2 − p′1)p1t2)])
B(x′1, p
′
1)B(x1p1)B(x2, p2).
(341)
To integrate by λ one has to make use of the equality
∫
dλF˜ (λ)
λ∫
0
dτ1
τ1∫
0
dt2
τ1∫
t2
e−λσ3+t1σ1+t2σ2 =
−
1∫
0
dαα2
1∫
0
dβ
1∫
β
dγF ′′′(σ3 − (γσ1 + βσ2)α),
(342)
with
σ1 = −(p′1 − p1 + p2)2 , σ2 = −4(p′1 − p1)p2 , σ3 = −4p2(p2 − p′1), (343)
to get
A3 = −12ad
1∫
0
dαα2
1∫
0
dβ
1∫
β
dγ
∫
dx1dp1dx2dp2dx
′
1dp
′
1δ
′′(σ3 − (γσ1 + βσ2)α)
e
2i
h¯
[(p1−p2)x′1]+(x2−x1)p′1+x1p2−x2p1] B(x′1, p
′
1)B(x1p1)B(x2, p2).
(344)
To exhibit the structure of the cubic action it is worth calculating not the action itself but
a special generating function which encodes the complete structure of the cubic action.
Let
A3 =
∫
dx
∞∑
s1,s2,s3,k1,k2,k3=0
P
b1(k1)b2(k2)b3(k3)
a1(s1)a2(s2)a3(s3)
h
a1(s1)
,b1(k1)
(x)h
a2(s2)
,b2(k2)
(x)h
a3(s3)
,b3(k3)
(x) (345)
be general cubic action (commas denote derivatives w.r.t. xm). Generating function is
the function of six vector variables bm1 , b
m
2 , b
m
3 , d1m, d2m, d3m of the form
P3 =
∞∑
s1,s2,s3,k1,k2,k3=0
1
s1!s2!s3!
P
b1(k1)b2(k2)b3(k3)
a1(s1)a2(s2)a3(s3)
ba11 ...b
a1s1
1 b
a2
2 ...b
a2s2
2 b
a3
3 ...b
a3s3
3 d1 b1 ...d1 b1k1d2 b2 ...d2 b2k2d3 b1 ...d3 b1k1 .
(346)
Lemma 2 Let the cubic action is given by the formula
A3 =
∫
dx1dx2dx3dp1dp2dp3f(Q2−Q1, Q3−Q2, Q1−Q3)h(Y +Q1)h(Y +Q2)h(Y +Q3),
(347)
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where vector variables Y,Q1,2,3 are defined as follows
x1,2,3 = Y +Q1,2,3 , Q1 +Q2 +Q3 = 0. (348)
Then the generating function P3 is
P3 = 3
−d
∫
dQ1dQ2f(Q2 −Q1,−Q1 − 2Q2, 2Q1 +Q2)eQ1(d2−d1)+Q2(d3−d1)+p1b1+p2b2+p3b3 .
(349)
The proof is by direct calculation. Combining this lemma with the expression (8.4) one
finds
P3 = −123−dad
1∫
0
dαα2
1∫
0
dβ
1∫
β
dγ
∫
dQ1dQ2dp1dp2dp
′
1δ
′′(σ3 − (γσ1 + βσ2)α)
exp(2i
h¯
[Q1(−p1 + 2p2 − p′1 + h¯2i(d2 − d1) +Q2(p2 − 2p1 + p′1 + h¯2i(d3 − d1)]
+p1b1 + p2b2 + p
′
1b3)
(350)
Doing elementary integration by Q1, Q2, p1, p2 one gets
P3 = −123−dadb2d
1∫
0
dαα2
1∫
0
dβ
1∫
β
dγ
∫
dp′1δ
′′(σ3 − (γσ1 + βσ2)α)
exp[(p′1 +
1
3
(2n2 − n1))b1 + (p′1 + 13(n2 − 2n1))b2 + p′1b3],
(351)
where
n1 =
h¯
2i
(d2 − d1) , n2 = h¯
2i
(d3 − d1) (352)
σ1 =
4
3
(p′1 +
1
3
(n2 − 2n1))(2n2 − n1) , σ2 = −43(p′1 + 13(2n2 − n1))(n2 − 2n1) ,
σ3 = −(p′1 − 13(n2 + n1))2.
(353)
The argument of δ′′ is rewritten as
σ3 − (γσ1 + βσ2)α = −(p′1 + δ1n1 + δ2n2)2 + A2(n1, n2|δ1, δ2),
A2 = (δ1n1 + δ2n2)
2 − 2
9
(δ2 − δ1)(n2 − 2n1)(2n2 − n1)− 19(n1 + n2)2
δ1 =
1
3
(−1 + α(4β − 2γ)) , δ2 = 13(−1 + α(4γ − 2β)).
(354)
Making change of variables Π = p′1 + δ1n1 + δ1n2 one gets
P3 = −123−dadb2d
1∫
0
dαα2
1∫
0
dβ
1∫
β
dγ
∫
dΠδ′′(−Π2 + A(n1, n2|δ1, δ2))
exp
(
Π(b1 + b2 + b3)− (δ1n1 + δ1n2)(b1 + b1 + b3) + 13(2n2 − n1)b1 + 13(n2 − 2n1)b2
)
(355)
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Just like in the calculation of the quadratic action, the integration over momenta is
performed easily as it is given by the generating function G
(3)
d (see 554,564):
G
(3)
d (l) =
∫
ddp δ′′(M2 − p2)eipmlm = 2 d2−3π d2M d2−3l− d2+3J d
2
−3(µl) (356)
Combining the last formula with the expression for the generating function (355) one
arrives at the formula (wherein f = b1 + b2 + b3)
P3 = −2− d2−4π 3d2 3−dh¯de 13 (2n2−n1)b1+ 13 (n2−2n1)b2(f)3− d2 ∫Σ dαdδ1dδ2
e−(δ1n1+δ2n2)fA(n1, n2|δ1, δ2) d2−3J d
2
−3(fA(n1, n2|δ1, δ2)),
(357)
where the integration by α, δ1, δ2 goes over the domain Σ in the three-dimensional space
with coordinates α, δ1 + δ2 +
2
3
, δ2 − δ1, where each plane with fixed α ∈ [0, 1] is a tri-
angle with vertices α(1, 0, 0), α(1, 1, 1), α(1, 2, 1). The integration may be performed by
decomposing analytic function z
d
2
−3J d
2
−3(z) in power series in z then each term of the
decomposition of the integrand is a polynomial in A(n1, n2|δ1, δ2) and the integral runs
over the compact domain Σ.
Let us briefly discuss the structure of cubic vertices. It reproduces general structure
anticipated in the beginning of this section,
A3[h] ∼
∫
ddx
∞∑
s1,s2,s3=0
∂d−6+s1+s2+s3hs1 ...hs3, (358)
and the exact expression (357) just gives the special values to the coefficients of separate
terms in the last formula.
Let us comment of the procedure of finding interactions of original conformal higher
spin fields, described by traceless symmetric tensors. We saw in Sec. (3.2) that the
quadratic action of deformed conformal higher spin theories is expressed via ”undressed
fields φs(x), s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... (96),(98) related to hs by the invertible field redefinition
(104),(105) and that only traceless parts of undressed fields ϕs contribute the action.
Thus, at the quadratic level the action is entirely expressed in terms of ϕs. The cubic
action we just have calculated depends, however, on hs or, what is the same, on all φs,
i.e. on ϕs and on trace parts of φs. This means that in order to formulate the cubic
action one has to add all the trace parts of φs to original traceless fields ϕs the quadratic
action is build of. Thus from a first glance it seems as if at nonlinear level one has to
introduce additional degrees of freedom that is dangerous, because variation w.r.t. these
additional fields would give new equations of motion and make dynamics inconsistent in
general. However this is of course not the case. First of all let us note that the decoupling
of the traces of φs is controlled at the quadratic level by the hyper-Weyl gauge invariance,
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which is being smoothly deformed to nonlinear level, the latter property is in the core of
our construction. Thus one makes sure analogous decoupling phenomena will take place
at the nonlinear level, and one just has to get which form this decoupling takes at the
cubic order.
In fact it is easy to describe the decoupling of the traces at the cubic level, as accord-
ing to the well-known statement (App. (A)), the cubic action is gauge-invariant w.r.t.
linearized gauge transformations provided the fields obey linearized equations of motion.
Therefore, if the fields satisfy the linearized equations of motion then traces of φs do
decouple. This implies the traces of φs enter the cubic action only as a part of linearized
equations of motion. This phenomenon, and analogous ones which are nothing but the
consequences of the full gauge invariance δH = ω† ∗ H + H ∗ ω, make it consistent the
procedure of solving full nonlinear equations perturbatively by representing dynamical
fields as a formal power series in e, h = h0 + eh1 + e
2h2 + ... and solving the nonlinear
equations order by order in e. For instance, up to the cubic order one has, schematically,
L2h0 = 0 ;L2h1 = L3h0h0, (359)
where L2 and L3 are structures governing the quadratic and the cubic actions. From
the first equation one gets that h0 obeys free equations of motion, the latter are gauge
invariant w.r.t. linearized gauge transformations that implies decoupling of the traces.
By the same reasons, the traces of h1 decouple in the second equation, while the ”source”
L3h0h0 is gauge invariant w.r.t. linearized gauge transformations as h0 is on-shell. To
summarize, the traces of the fluctuation h0+eh1 do not contribute equations of motion up
to cubic order, therefore, no dangerous phenomena arise. Due to analogous decoupling
phenomena, the procedure of perturbative solution of the equations of motion will be
always consistent and will give interactions of the infinite number of traceless tensors of
all spins, each spin will enter the theory just once.
One more important issue is d = 3, 4 case and comparison of our results with results by
Fradkin and Linetsky [14]. Although we do not pursue explicit comparison in this paper it
is worth making a few comments. First of all note that in d = 3 the action by Fradkin and
Linetsky is just a Chern-Simons action which does not set a dynamical three-dimensional
theory, in this sense our result that the quadratic part of the action of conformal higher
spin theory in odd dimensions is a boundary term conforms with results of the authors
of [14]. In d = 4 the authors investigated construction of the cubic interaction in a
supersymmetric theory of conformal higher spin fields with spins s = 1, 3
2
, 2, 5
2
, 3, 7
2
, 4...
and concluded there is no consistent interaction beyond cubic order until each spin enters
the theory with infinite multiplicity. This looks different from our consideration as we
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have the theory of all spins, from zero to infinity, with multiplicity one. Leaving aside
difference of approaches and difference of supersymmetric and purely boson treatment
one notes that perhaps the main difference is the presence in our formulation of spin-0
field that is purely auxiliary11. At the quadratic level, it is zero on-shell while at higher
levels s = 0 field is expressed algebraically via the higher spin fields. Namely, employing
schematic representation of the cubic interaction (358) one gets at the cubic order
h0,0(x) = 0; h1,0(x) ∼
∞∑
s1,s2=1
∂−2+s1+s2h0,s1h0,s2 , (360)
where h0,s, h1,s stand for the zero and the first order of the perturbative expansion for the
component of rank s. It will give additional, ”dynamical” vertices for higher spin fields
in addition to those explicitly encoded in generating function (357). To summarize, we
observe the problems with infinite multiplicities of all spins (and, of course, problems with
all-orders interaction) encountered by Fradkin and Linetsky are avoided in our approach,
which differs by the presence of the auxiliary spin-0 scalar.
9 Free particles and conformal higher spin fields
It is clear one may consider the united action
A[H,ψ] = A[H ] + SH [ψ] =
Trθ(Hˆ) +
(
1
2
< ψ|Hˆ|ψ > +1
2
(< ψ|Hˆ|ψ >)∗
)
,
(361)
where e is a coupling constant. In the classical limit, interaction with classical particle is
achieved by adding the coupling
SH [x, p, λ] =
∫
dτ{pmx˙m − λH(x, p)}. (362)
Then the equations of motion read
δHA[H,ψ] = δ(Hˆ) + e|ψ >< ψ| = 0
δ<ψ|A[H,ψ] = Hˆ|ψ >= 0.
(363)
The interpretation of the second equation is that |ψ > is a zero mode for H , while from
the first equation one gets that |ψ >< ψ| is a projector to zero modes subspace. In fact,
the second equation is the consequence of the first one. All this means that the zero
modes subspace is one-dimensional. Thus, in the formal operator approach, the classical
11Besides, in the purely boson version of Fradkin and Linetsky’s model there is no spin-1 Maxwell field.
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dynamics, described by the united action (361), just describes, for e 6= 0 the hamiltonians
with one-dimensional normalizable zero modes subspace. In the case e = 0 one gets the
formal equation δ(Hˆ) = 0 which is can be interpreted as a condition to Hˆ not to admit
normalizable zero modes in L2, this is discussed in more detail in App. (B).
Here it is also worth remarking that this interpretation is just a formal picture that
may have a little to do with actual dynamics of conformal higher spin fields. On the other
hand, in some cases this picture may provide an adequate description, therefore we find
it useful to keep it in mind.
In d > 2, the equations (363) possess Poincare´-invariant solution
H = −p2, ψ = 0 (364)
The perturbative decomposition of the action (361) around this vacuum describes inter-
action of massless complex scalar and the tower of real conformal higher spin fields of all
integer spins. Note that in d = 4 the conformal spin-0 scalar is an auxiliary field, while in
d = 6 it is the familiar real massless scalar, therefore there are in total three real massless
scalars in this case. In the cubic order in fluctuations one gets the picture of sources
built from the bilinear combinations of wave function interacting by means of exchange
by conformal higher spin fields. Namely, the equations (363) are solved perturbatively,
order by order in the coupling constant e, after representing the Hamiltonian H(x, p) and
the wave function ψ(x) in series in e as
H = −p2 +
∞∑
k=1
ekhk(x, p), ψ(x) =
∞∑
k=0
ekψk(x). (365)
Then in zero and the first order in e one gets the equations of motion
δ(p2) = 0
pˆ2|ψ0 >= 0
Lhˆ1 = |ψ0 >< ψ0|,
(366)
where L is the wave operator for linearized equations of deformed conformal higher spin
fields, calculated above. In the classical limit, one gets
δ(p2) = 0
Lh1(x, p) =
∫
dτλ(τ) δ(x− x(τ), p− p(τ)),
(367)
where x(τ), p(τ) is an on-shell trajectory, and δ(x, p) is 2d-dimensional δ-function. The
r.h.s. of the second row is nothing but the (relativistic) phase space density which thereby
plays the role of a source for conformal higher spin fields.
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The interpretation of these equations is that there exists a source for conformal higher
spin fields built from the bilinear combination of the on-shell wave function |ψ > (or,
in the classical limit, the source is a functional of classical trajectories). After analytic
continuation to Minkowski space, the equations Lh1 = ... describe radiation of conformal
higher spin fields by the complex scalar field ψ(x), or, in the classical limit, by the massless
point particle, and their propagation through space-time according to free equations of
motion.
After this equation is solved for h1 in terms of ψ(x) and some initial(boundary) data
one can substitute the result back to the action (361) to get the first order interaction of
the sources in the form
Sint = e
∫
ddx ψ∗0(x) hˆ1 ψ0(x), (368)
where ψ0(x) are on-shell, pˆ
2ψ0 = 0. This action is gauge invariant w.r.t. linearized gauge
transformations
δh(x, p) = ω(x, p)† ∗ p2 + p2 ∗ ω(x, p), (369)
as pˆ2ψ(x) = 0. This invariance is nothing but the manifestation of the covariance of the
coupling SH [ψ] = e < ψ|Hˆ|ψ > in all orders in e. Indeed, expanding SH and gauge
transformations (137) in e, one gets, in the lowest order in e, the invariance of Sint w.r.t.
linearized gauge transformations (369) provided ψ is on-shell w.r.t. vacuum Hamiltonian.
As we show in Sec. (11) the interaction (368) is an economic form of Noether interaction
of the on-shell complex scalar field ψ to the external gauge fields via ”Noether currents -
one-forms” coupling, with (369) being the counterpart of abelian gauge transformations
of linearized connections.
Note that in d = 4 the linearized equation for the scalar fluctuation h(x) is purely
algebraic, while the corresponding current does not contain derivatives, so one gets the
quartic interaction of the form ∼ (∫ ddx |ψ(x)|2)2. s = 1 contribution in d = 4 is a
standard interaction of charged matter sources via Maxwell fields.
10 Global Symmetries. Conformal algebra and its
infinite-dimensional extension, conformal higher
spin algebra. Higher spin currents
This section presents an independent study of global symmetries of the conformal higher
spin model. The global symmetries are gauge transformations that preserve the vacuum.
The emergence of higher spin fields as background fields of the point particle allows
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one to describe the algebra of global symmetries in a simple fashion, as algebra of global
symmetries of the particle. This way we describe all known conformal higher spin algebras
(in d > 2) as algebras of observables of massless particle in an arbitrary dimension,
and besides we give definition of boson conformal higher spin algebras in an arbitrary
dimension d.
General technique of symbols of operators we use allows us to derive a simple formula
for all Noether currents of free complex scalar field for any wave operator, provided its
global symmetries are known. In particular, in the case of the wave operator Hˆ = h¯22 our
formula reproduces, in another basis, the set of currents found in [12] by direct calculation.
But first of all we will show that the global symmetries of the vacuum Hˆ = h¯22 contain
the conformal algebra so(d − q + 1, q + 1) and that its action on undressed fluctuations
ϕs is diagonal w.r.t. spin s. This means we deal with standard conformal theory in any
dimension d > 2. Then we will pass to the next issues related to the infinite-dimensional
extension of the conformal algebra to the conformal higher spin algebra.
10.1 Undressing, Reconstruction, and Conformal invariance.
Consider the field f(x) taking values in a representation of the Lorentz algebra so(d−q, q)
with generators Mab, a, b = 0, ..., d−1. Then one has the associated representation of the
conformal algebra so(d− q + 1, q + 1) with generators
P˜a = −∂a, J˜ab = −(xa∂b − xb∂a) +Mab
D˜ = x∂x + γ, K˜a = −(x2∂a − 2xax∂x)− 2xbMab − 2xaγ,
(370)
where γ is an arbitrary constant, the conformal weight.
Consider the representation of the conformal group on the components of the Hamil-
tonian H(x, p). By construction, it is given by the gauge transformations (209) which
leave intact the vacuum Hamiltonian H¯ = −p2,
δH(x, p) = ω† ∗H +H ∗ ω, ω = a+ i
h¯
ǫ
ǫ = baPa + b
abJab + c
aKa + cD
Pa = pa, Jab = xapb − xbpa, D = −(x, p), Ka = x2pa − 2xa(x, p),
a = −c + 2caxa,
(371)
that is in accord with (47). These transformations exhaust global symmetries with ǫ linear
in momenta, that is the subject of our analysis in this section. Using the formula (140)
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for the star-product, one derives
δH(x, p) =
[
baP˜a + b
abJ˜ab + c
aK˜a + cD˜ +
h¯2
4
ca(∂2p∂a − 2(∂x∂p)δa)
]
H(x, p)
(372)
where δa = ∂
∂pa
and operators P˜a, J˜ab, K˜a, D˜ map each rank-s subspace of H into itself
and act in this subspaces as the generators of the conformal algebra (370) with
Mab = −(paδb − pbδa), γ = 2− p∂p (373)
One observes that the conventional tensor transformation laws (370) are deformed by the
quantum correction, represented by the h¯3-term in (372). As a consequence, the conformal
transformations mix fields of different spins. However, at the linearized level this mixing
miraculously cancels after passing to the “undressed fields” of Sec. (3.2). Indeed, consider
representation of the global symmetry in the space of fluctuation near the conformally
flat vacuum H = −p2, h(x, p). It is given (see App. (A)) by the differential of the full
global symmetry transformations (371) evaluated at the vacuum point. However, as the
global transformations (371) are linear, their differential looks just the same, with H → h
substitution,
δh(x, p) = ω† ∗ h+ h ∗ ω. (374)
As it is shown in Sec. (3.2), at the linearized level it is possible to set the undressed fields
φs (98) traceless without loss of generality, this implies in turn that h is traceless either
(that may be easily seen by inspecting reconstruction map (105)),
∂2p h(x, p) = 0. (375)
Proposition 10 The representation of the conformal group on the “undressed” fields
(98)
ϕs = [Us+ d−3
2
(
ih¯
2
→
ρ)h]|ps, ∂2pϕs = 0,
→
ρ= −i∂x∂p (376)
is diagonal w.r.t. s and has the form (370) with
Mab = −(paδb − pbδa), γ = 2− s. (377)
Proof. For Poincare´ generators Pa, Jab and dilations D the proof is trivial as for these
generators there is no quantum correction because they commute with the undressing
operator. The nontrivial part of the proof is to check that the quantum correction cancels
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for the special conformal transformations Ka. By direct calculation one proves that, for
any function of z = ih¯
2
→
ρ ,
[f(z), Ka] = −ih¯2
(
2(p∂p +
d
2
− 1)f ′(z) + zf ′′(z)
)
δa, (378)
where the last equation is understood as valid when l.h.s. and r.h.s. act on traceless
functions (i.e. those with ∂2p = 0). Then, for the transformation laws of the undressed
field ϕs one has
δKaϕs = [Us+ d−3
2
( ih¯
2
→
ρ)δKah]|ps =
K˜aϕs − ih¯2{(zUs+ d−3
2
(z) + 2(p∂p +
d
2
− 1)U ′
s+ d−3
2
(z) + zU ′′
s+ d−3
2
(z))δah}|ps =
K˜aϕs − ih¯2{2(s+ d2 − 1)− (1 + 2s+ d− 3)}[U ′s+ d−3
2
(z)δah}|ps] =
K˜aϕs, γ = 2− s
(379)
where in passing from the second to the third row we have used that Uν(z) satisfies the
equation (567).
Note that the value of the conformal dimension γ = 2−s is in accord with the structure
of the free conformal spin-s action (329) which may be schematically written down as
As[ϕs] ∼
∫
ddx ϕs 2
d
2
−2 ∂2s ϕs. (380)
Needless to say, this value of conformal dimension in length units matches with that in
mass units (61) derived from AdS/CFT considerations.
As the gauge transformations (371) are linear, the global transformations are linear
either, hence they present the symmetry of each term of the perturbative decomposition of
the “quantized volume”around the vacuum H = −p2. In particular, the quadratic action
A2 is invariant up to boundary terms. As the transformations are diagonal w.r.t. spin,
they present symmetry of each free conformal higher spin-s theory with the action As[ϕs]
(50),(53). Our derivation is a somewhat indirect, but the first, proof of the conformal
invariance of the conformal higher spin theories.
10.2 Algebra of observables of free quantized point particle and
all bilinear conserved currents in general background fields.
Here we simultaneously investigate global symmetries of the model and the Noether cur-
rents of the free action (133).
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10.2.1 Algebra of observables
Consider the action (133). The global symmetries are by definition the gauge transforma-
tions (137,138) which do not change the Hamiltonian. They act on the wave functions by
the rule (138),
δ|ψ >= −ωˆ|ψ > . (381)
In accordance with (146) the infinitesimal global symmetries are characterized by the
equation
ω† ∗H +H ∗ ω = 0 (382)
and hence, due to (134), leave the action (133) invariant up to boundary terms. The
global symmetries form the Lie algebra GH with commutation relations
[δ(ω1), δ(ω2)] = δ(ω3)
ω3 = −[ω1, ω2].
(383)
It is seen that the antihermitian global symmetries ω = iǫ commute with H while hermi-
tian ones ω = a anticommute with H .
The Lie algebra (383) possesses the subalgebra GtrivH of trivial symmetries
ω = iµ ∗H , µ = µ† (384)
which annihilate every on-shell wave function, i.e. the one satisfying the equation (132).
In fact the trivial symmetries form an ideal since given a trivial symmetry, its commutator
with any symmetry is a trivial symmetry again:
[iµ ∗H,ω] = i(−µ ∗ ω† − ω ∗ µ) ∗H. (385)
As a consequence, the factor of the Lie algebra GH by the ideal of trivial symmetries,
Go = GH/GtrivH (386)
is a Lie algebra which we call ”algebra of observables” .
The Lie algebra GH admits a bilinear nonassociative multiplication
ω3 ≡ ω1 ◦ ω2 = i(ω1 ∗ ω2 + ω2 ∗ ω1), (387)
which is symmetric w.r.t. exchange of multipliers, and properly respects the trivial sym-
metries as the ◦-product of a trivial symmetry with any other one is a trivial symmetry
again:
(iµ ∗H) ◦ ω = i(iω ∗ µ− iµ ∗ ω†) ∗H. (388)
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Therefore, the algebra of observables Go acquires ◦-product either: the ◦ product of two
elements from factor space Go is given by the canonical projection of the ◦- product of
their prototypes in GH . Analogously, any symmetrized product of symmetries gives a new
symmetry:
ωN ≡ {ω1, ..., ωn}◦ ≡ iN−1 ∑
permutations{1...N}
(ω1 ∗ ... ∗ ωN) =
2−N
∑
permutations{1...N}
(ω1 ◦ (ω2 ◦ ... ◦ (ωN−1 ◦ ωN)...))
(389)
This product which we call multi-◦ product, also respects properly the trivial symmetries,
as ωN is trivial if any of the multipliers is trivial.
10.2.2 Noether currents
Any global symmetry ω leave the action (133) invariant up to boundary terms, therefore
there exists a Noether current Jω given by bilinear expressions in ψ¯(x), ψ(x) and its
derivatives. Let us recall a simple derivation of Noether theorem via studying general
variation of an action w.r.t. transformation of the global symmetry but with a parameter
being an arbitrary function of x. Let S[φi] be an action (depending on a set of fields {φi})
invariant under the global symmetry δφi = δνφ
i, where ν is a constant parameter.This
means that the variation of the Lagrangian w.r.t. this transformation is a total derivative.
Hence, if one makes the same transformation but with ν being an arbitrary function of x
the variation of the Lagrangian has a form
δL(φi, ∂φi, ∂2φi, ...) = ν,mJ
m(φi, ∂φi, ∂2φi, ...) + total derivative =
−ν∂mJm + total derivative.
(390)
Hence, if the fields φi satisfy classical equations of motion, the Noether current Jm is
conserved,
δS
δφi
[φi] = 0⇒ ∂mJm(φi, ∂φi, ∂2φi, ...) = 0. (391)
The Noether currents are defined up to trivial ones of the form Jmtriv = ∂nk
[mn] with
antisymmetric k[mn]. The trivial symmetries are defined as
δφi = k[ij]
∂S
∂φj
; k[ij] = −k[ji] (392)
and are easily seen to give rise to on-shell zero currents. Note that our definition of trivial
symmetries (384) is a realization of a general one (392) applied to the action (133).
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Now we derive Noether currents associated with the global symmetries (382). To this
end one has to study the variation of the action (133),
S[ψ] = 1
2
< ψ|Hˆ|ψ > +1
2
(< ψ|Hˆ|ψ >)∗ =
< ψ|Hˆ|ψ > +boundary terms,
(393)
w.r.t. transformations
δ|ψ >= −ν(x)ωˆ|ψ >, (394)
where ν(x) is an arbitrary function of x.
The variation is
δS = −1
2
∫
ddx
{
(νωˆψ)∗Hˆψ + ψ∗Hˆνωˆψ
}
+ c.c. =
= −1
2
∫
ddx
{
ψ∗(ωˆ†νHˆψ + Hˆνωˆ)ψ
}
+ c.c. =
= −1
2
∫
ddx
{
ψ∗([ωˆ†ν]Hˆψ + [Hˆν]ωˆ) + ν(ωˆ†Hˆ + Hˆωˆ)ψ
}
+ c.c.,
(395)
where square brackets denote commutators. The first term may be neglected as it will
give rise only to on-shell vanishing terms in Jm. The ωˆ†Hˆ+Hˆωˆ term equals zero off-shell,
due to (382). The remaining term in the variation is
− 1
2
∫
ddx
{
ψ∗[Hˆν]ωˆψ
}
+ c.c. (396)
Using the representation (600) for an operator Hˆ with the Weyl symbol
H(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
Hm(s)(x)pm1 ...pms , (397)
one rewrites the last equation as
δS = −1
2
∫
ddxψ∗
∞∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
s−k∑
l=1
{
(−ih¯)s(1
2
)kCksC
l
s−kH
m(k)m(s−k)
,m(k) ν,m(l)(ωˆψ),m(s−k−l)
}
+ c.c.,
(398)
where Cks =
s!
k!(s−k)! are binomial coefficients. Integrating by parts, one represents the last
expression in the form
δS =
∫
ddx ν,mJ
m
ω + total derivative, (399)
where
Jmω = −12
∞∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
s−k∑
l=1
{
(−ih¯)s(1
2
)k(−)l−1CksC ls−k∂m1 ...∂ml−1
[
ψ∗Hm(k)m(s−k),m(k) (ωˆψ),m(s−k−l)
]}
+ c.c.
(400)
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is a formula for the Noether current Jmω associated with the symmetry ω of the Hamilto-
nian H . It is also seen that the trivial symmetries of the form ωˆ = iµˆHˆ give rise to the
on-shell vanishing currents.
For the case of our main concern, the Hamiltonian of the form
H = −p2, (401)
the expression for currents simplifies as only s = 2, k = 0, l = 1, 2 terms are nonzero. The
result is
Jmω = −
h¯2
2
(ψ∗∂m(ωˆψ)− (∂mψ∗)ωˆψ) + c.c. (402)
In order to get the complete list of conserved currents in this case one has to solve the
global symmetry equation (382) in the case H = −p2, which is rewritten as
(p2 − h¯
2
4
2)a(x, p) + p∂xǫ(x, p) = 0 (403)
and find the algebra of observables (386). We are interested only in global symmetries
analytic in momenta (otherwise ωˆ is non-local). Using multi−◦ product one can construct
the solutions of higher degree in momenta pm in terms of multi−◦ products of solutions
of lower degrees in momenta. First of all, let us find the symmetries with ǫ linear in
momenta and with a independent of p,
ǫ = ξm(x)pm, a = α(x) (404)
Then (403) implies
ηab α = −1
2
(∂aξb + ∂bξa),
2α = 0.
(405)
The first row is the definition of the conformal Killing vector ξm, with general solution of
the form
ǫ = ξm(x)pm = b
aPa + b
abJab + c
aKa + cD
Pa = pa, Jab = xapb − xbpa, D = −(x, p), Ka = x2pa − 2xa(x, p),
α = −c+ 2caxa,
(406)
while the second row of (405) is satisfied as a consequence of the last row of (406).
The generators Pa, Jab, Ka, D form the conformal algebra so(d − q + 1, q + 1) of d-
dimensional conformally flat space with Pa, Jab being Poincare´ translations and Lorentz
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transformations and Ka, D being the special conformal transformations and dilations,
respectively. It is well-known the generators of the conformal algebra may be combined
in the second-rank antisymmetric tensor MAB, A,B,= 0...d− 1, d, d+ 1 (where d-th and
d+ 1-th coordinates are space-like and time-like, respectively), according to the rule
Mab = Jab,M+− = −1
2
D,M+a =
1
2
Pa,M−a =
1
2
Ka, (407)
where Y ± = 1
2
(Y d ± Y d+1).
Pure imaginary ω which belong to the center of the algebra of all phase-space functions,
ω = iConst, Const ∈ R (408)
is a symmetry either (the localization of this symmetry is the conventional U(1) gauge
symmetry).
The multi−◦ products (389) of conformal generators
ωA1...AkB1...Bk = {MA1B1 ...MAkBk}◦ , k = 1, 2, ... (409)
and U(1)-charge ω’s of the form (408) span general solution of the global symmetry
equation (382,401,403), modulo trivial generators (384). The proof will be delivered
elsewhere [54]12. Note that a multi-◦ product with U(1) charge does not lead to new
generators.
By construction, ωA1...AkB1...Bk are antisymmetric w.r.t. changes Ar ↔ Br, and sym-
metric w.r.t. simultaneous change Ar ↔ Ar′, Br ↔ Br′ . It is easy to prove that anti-
symmetrization of ωA1...AkB1...Bk w.r.t. any three indices equals zero. The most efficient
way to see this is to use d + 2-dimensional realization of the massless particle dynamics
(see App. (G)), where the generators MAB are realized as MAB = YAΠB − YBΠA with
d + 2-dimensional coordinates Y A and momenta ΠB, then the antisymmetrization over
three indices is zero because any third-rank antisymmetric tensor built from two vectors
YA,ΠB, and d+2-metric ηAB, is zero. All this means ωA1...AkB1...Bk is characterized by the
Young tableaux of the form
k
qqq
qq q
(410)
where the first row is occupied by A’s and the second row by B’s. In every AB column
one has the antisymmetry, that corresponds to the antisymmetry of MAB generators. At
k = 0, when the Young tableaux is empty, one has ω = i Const, Const ∈ R.
12An independent proof of this statement is in fact contained in paper [41], which has appeared when
the present paper has been prepared for publication.
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The representation of the conformal group being a direct sum of irreducible ones
characterized by traceless Young tableaux (410) with k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... is what we denote
Υd.
If one applies symmetry generators (409) to the on-shell wave functions, i.e. those
satisfying
− p2ψ(x) = h¯22ψ(x) = 0, (411)
according to the rule (381), one can prove the following identity
0 = NABψ(x) = {(MˆABMˆBC + MˆCBMˆBA)− h¯2ηAC(d− 2)}ψ(x), (412)
that is proved most simply in d + 2-dimensional formalism (see Appendix (G)). As a
consequence, the contraction of ωˆA1...AkB1...Bkψ(x) by any pair of A,B indices reduces to
the linear combination of ωA1...Ak′B1...Bk′ψ(x), k
′ < k. (Indeed, after the contraction, one
transfers the generators to be contracted to the right (by commuting them with the rest
generators), to act on the wave function ψ, and then uses (412), all this results in multi−◦-
products of MAB of a lower order). Thus, only traceless parts of ωˆA1...AkB1...Bkψ(x) are
linearly independent. Studying ω’s acting on general on-shell wave function is equivalent
to studying the observables (386) in the sense that the ideal of trivial symmetries is
projected out in either cases. Therefore, the traceless parts of ωA1...AkB1...Bk,
ω˜A1...AkB1...Bk = traceless part of ωA1...AkB1...Bk (413)
are in one-to-one correspondence with the basis in the algebra of observables (386). In
accordance with our considerations, one has the Noether currents (402)
JmA1...Ak,B1...Bk , (414)
associated with traceless symmetries (413). The on-shell currents automatically project
out the trivial symmetries as trivial symmetries (384) give rise to the on-shell vanishing
currents. Therefore, the space of on-shell conserved currents (400) is in one-to one corre-
spondence with the algebra of observables. According to the above treatment, basis in the
space of all on-shell conserved currents is provided by the currents (402), corresponding
to the traceless Young tableaux (410), for k = 0, 1, 2, ... The U(1)-current corresponds to
k = 0, ω = i Const, Const ∈ R. The energy-momentum and orbital momentum currents
are Jma+, J
m
ab , respectively.
The traceless Young diagrams (410) are exactly those characterizing higher spin cur-
rents of free massless scalar constructed by Konstein, Vasiliev, and Zaikin by direct
calculation [12]. Naturally, all the currents obtained in [12] are the linear combina-
tions of our currents (402), modulo additions of “improvements” terms of the form
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δJm = ∂nN
mn, Nmn = −Nnm which do not contribute to the conserved charges. Our
derivation uncovers simple algebraic structure underlying the construction of currents,
naturally explains the origin of two-row rectangular Young tableaux (410) and provides
the simple unified formula (402) for all currents at once. Besides, the formula (400)
provides an expression for all Noether currents of complex scalar field in arbitrary back-
ground, i.e. for an arbitrary wave operator Hˆ .
10.2.3 Classical global symmetries
Let us recall that the classical covariance algebra Gcl consists of infinitesimal transforma-
tions which act on H(x, p) by the rule
δH(x, p) = 2a(x, p)H(x, p) + {ǫ,H(x, p)}. (415)
Given Hamiltonian H(x, p), the subalgebra of classical global symmetries GclH is the sub-
algebra consisting of the elements (ǫ, a) ∈ Gcl that preserve H ,
δǫ,aH = 2a(x, p)H(x, p) + {ǫ,H(x, p)} = 0. (416)
These equations are easily seen to be a contraction of the quantum ones (137), in accor-
dance with discussion of Sec. (4.2). In fact, all the expressions below are obtained as a
classical limit of corresponding quantum counterparts.
Given ǫ, representing a global symmetry, its a-part is restored unambiguously from
(416), so to specify the symmetry transformation it is enough to write down only its ǫ-part,
as we do in some places below. All global symmetries form an associative commutative
algebra w.r.t product
(ǫ1, a1) ◦ (ǫ2, a2) = (ǫ1ǫ2, ǫ1a2 + ǫ2a1) (417)
This associative algebra structure is compatible with the Lie algebra structure in the sense
the commutator (124) is a derivation of the product ◦. It is easy to see that this product
is nothing but a classical limit of the multi−◦ product (387), in fact, one obtains (417)
from (387) if one neglects the order of product factors.
The trivial global symmetries are by definition those whose ǫ-part vanishes on the
constraint surface:
(ǫt, at) = (µ˜H,−1
2
{µ˜, H}), (418)
where µ˜(x, p) is an arbitrary function, related to the analogous quantum parameter µ
(384) as µ˜ = µh¯. The trivial symmetries form the ideal GcltrivH in GclH considered either as
a Lie algebra w.r.t. commutator (124) or as an associative algebra w.r.t. ◦-product. The
factor algebra
Gclo = GclH/GcltrivH (419)
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is called algebra of observables. Each element of Gclo , except the central element (Const, 0)
is a nontrivial symmetry of the particle’s classical action (112).
Let H = −p2. Then the classical algebra of observables is a contraction of the con-
formal higher spin algebra, and is defined as follows. The generators are given by a pair
(ǫ, a), where
ǫ = uA1...As−1,B1...Bs−1 =
{
MA1B1 ...MAs−1Bs−1
}
◦ , (420)
whereMAB are generators of the conformal algebra (406),(407), while themulti−◦ product
is classical (417). As in the quantum case, these generators are characterized by the Young
tableaux (410). The factorization by the trivial generators (418) leads to the equation
N clAB ≡MABMBC = 0, (421)
which holds on the constraint surface p2 = 0. Just like in the quantum case, this equation
ensures the tracelessness (after factorization by the ideal of trivial generators) of the
generators (420) w.r.t. contraction of any two indices.
10.2.4 Noether currents of the classical particle
Let us show that all the currents (400) have their classical analogs derived by exactly the
same procedure as the quantum currents. Given a classical global symmetry ω = (ǫ, a),
one derives, applying the Noether theorem, the currents Jω[ψ] corresponding to each
global symmetry uˆ. The answer is
Jmω (x) =
∫
dτλδ(x− x(τ))ǫ(x(τ), p(τ))∂pmH(x(τ)p(τ)), (422)
where x(τ), p(τ), λ(t) is a solution for classical equations of motion. The currents are
conserved as
∂mJ
m
ω =
∫
dτ λ ǫ ∂pmH∂mδ(x− x(τ)) = −
∫
dτ λ ǫ {H, δ(x− x(τ))} =
=
∫
dτ ǫ d
dτ
δ(x− x(τ)) = ∫ dτ d
dτ
ǫ δ(x− x(τ)) = 0,
(423)
as
d
dτ
ǫ(x(τ), p(τ)) = {ǫ,H} = −aH(x(τ), p(τ)) = 0. (424)
10.2.5 Noether currents of the Hamilton-Jacobi sigma-model
Given a classical symmetry ω = (ǫ, a), the variation of the action of Hamilton-Jacobi
sigma model w.r.t. transformations with parameter ν(x)ω reads
δScl[ρ, ϕ] =
∫
ddxν,mJ
m
ω , (425)
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where
Jmω = ρ
2(x)(ǫ
∂
∂pm
H)(x, ∂mϕ) (426)
are Noether currents. They are easily seen to conserve as a consequence of the equations
of motions (158,159). One easily checks these currents are nothing but classical limit of
the quantum currents (400), obtained by substituting (155) and keeping only first terms
of the semiclassical expansion.
11 Noether interaction of the scalar particle to gauge
fields, and conformal higher spin fields
Given the full set of conserved currents (400) it is natural to try constructing Noether
interaction of the complex scalar field to the one-forms which take values in the algebra
of observables, and try to formulate a sensible theory of these Yang-Mills fields. In this
section we show that from the point of view of the influence on the particle dynamics the
Noether interaction introduced in such a way is nothing but a very superfluous formulation
of the interaction
∫
ddx ψ∗hˆψ and the only sensible part that is contained in gauge fields
is that one contributing to hˆ.
11.1 Quantum case
Given the full set of (bilinear in ψ) conserved currents of the particle it is natural to
construct first order interaction of the particle to some gauge fields by the rule
Sint = e
∑
ω
∫
ddx Jmω (ψ, ∂ψ, ...ψ
∗, ∂ψ∗, ...)Aωm(x), (427)
where ψ is on-shell, i.e. Hˆψ = 0, e is a coupling constant and the sum goes over the basis
in the algebra of observables ω ∈ Go, while Aωm(x) are gauge fields being subject to the
abelian gauge transformations of the form
δAωm(x) = ∂mǫ
ω(x), (428)
with gauge parameters ǫω(x). Needless to say, the action Sint is gauge invariant w.r.t.
these transformations. In fact, the gauge fields Aωm(x) are one-forms on x-space taking
values in the linear space of the algebra of observables Go. Naturally, one constructs Yang
Mills curvatures
Rωmn = ∂mA
ω
n − ∂nAωm + e
∑
ω′,ω′′
fωω′,ω′′A
ω′
mA
ω′′
n , (429)
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where fωω′,ω′′ are structure constants of Go, and tries to construct an action in terms of
these curvatures for the newly introduced gauge fields Aωm(x). As the global symmetry of
the free massless particle is the conformal higher spin algebra it is natural to anticipate
one can construct a theory of conformal higher spin fields from Aωm(x). This kind of
reasoning was employed by Fradkin and Linetsky in a series of papers where the authors
used the same set of one-forms 13 and formulated the linearized dynamics in terms of
Aωm(x) subject to some constraints and tried to generalize this to get interaction vertices.
On of the reasons no progress had been achieved beyond the cubic order could be the
excess in the number of gauge fields Aωm(x) as compared to the conformal higher spin
fields described most naturally in terms of fluctuation of the hamiltonian hˆ.
To exhibit this excess let us demonstrate that the set of fields Aωm(x) is superfluous
to gauge all the global symmetries of the scalar particle, and the Noether coupling is
expressed in terms of special combinations of Aωm(x), which number equals the number of
conformal higher spin fields. Indeed, let us use general formula (402) for Noether currents
and integrate by parts to represent the expression (427) in the form
Sint = e
∫
ddx ψ∗(x)hˆψ(x)
hˆ = − h¯2
2
∑
ω
{2Aωm(x)∂m + (∂mAωm)}ωˆ + hermitian conjugate + ζˆ†pˆ2 + pˆ2ζˆ
(430)
The ζ, ζ†-terms account the ambiguity in the definition of h arising because ψ is on-shell,
pˆ2ψ(x) = 0. It appears the Weyl symbol of operator hˆ reads
h(x, p) = −ih¯∑
ω
(
(Aωm(x)p
m) ∗ ω(x, p)− ω†(x, p) ∗ (Aωm(x)pm)
)
+ ζ† ∗ p2 + p2 ∗ ζ, (431)
that may be checked by direct calculation using the formula (600) and its consequencêAmpm = −ih¯(Am∂m + 12(Am,m)).
As a consequence of the abelian gauge invariance (428), h(x, p) is subject to gauge
transformations which may be easily deduced as follows
δAωmp
m = ∂mǫ
ωpm = −ih¯(p2 ∗ ǫω − ǫω ∗ p2)⇒
δh(x, p) = 2i
h¯
∑
ω
(
i
2h¯
(p2 ∗ ǫω − ǫω ∗ p2) ∗ ω(x, p)− ω†(x, p) ∗ i
2h¯
(p2 ∗ ǫω − ǫω ∗ p2)
)
=
= 1
2
∑
ω
(
p2 ∗ [ǫω, ω]+ + [ǫω, ω†]+ ∗ p2)
)
=
= ω˜ǫ ∗ (−p2) + (−p2) ∗ ω˜ǫ,
(432)
13The coincidence of the algebra of global symmetries of the free massless particle and d = 4 conformal
higher spin algebras by Fradkin and Linetsky is the subject of the next section.
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where (in passing from the second to the third row) the definition of ω, ω†p2+ p2 ∗ω = 0,
is used and
ω˜ǫ = −1
2
∑
ω
(ǫω ∗ ω + ω ∗ ǫω) (433)
But the set of fields h(x, p) subject to gauge transformations (432) is nothing but the set
of deformed conformal higher spin fields with µ2 = − h¯2
4
2 i.e. the set of conformal higher
spin fields. Therefore, one gets the following statement.
Proposition 11 General Noether coupling of the scalar particle to abelian gauge fields
Aωm(x) is a superfluous formulation of the general coupling Sint = e
∫
ddx ψ∗hˆψ of the
complex scalar field to conformal higher spin fields encoded in the operator hˆ subject to
gauge transformations δhˆ = ˆ˜ωpˆ2 + pˆ2 ˆ˜ω. The map from ”superfluous” gauge fields Aωm and
”superfluous” gauge parameters ǫω to the gauge fields h(x, p) and gauge parameters ω˜ is
provided by eqs. (431) and (433).
11.2 Classical and semiclassical case
Using the currents (422) one constructs the Noether interaction of the classical particle
to the abelian gauge fields Aωm as
Sint = e
∑
ω
∫
ddx Jmω (x)A
ω
m(x) =
= e
∑
ω
∫
ddx Aωm(x)
∫
dτλ δ(x− x(τ)) ǫω(x(τ), p(τ))∂pmH(x(τ)p(τ)) =
= e
∑
ω
∫
dτ λ [ǫωA
ω
m∂pmH ](x(τ), p(τ)),
(434)
where
ω = aω +
i
h¯
ǫω (435)
As in the quantum case, this interaction is expressed via h(x, p) as
Sint = −e
∫
dτλh(x(τ), p(τ)), (436)
where
h(x, p) = −∑
ω
ǫω(x, p)A
ω
m∂pmH + ζH, (437)
where ζ(x, p) is arbitrary. This is the classical version of the map (431). The gauge
transformations δAωm = ∂mǫ
ω are mapped to the conformal higher spin fields gauge trans-
formations
δh = {ǫ˜, H}, (438)
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for H = −p2 and
ǫ˜ = −∑
ω
ǫω(x, p) ǫ
ω(x), (439)
which is nothing but the classical limit of the quantum relation (433).
If one introduces Noether interaction of the Hamilton-Jacobi sigma-model, one derives
the same relations (437),(439) between the gauge transformations and gauge fields, while
the interaction takes the form
Sint = e
∫
ddxρ2h(x, ∂ϕ). (440)
11.3 On connection with Fradkin-Linetsky approach.
As it’s obvious from (431), the gauge field Aωm(x) enters all formulae only via combinations
Aω(x, p) = Aωm(x)p
m. (441)
Consider the subset of ω’s of the form
ωa(s−1) =
i
h¯
pa1 ...pas−1 , s = 1, 2, ..., (442)
corresponding to all multi−◦-products of Poincare´ translations. Then the contribution of
these ω’s to h(x, p) is
h(x, p) =
∞∑
s=1
(Aa(s−1)m(x)pm)∗pa1...pas−1+c.c. = 2
∞∑
s=1
Aa(s−1)mpmpa1 ...pas−1+o(h¯
2) (443)
Thus one has the relation
ha(s)(x) = 2Aa(s−1)a(x) + o(h¯2), (444)
where the right index a in the superscript is the former one-form world index of Aa(s−1)m ,
and complete symmetrization over all a’s holds. The relation of this kind, expressing the
true dynamical conformal higher spin fields via the linearized connections taking values
in an infinite-dimensional ”conformal higher spin algebra”, are the basic input of ”gauge
description” of conformal higher spin fields, used by Fradkin and Linestky in d = 2, 3, 4
[14] as a version of Vasiliev’s ”gauge description” [21] of Fronsdal higher spin gauge fields.
Contributions with another ω produce the analogous result. Other ω of the form
(409) give rise to further contributions to h(x, p) which however do not bring nothing new
as (444) already provides h(x, p) of general form. Thus, in the ”gauge description” of
conformal higher spin fields, one introduces a huge set of Yang-Mills fields which is much
larger actual description of conformal higher spin fields calls for.
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As a consequence of this excess, in the ”gauge description” one bumps with serious
difficulties at the nonlinear level. In fact one has to imply some constraints to eliminate
the superfluous fields at the nonlinear level, and these constraints are not known beyond
the approximation of cubic interaction. It appears that due to certain mechanism these
constraints are sufficient for constructing consistent cubic vertices [14], but advancement
to next orders in interaction is prohibited without generalizing the constraints to further
orders.
To summarize, our description in terms of the Hamiltonian H(x, p), subject to gauge
transformations (209) appears to be a more economic language for the description of
conformal higher spin fields. On the other hands, taking in mind the full nonlinear pic-
ture provided in this paper it may be possible to find a proper nonlinear generalization
of the Fradkin-Linetsky results, in particular, to find proper generalization of the con-
straints on auxiliary fields, and to express our ”quantized volume” action (221) in terms
of corresponding Yang-Mills curvatures.
A motivation for introduction of Yang-Mills fields was to gauge an infinite-dimensional
global symmetry that was anticipated to arise in conformal higher spin models. It is clear
from our consideration this is successfully achieved without introducing Yang-Mills fields.
The remaining question is do our global symmetries (386) match with infinite-dimensional
algebras Fradkin and Linetsky started from. The answer is yes. In fact, the conformal
higher spin algebras, whenever constructed, exactly match the algebra of observables Go
of the massless particle. This match is the subject of the next section.
12 On oscillator realizations of conformal higher spin
algebras in d = 3, 4, 6. Twistors.
Here we will show the algebra of observables of the massless particle in flat d-dimensional
Minkowski space chs(d − 1, 1) coincides with infinite-dimensional conformal higher spin
algebras constructed previously by several authors.
As we have shown above w.r.t. its conformal subalgebra so(d, 2) this algebra is decom-
posed as a direct sum of finite-dimensional representations characterized by the infinite
set of two-row rectangular Young tableaux (410) with spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., the latter
representation is what we denote Υd.
On the other hand the same algebra may play an important role in the theory of higher
spin fields in AdSd+1 as zero modes of linearized gauge transformations of the massless
higher spin fields in d + 1-dimensional AdS space are in one-to-one correspondence with
generators of chs(d− 1, 1) [55]. Anticipating existence of consistent higher spin theory in
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d + 1 dimensions, the zero modes of linearized gauge transformations are in one-to-one
to global symmetries of the free action being a sum of Fronsdal theories of all integer
spins from zero to infinity. Thus, chs(d−1, 1) may be a global symmetry of free Fronsdal
theories inAdSd+1. This reasoning conforms with results by Lopatin and Vasiliev [16], who
constructed free massless spin-s theories corresponding to completely symmetric fields on
AdSd+1, in terms of one-forms and their linearized curvatures taking values in Υd.
All this grounds the following definition of the higher spin algebras:
Definition 1 Higher spin algebra corresponding to totally symmetric higher spin fields
in D = d + 1 dimensional anti-de Sitter space is any algebra which contains so(d, 2)
as a subalgebra and decomposes w.r.t. it as Υd i.e. as direct sum of finite-dimensional
representations, characterized by traceless two-row rectangular Young tableaux (410).
The uniqueness of the higher spin algebra is by no means guaranteed, families of
solutions may exist.
As so(d, 2) is conformal algebra in d dimensions, the same definition may be inter-
preted as the one for an infinite-dimensional symmetry algebra of conformal systems in
d dimensions (of course, we already know at least two of them: the first is free massless
particle and the second is all-orders conformal higher spin theory of this paper), that
justifies the definition
Definition 2 The conformal higher spin algebra in d-dimensional Minkowski space =
higher spin algebra in D = d+ 1 dimensional anti- de Sitter space.
Till now, the boson higher spin algebras were known only for d = 3, 4, 6, where they
have emerged as an even part of the corresponding higher spin superalgebras via “oscil-
lator” construction, the latter ascends to the famous family of isomorphisms so(2, 1) =
sl(2,R), so(3, 1) = sl(2,C), so(5, 1) = su∗(4) and so(3, 2) = sp(4, R), so(4, 2) = su(2, 2),
so(6, 2) = so∗(8) being neatly written in terms of division algebras Kν = R,C,H,ν =
1, 2, 4 as so(ν + 1, 1) = sl(2,Kν), so(ν + 2, 2) = sp(4,Kν)[36]. Let us show that in these
particular cases our definition of the conformal higher spin algebras (386) reproduces the
even subalgebras of the higher spin superalgebras in d + 1 = 4, 5, 7 (equivalently, of the
conformal higher spin superalgebras in d = 3, 4, 6) constructed previously by Vasiliev [21],
Fradkin and Linetsky [14] and Sezgin and Sundell [32].
These superalgebras are constructed as Lie superalgebras corresponding to the en-
veloping algebras of a set of even oscillators
[aI , aJ ] = 0, [bI , bJ ] = 0, [a
I , bJ ] = δ
I
J ; (445)
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supplemented by some reality conditions, and factorized by certain ideals. The so(d, 2)
is realized in terms of bilinear combinations of oscillators, while the oscillators transform
w.r.t. so(d, 2) as spinors.
The point is that the origin of spinor generating elements is due to twistors represen-
tation of the massless particle dynamics in d = 3, 4, 6 [34],[35]. Indeed, it is well-known
that, in these dimensions, the mass-shell constraint p2 = 0 may be solved via introducing
even unconstrained spinors as
pa = ςλ¯Γaλ⇒ p2 ≡ 0, ς = ±1 (446)
where Γa are gamma-matrices, in d = 3 λ is a Majorana spinor , in d = 4 λ is a Weyl
spinor, in d = 6 λ is Weyl or su(2) Majorana-Weyl spinor. ς accounts for the ambiguity
in the choice of the connected component of the light cone, for one choice of ς one has
p0 ≥ 0, for another one p0 ≤ 0.
After introduction of the second spinor14
ω = iςxaΓaλ, (447)
the generators of the conformal algebra (406) appear to be rewritten in terms of bilinear
combinations of λ and ω in the manner
Pa = ςλ¯Γaλ, Ka ∼ ςω¯Γaω
Mab ∼ λ¯[Γa,Γb]ω + c.c., D ∼ λ¯ω + c.c.
(448)
Thus, any so(d, 2) generator is expressed either in terms of (xa, pb) or in terms of (λ, ω).
The commutation relations among any generators of so(d, 2) are reproduced if one con-
siders λ, ω as a pair of canonically conjugated variables in a new, “twistor”, phase space,
like
[λ, λ] = [ω, ω] = 0, [l, ω] = i1 (449)
According to the analysis of Sec. (10.2), an arbitrary element of the algebra of ob-
servables of the d-dimensional massless particle is represented by the equivalence class
of polynomials built from the generators of conformal group so(d, 2), modulo the ideal
of trivial observables in the enveloping algebra of so(d, 2) generated by the combination
NAB (412)
go ∈ Go, go =
∞∑
k=0
KA1...AkB1...Bk{MA1B1 ...MAkBk}◦ (450)
14the pair λ, ω is said to form a “twistor”.
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go ∼ go + fAB1 ∗NAB +NAB ∗ fAB2
NAB = MˆABMˆ
B
C + MˆCBMˆ
B
A − h¯2ηAC(d− 2),
(451)
where KA1...AkB1...Bk are real so(d, 2) tensors characterized by the traceless Young tableaux
(410), and fAB1,2 are arbitrary elements of the form (450).
Any go may be expressed in terms of the twistor (λ, ω), where the monomials of n-th
degree in MAB turn into the ones of 2n-th degree in (λ, ω). We refer this representation
of Go as twistor picture. Note that, in the twistor picture, the elements of the ideal of
trivial observables (451) are identically zero
NAB(λ, ω) ≡ 0. (452)
Therefore, each equivalence class (451) is unambiguously represented in the twistor pic-
ture, and one gets the homomorphism (448),(450) of the algebra of even power series in
(λ, ω) to the algebra of observables of d-dimensional massless particle Go.
12.1 Quaternion twistors. D = 7, d = 6, higher spin algebra
hs(8∗)
To show how it works we consider d = 6 case, the d = 3, 4 ones are obtained then by
the dimensional reduction, while d = 10 case is more complicated and will be considered
elsewhere [55]. We use the so(5, 1) spinor formalism in the form given in [46], which we
partially reproduce in Appendix (I) for the reader’s convenience.
The mass-shell constraint p2 = 0 is solved in terms of the su(2) Majorana-Weyl spinor
λαk, k = 1, 2, α = 1, 2, 3, 4, (453)
which obeys the reality constraint
(λαk)∗ = I a˙βεklλβl, εkl = −εlk, ε12 = 1, I α˙βI∗βγ˙ = −δα˙γ˙ (454)
as
pa → pαβ = pa(σ˜a)αβ = λαkλβk,
pa(σ
a)αβ = pαβ = −12εαβγδpγδ
(455)
where the notation like AkB
k = AkBlε
kl is adopted. The equation p2 = 0 is obeyed as
p2 = −1
4
(pσ)(pσ˜) = −1
4
pαβp
αβ = −1
4
(−1
2
εαβχδp
χδpαβ) = =
1
8
εαβγδλ
α
kλ
βkλγk′λ
βk′ = 0.
(456)
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Introduce the second component of the twistor,
ωkα = i(xσ)αβλ
βk, (457)
which obeys the reality constraint
(ωkα)
∗ = −Ia˙βεklωlβ. (458)
Then it is easy to rewrite the generator of special conformal transformations as follows
Ka → Kαβ = Ka(σa)αβ = (x2pa − 2xa(xp))(σa)αβ = (xσ)αγ(pσ˜)γδ(xσ)δβ =
= (xσ)αγλ
γ
kλ
δk(xσ)δβ = ωαkω
k
β.
(459)
The Lorentz generators are
Mab → Mαβ = Mab(σab)αβ = −14((xσ)(pσ˜)− (pσ)(xσ˜))αβ =
= i
2
(ωαkλ
βk − 1
4
δαβωγkλ
γk),
(460)
where it is used that
(pσ)αβ = pαβ = −12εαβγδpγδ, (xσ˜)αβ = xαβ = −12εαβγδxγδ. (461)
The dilation generator is
D = −1
2
(xa ∗ pa + pa ∗ xa) = i
8
(λαkω
k
α + ω
k
αλ
α
k ). (462)
Thus, any so(6, 2) generator is expressed either in terms of (xa, pb) or in terms of (λ
αk, ωk
′
β ).
The commutation relations of so(d, 2) are satisfied if (λαk, ωk
′
β ) are canonically conju-
gated variables with commutation relations
[λαk, λβk
′
] = [ωkα, ω
k′
β ] = 0, [λ
αk, ωk
′
β ] = −2iδαβ εkk
′
(463)
The variables (λαk, ωk
′
β ) form the quaternion twistor that transforms as a Dirac spinor
w.r.t. conformal group so(6, 2).
The generators
ukk′ =
1
2
(λαkωαk′ + λ
α
k′ωαk) (464)
are not expressed in terms of (x, p), they form su(2) algebra that commutes to all so(d, 2)
generators,
[ukk′,MAB] = 0. (465)
Vice versa, any function of (λαk′, ωαk) that commutes to ukk′ is a polynomial in MAB (at
the level of bilinear combinations of λ, ω, this is clear as all su(2)-invariants are just the
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contractions of (λαk′, ωαk) w.r.t. su(2) indices, but these combinations are exactly MAB
(455,459,460,461), quite analogously one proves this for any monomial of λ, ω.
According to the analysis of Sec. (10.2), an arbitrary element of the algebra of ob-
servables of the 6-dimensional massless particle is represented by the equivalence class
of polynomials built from the generators of conformal group so(6, 2), modulo the ideal
of trivial observables in the enveloping algebra of so(6, 2) generated by the combination
(451)
go ∈ Go, go =
∞∑
k=0
KA1...AkB1...Bk{MA1B1 ...MAkBk}◦ (466)
go ∼ go + fAB1 ∗NAB +NAB ∗ fAB2 (467)
where KA1...AkB1...Bk are real so(d, 2) tensors characterized by the traceless Young tableaux
(410), and fAB1,2 are arbitrary elements of the form (466).
Any go may be expressed in terms of the twistor (λ
αk, ωk
′
β ), where the monomials
of n-th degree in MAB turn into the ones of 2n-th degree in (λ
αk, ωk
′
β ). We refer this
representation of Go as twistor picture. In twistor picture, any go is represented by an
arbitrary power series built from even powers of (λαk, ωk
′
β ), which commutes to su(2)
generators (464)
go = g(λ
αk, ωk
′
β ), g(−λαk,−ωk
′
β ) = g(λ
αk, ωk
′
β ), [ukk′, go] = 0 (468)
Note that, in the twistor picture,the elements of the ideal of trivial observables (451) are
identically zero
NAB(λ, ω) ≡ 0, (469)
that may be checked either by direct calculation or by noting that the last relation is
nothing but the so(d, 2)-covariant version of the mass-shell constraint p2 = 0, the lat-
ter being the N++-component of (469). Indeed, the function p
2 is not a scalar w.r.t.
so(d, 2) generators, but a component of a finite-dimensional representation, the symmet-
ric traceless tensor NAB. Then, as the mass-shell constraint p
2 = 0 is satisfied by the very
construction in the twistor picture, the rest components of NAB are zero either by virtue
of the so(d, 2)-invariance.
Thus, in twistor picture, the algebra of observables of the 6d massless particle chs(d−
1, 1) is represented by arbitrary real (w.r.t. conjugation (454,458)) even power series of
the components of the twistor (λαk, ωk
′
β ), which commutes to su(2) generators (464).
But this is nothing but the hs(8∗) algebra of ref. [32]. Indeed, the authors of [32]
constructed the hs(8∗) in terms of so(6, 1) Dirac spinors yαˆ, y¯βˆ, αˆ, βˆ = 1...8, satisfying
commutation relations
[yαˆ, y¯βˆ] = 2Cαˆβˆ, Cαˆβˆ = Cβˆαˆ (470)
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These 8 pairs of oscillators are identified with 8 ones λαk, ωk
′
β . The su(2) generators of
[32] are built as 3 contractions
i
4
yαˆyβˆ C
αˆβˆ,
i
4
y¯αˆy¯βˆ C
αˆβˆ ,
1
4
y¯βˆyαˆC
αˆβˆ, (471)
which are identified with our su(2) generators (464). After these identifications, the
construction of the hs(8∗) coincides with our definition (468) up to a choice of a basis in
the algebra. Thus one has the isomorphism
chs(5, 1) = hs(8∗). (472)
12.2 Complex twistors. D = 5, d = 4, higher spin algebra as even
subalgebra of hsc0(4) = hu0(1, 0|8).
Here we use the Weyl spinor formalism adopted in [49]. As this formalism is well-known
we do not dwell on details of notation. The mass shell-constraint p2 = 0 is solved in terms
of Weyl spinor λα, α = 1, 2
pa → pαα˙ = pa(σa)αα˙ = λαλα˙, λα˙ = (λα)† (473)
After introducing the second component of the twistor,
ωα = ixαα˙λα˙, ω
α˙ = −(ωα)† (474)
the rest so(4, 2) generators are rewritten as
Ka → Kαα˙ = −ωαωα˙
Mab →Mαβ = (σab)αβMab = i4(λαωβ + ωαλβ), D = − i2λαωα = i2λα˙ωα˙
(475)
The generators (475) form so(d, 2) either if they are realized in terms of (x, p) or in terms
of λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯ with commutation relations of the form
[λα, ωβ] = −2iδαβ , [λα˙, ωβ˙] = 2iδα˙β˙ , (476)
The spinors λα, ω
β form the complex twistor which transforms as a Dirac spinor of the
conformal group so(4, 2).
The analog of su(2) algebra of the previous subsection is the u(1) algebra generated
by
u = i(λαωα − λα˙ωα˙)− 4, [u,MAB] = 0. (477)
It easily seen that any function of λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯ that commutes to u(1) is expressed via combi-
nations ofMAB and, in the contrast with the previous subsection case, u(1). In the twistor
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picture, an arbitrary power series (450) is represented by u(1)-invariant even power series
in (λα, λα˙, ωα, ωα˙),
go = g(λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯), g(−λ,−ω,−λ¯,−ω¯) = g(λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯), [u, go] = 0 (478)
Vice versa, if one considers arbitrary powers series of the form (478)
g(λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯), g(−λ,−ω,−λ¯,−ω¯) = g(λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯), [u, go] = 0 (479)
then Go arises as a Lie algebra constructed via commutators from the factor algebra of
the associative algebra of power series (479) by the ideal generated by u(1):
g ∼ g + fu (480)
where f is an arbitrary power series of the form (479). The equations (479,480) determine
the Lie algebra Go which is exactly the algebra hsc0(4) (where “hsc” ascends to “higher
spin conformal”) by Fradkin and Linetsky [14]. In fact, the authors of [14] constructed
cubic interaction of the conformal higher spin fields in terms of 4d Yang-Mills curvatures
of the algebra hsc∞ which is nothing but the Lie algebra corresponding to the power
series (479) without the factorization (480). Giving up the factorization results in the
infinite multiplicity of each conformal spin in the spectrum. It was conjectured that any
consistent all-orders interaction requires infinite multiplicity of spins [14]. Our treatment
shows this is not the case, as the model of this paper contains each spin with multiplicity
one.
The same algebra Go = hsc0(4) is used recently in [23] in constructing, up to the
cubic level, the action for higher spin massless fields corresponding to the totally sym-
metric Young tableaux, in 5D anti de Sitter space. In [23] it is named hu0(1, 0|8). The
su(2, 2) = so(4, 2) oscillators (aα, b
β), α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4 in [23] are linear combinations of
the components of the twistor (λα, λα˙, ωα, ωα˙).
Thus one has the isomorphism
chs(3, 1) = hsc0(4) = hu0(1, 0|8) (481)
The algebra of observables Go has a reduction to the power series, built from monomials of
all odd degrees in generators MAB. We denote this reduction Goddo . In the twistor picture,
Goddo is given in terms of powers series obeying the constraints
g(−λ, ω, λ¯,−ω¯) = −g(λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯), g(λ,−ω,−λ¯, ω¯) = −g(λ, ω, λ¯, ω¯) (482)
Goddo is isomorphic to ho0(1, 0|8) of ref. [23] and to hs(2, 2) of [38] where it was used for
the analysis of the linearized dynamics of the higher spin massless fields of even spins in
5D anti-de Sitter space. Needless to say, the so(4, 1) Dirac spinor yα, a = 1, 2, 3, 4 of [38]
is related to the components of the twistor by linear combinations.
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12.3 Real twistors. D = 4, d = 3, higher spin algebra as even
subalgebra of the Vasiliev’s higher spin superalgebra.
This case is most easily obtained from the D = 5, d = 4 one by the reduction. One just
has to impose the constraints
λα = λα˙, ω
α = ωα˙ (483)
then for so(4, 2) and u(1) generators one gets
u = 0, p2 = 0, K2 = 0,M2a = 0, a = 0, 1, 3, (484)
and so(4, 2) gets reduced to so(3, 2). Thus, this case Go is realized in terms of real oscil-
lators (λα, ωβ) forming the real twistor which transforms w.r.t. conformal group so(3, 2)
as a Dirac spinor. It is easy to see generators of so(3, 2) are in one-to-one correspondence
with all bilinear combinations of the components of the twistor.
W.r.t. so(3, 1) ⊂ so(3, 2), the twistor transforms as sl(2,C) Majorana spinor yα, y¯α˙,
where y’s are linear combinations of λα, ωβ, satisfying the commutation relations
[yα, yβ] = 2iǫαβ , [yα˙, yβ˙] = 2iǫα˙β˙, [yα, yα˙] = 0. (485)
Therefore, Go is isomorphic to the algebra od even power series built from oscillators
(485). But this algebra is nothing but the even part of the superalgebra used by Vasiliev
as a starting point for constructing cubic action for 4D higher spin massless fields and for
constructing full nonlinear equations of motion for this system in the ”unfolded” form.
13 Speculations
Here we speculate on some issues concerning breaking the higher spin symmetries and
then on the extension of the geometry ”point particle + conformal higher spin fields in
d dimensions” to the one ”tensionless d − 1-brane + massless higher spin fields in d + 1
dimensions”.
13.1 Higher spin compensator
One may wonder why the strategy we have followed in the paper has led us to conformal
higher spin theories which possesses such a huge infinite-dimensional gauge symmetry,
instead of more conventional low spin Maxwell and Einstein gravity theories that possess
only low spin gauge symmetries, namely, U(1) transformations and x-diffeomorphisms.
One of possible answers is that these theories may arise around the vacuum with a nonzero
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dilaton D(x) since after the dilaton is gauge-fixed to a nonzero constant by Weyl dilations,
the dilaton-curvature couplings
∫
ddx
√
gD
d
2
−1R,
∫
ddx
√
gD
d
2
−2FmnFmn will provide the
standard Einstein and Maxwell actions. However, we adhere a more radical point of
view that the standard low spin physics arises when, besides Hamiltonian H(x, p), a
new ”Higgs-like” field is added, which transforms w.r.t. canonical transformations and
compensates all the higher spin gauge symmetries in the sense this ”Higgs-like” field
may be fully or partly eliminated by gauge transformations and after that the higher
spin gauge symmetries get expired and the only remaining gauge transformations are x-
diffeomorphisms and perhaps U(1)-Maxwell symmetries. With this new field added, new
structures in the action become possible, and as a result after it is eliminated the new
structures provide something like ”mass terms” for conformal higher spin fields.
As conformal higher spin fields in d dimensions arise as boundary values of massless
higher spin fields on d+ 1-dimensional anti-de Sitter space [11], introduction of compen-
sator to the theory of conformal higher spin fields can have the analog in the theory of
massless higher spin fields in AdSd+1. Thereby finding of the compensator may shed the
light on the nature of ”Higgsing” the theory of massless higher spin fields [9]. Below we
briefly present a natural candidate on the role of this field, which we call ”higher spin
compensator”. We suppose that the gauge group of the theory in the presence of a com-
pensator remains the same. We describe only what could happen in a classical limit, i.e.
when the gauge group is a semidirect product of canonical transformations and hyper
Weyl ones. Moreover, for a moment we forget about hyper Weyl symmetry and discuss
only the compensation of canonical transformations.
The higher spin compensator is provided by the prepotential of the symplectic form on
the phase space. Consider the symplectic two-form
ω2 = 2dpm ∧ dxm. (486)
It may be represented as a differential of a one-form ω1,
ω2 = dω1, (487)
where general solution for ω1 is
ω1 = 2pmdx
m + dβ(x, p), (488)
where β(x, p) is an arbitrary power series in momenta, defined modulo transformations
β ∼ β + Const. Under infinitesimal canonical transformations with generating function
ǫ(x, p)
δxm = {xm, ǫ}, δpm = {pm, ǫ} (489)
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the symplectic form is invariant. As a consequence, ω1 transform to another ω1 of the
form (488), equivalently, β transforms like
δǫβ = {ǫ, β}+ 2(1− p∂p)ǫ (490)
One checks by direct calculation this formula defines a realization of canonical transfor-
mations algebra, so that
[δǫ1 , δǫ2] = δ{ǫ1,ǫ2}. (491)
Note the appearance of inhomogeneous term in (490) signalling of the Higgs-like nature
of the field β.
Given one-form (486), (488), one constructs an outer automorphism N of the Lie
algebra of canonical transformations, by the rule
N ǫ = 1
2
{β, ǫ}+ (p∂p − 1)ǫ = −1
2
δǫβ (492)
One checks by direct calculation that this operation is an automorphism indeed, i.e.
N{ǫ1, ǫ2} = {N ǫ1, ǫ2}+ {ǫ1,N ǫ2}. (493)
As a consequence, if N is diagonalizable in a linear space of the phase space functions
then the algebra of all canonical transformations may be graded, namely, let
N ǫk = k ǫk, (494)
then
{ǫk, ǫk′} = ǫk+k′ (495)
This implies the phase space functions which satisfy the equation
N ǫ0 = 0, (496)
form a subalgebra in the whole algebra of canonical transformations which we call low spin
subalgebra corresponding to the one-form ω1. An equivalent definition of this subalgebra
is ǫ0 are transformations that leave intact β(x, p) = 0.
To explain the name ”low spin subalgebra” let us consider the case
β = 0⇒ N = p∂p − 1. (497)
The decomposition into direct sum of graded subspaces (494) corresponds to the expansion
in momenta pm, where the homogeneous polynomials of k-th degree in momenta form the
subspace with N = k − 1. With our choice of the class of phase space function as power
series in momenta, the degree k is bounded from below and runs from −1 to infinity, that
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corresponds to the subspaces of homogeneous polynomials in momenta of order k+1. Then
the subalgebra of ǫ0 is nothing but the subalgebra of x-diffeomorphisms ǫ0 = ξ
m(x)pm.
Thus, if one extends set of dynamical variables by adding β(x, p) which transforms
by the law (490), and then uses these gauge transformations to gauge β to zero, then
the remaining gauge transformations are just x-diffeomorphisms. As a result, the only
remaining gauge field is a metric gmn(x), while all the higher spin fields would acquire mass
terms. These mass terms arise from additional gauge-invariant structures built already
not from H(x, p) alone but from H(x, p) together with β(x, p). These structures originate
from the fact that, in the presence of β, given a scalar G(x, p), which transforms as
δG(x, p) = {ǫ, G}, (498)
there exists an additional scalar of the form
Φ(x, p) = NG = 1
2
{β,G}+ (p∂p − 1)G (499)
Therefore, from H and β one can construct many scalars like
Φk(x, p) = N kH,
Φk1...kr = {{Φk1 ,Φk2}...Φkr}
(500)
Thus one has the possibility of constructing a variety of canonically-invariant functionals
like
A[H, β] =
∫
ddxddp F (H,Φk1...kr), (501)
where F is an arbitrary function of many variables. If β = 0, the family of new scalars is
reduced to combinations like
Φk1...kr = {{(p∂p)k1H, (p∂p)k2H}...(p∂p)krH} (502)
and further structures, obtained by Poisson brackets of these combinations and by apply-
ing operator p∂p − 1. Note that the canonically-invariant equation
Φ1 = (s− 1)H ⇔ NH = (s− 1)H (503)
provides the spin-s truncation of the whole theory as for β = 0 its solution consists
of the homogeneous polynomials in momenta of order s. It is tempting to reformulate
ordinary Einstein gravity on this language as it will provide description of gravity as of
a spontaneously broken phase of a theory with large gauge group and therefore it may
uncover some hidden symmetries of Einstein theory.
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The formulae we have delivered root in the contact geometry in 2d − 1 dimensions
[50],[47] which provide them with a clear geometric interpretation, but we do not dwell
on details here. Here we just stress that the higher spin compensator β (or, what is the
same, prepotential ω1 of the symplectic form ω2) is not a field a single point particle is
able to test. Indeed, a single point particle can test only conformal higher spin fields as we
have demonstrated in this paper. In fact β presents an additional structure that can be
tested only by an ensemble of point particles with different masses. It appears when one
studies interaction of point particles with different masses it is obligatory to introduce the
higher spin compensator β and thus one recovers the standard interaction via low spin
massless gauge fields - gravitons and photons being made up from fluctuation of H and
β, while the interaction via conformal gauge fields being made up just from fluctuations
of H arises when β decouples [55].
13.2 From conformal higher spin fields to Fronsdal higher spin
fields. Higher spin fields and tensionless D − 2-brane.
After the spontaneous breakdown of gauge symmetry which possibility is displayed in
the previous section, the only remaining gauge symmetries are x-reparametrizations and
thereby the only surviving massless field is the spin-2 graviton described by the fluctuation
of the metric gmn. In this sense, this spontaneous breakdown may be characterized as an
”ultimate” one.
At the same time, after a more delicate breakdown, more massless gauge fields may
occur. In particular, one expects existence of such a compensator that there will arise
Fronsdal massless higher spin gauge theories of spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...∞.
At the linearized level, the structure of this compensator is clear from the picture
displayed in the beginning of this paper in Sec. (2.2.2). Namely, in addition to the
set of symmetric traceless tensors ϕa(s)(x) of ranks s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., representing the
conformal higher spin fields and associated with the fluctuations of the Hamiltonian,
one has to introduce another set of symmetric traceless tensor fields χa(s) with gauge
transformations (55). This set of fields represents fluctuation of some geometric structure
yet to be uncovered [55]. We call this geometric structure hyper Weyl compensator.
We expect the unified theory that is formulated in terms of the Hamiltonian and hyper
Weyl compensator may be found along the lines we have constructed the conformal higher
spin theory. Namely, one has to find an adequate geometry with a source O, in the sense
of definitions given in Introduction, where background fields are represented in terms of
Hamiltonian and hyper Weyl compensator, and the covariance algebra is the same as in
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this paper. In the case hyper Weyl compensator decouples one recovers the theory of
Hamiltonian alone and therefore, conformal higher spin theory. In the same case, the
object O should get reduced to the point particle.
Our preliminary results indicate that, in D dimensions, O is a tensionless D − 2-
brane. This conjecture is based on the interpretation of conformal higher spin fields
as of boundary values of massless higher spin fields in AdSD as it is described in Sec.
(2.2.3). Namely, in the AdS/CFT correspondence, a free AdSD massless field Φs of spin
s, corresponding to totally symmetric Young diagram is solved, in the framework of the
Dirichlet-type problem, in terms of conformal higher spin fields ϕs on the boundary of
AdSD. Then, by the very results of this paper, the full set of ϕs is nothing but a general
background for d-dimensional quantum particle with the wave function ψ(x), and there
exists natural first-order interaction in d dimensions
Sint = e
∫
ddy ψ∗(y) hˆ ψ(y), 2ψ(y) = 0, (504)
where
hˆψ(y) =
∞∑
s=0
(−ih¯)sϕa1...as(y)∂a1...∂asψ(y) + o(h¯∂bϕa(s), h¯2∂b∂cϕa(s), ...), a = 0, 1, ..., d− 1
(505)
and ϕa1...as(y) are just mentioned symmetric traceless tensor fields. As far as ϕa1...as(y)
are boundary values of AdSd higher spin massless fields Φs, this implies the full set of
Φs interacts with a d-dimensional theory which, being expanded around some vacuum,
exhibits itself as a free d-dimensional quantized particle, or, equivalently, as a free complex
scalar field in d dimensions.
It appears that certain limit of this world volume theory is a particular case of a
tensionless D− 2 = d− 1-brane in D dimensions. To show this is the case, first consider
general action (133),
S =
∫
ddy ψ∗(x) Hˆ ψ(x), (506)
and extract the leading term of the semiclassical expansion of this functional (see Sec.
(4.3)), provided by the Hamilton-Jacobi sigma model (157),
Sint[ψ = ρe
i
h¯
ϕ] = e
∫
ddy
∞∑
s=0
ρ2Ha1...as(y) ϕa1 ...ϕas + o(h¯). (507)
In the case Ha1...as(y) = 0, s 6= 2 this action does describe tensionless D−2 = d−1-brane
in a D-dimensional gravity background, where ϕ(y) describes the transverse motion of
the D − 1-dimensional world volume in D-dimensional space, while ρ is a world-volume
density, being somewhat analogous to the inverse Lagrange multiplier 1
e(τ)
in the massless
particle action S =
∫
dτ x˙
2
2e
.
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Really, consider a tensionless D − 2-brane in a gravity background in D-dimensional
space (see e.g. [40]), with the world volume action
S[V a(y), xm(ya)] =
∫
ddy V a(y)V b(y) xm,ax
n
,b gmn(x(y)). (508)
where m = 0...d, V a is a vector density, that transforms w.r.t. y-diffeomorphisms as
(det
1
2 (∂y
′
∂y
)) ∂y
a
∂y′b
V ′b(y′(y)) = V a(y). Variation w.r.t. V a gives
V b(y) xm,ax
n
,b gmn(x(y)) = 0, (509)
and therefore the metric induced on the brane is degenerate. Variation w.r.t. xm gives
− 2∂a (V aV bgmnXn,b) = 0, (510)
Using D − 1-reparametrizations one can (locally on the world volume) impose the gauge
xa(y) = ya, (511)
which can be substituted back in action without spoiling the dynamics. Denoting
xD−1(y) = ϕ(y) (512)
one rewrites the equation (509) as
Va + ϕ,a(V
bϕ,b)gD−1,D−1(ya, ϕ) = 0, (513)
where the indices are raised and lowered via gab and its inverse (we have put for simplicity
ga,d−1 = 0). With the help of this equation V a is solved in terms of ϕ up to a multiplier,
Va = ρ ϕ,a, (514)
where ρ is a variable which could not be fixed from the equation (513). Another conse-
quence of (513) is the constraint
gD−1,D−1(y, ϕ) gab(y, ϕ) ϕaϕb + 1 = 0 (515)
Among the remaining equations are those obtained by variation w.r.t. xm. In the gauge
(511) the only independent equation is that with m = D − 1, which takes the form
− ∂a(ρ2gabϕ,b) = 0 (516)
(here gab is the inverse of gab). Thus, in the gauge (511), the dynamics of the tensionless
D − 2-brane is completely determined by two equations (516), (515). But if the metric
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does not depend on (D− 1)-th coordinate these equations are nothing but the equations
of motion of the action of Hamilton-Jacobi sigma model
S[ρ, ϕ] =
∫
ddy ρ2 H(ya, ∂aϕ), (517)
with the Hamiltonian
H(ya, pa) = −1− gD−1,D−1(y) gab(y) papb, (518)
which is a general quadratic Hamiltonian without linear and higher degrees in momenta
(general nonzero dilaton may be obtained by re-scaling ρ.) Note also the essential differ-
ence of the Hamiltonian (518) with the Hamiltonian H = −p2 which presents a vacuum
of the d-dimensional conformal higher spin theory and governs dynamics of a massless
d-dimensional particle. With flat metric and the nonzero dilaton H(y, 0) 6= 0, the Hamil-
tonian (518) is no longer a vacuum of the conformal higher spin theory.
To summarize, we have shown that a particular form of the D−1-dimensional Hamilton-
Jacobi sigma model describes a tensionless D − 2-brane in D dimensions.
On the other hand, by the results of this paper, the quantum deformation of the
Hamilton-Jacobi sigma model, being just the free action of the quantized particle (133),(157)
exhibits interaction to conformal higher spin fields. At the same time, the latter fields
may be viewed in the AdS/CFT framework as boundary values of Fronsdal higher spin
fields in AdSD. Thus, massless higher spin fields in AdSd interact with a d − 1 world
volume theory, which in a certain limit describes a tensionless d− 2-brane.
In this respect, the decoupling limit, when the hyper Weyl compensator decouples
from the theory on the worldvolume, may have a transparent interpretation of the limit
when the tensionless d − 2-brane contracts to the tensionless 0-brane, i.e. to a massless
particle.
We are led to conjecture that
Fronsdal higher spin fields in D dimensions arise as background fields of an object O,
which we call ”tensionless D−2-brane”. After neglecting certain higher derivatives terms
in the worldvolume action, the dynamics of O coincides with that of tensionlessD−2-brane
in D-dimensions. In another case, O exhibits itself as a complex scalar field (quantized
particle) in D−1 dimensions. There exists a contraction of O’s dynamics when the world-
volume of O collapses to a world line of a D-dimensional massless particle, after this
contraction, one half of the off-shell Fronsdal gauge potentials (hyper Weyl compensator)
decouples and one gets the system ”point particle+conformal higher spin fields” described
in this paper.
One can speculate there exists a limit when tensionless D−2-brane gets contracted not
to a massless particle but to a tensionless string in D dimensions. Then one gets natural
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coupling ”tensionless string-higher spin fields”. This conjecture is in accord with recent
developments in AdS/CFT . Namely, in [8] and [9] it was conjectured that a particular
limit of large-N N = 4, d = 4, SYM theory, in which the t’Hooft coupling g2YMN tends to
zero is dual to tensionless superstring in AdS5 × S5. The arguments the authors of these
papers deliver are almost the same as ours, they are based, in fact, on the emergence of
the infinite number of conserved currents in the free limit of SYM model. The essence of
those arguments is that, in accordance with standard AdS/CFT treatment, each current
in d = 4 couples to a gauge field, which is a boundary value of a massless field in AdS5.
At the same time, the fact that each massless field in AdSD has a dual conserved current
built from complex massless scalar in D− 1 [12] has got a simple proof in our treatment.
Let us make a few remarks. We see the phase of the wave function ϕ is interpreted
as the transverse position of the brane in AdSd+1. This does not contradict to the pe-
riodicity of the phase as the period is easily seen to be T = 2πh¯ and thus it is zero in
the semiclassical limit we consider, so there is no condition like ϕ = ϕ + T typical for
a finite period. Next, the global U(1)-invariance ψ′ = e
i
h¯
ǫψ of the full quantum action
(133) is translated to shift symmetry ϕ ∼ ϕ + ǫ in terms of the phase, thus the action
of the Hamilton-Jacobi sigma-model depends on ϕ only via its derivatives, the latter fact
conforms with independence of the background fields of d − 1-brane on the transverse
coordinate in AdSD. Therefore, the construction of the full action of the brane in general
background fields is related with breaking of U(1) invariance either in the full quantum
action
∫
ddx ψ∗Hˆψ or in its classical limit, Hamilton- Jacobi sigma-model (157).
At the end of this subsection let us remark that the low-spin analogues of this section
conjecture are well-known M2, D3, M5 branes living in backgrounds of M-theory vacua
AdS4×S7, AdS5×S5, AdS7×S4, the models which become, in the limit brane is disposed
on the boundary of AdS, free conformal theories of real scalars describing transverse
fluctuations of D − 2 branes into AdSD and into corresponding spheres [27],[28]. These
cases may be viewed as corresponding to broken ”supergravity phase” of higher spin
models, in this phase, the branes are massive and the higher spin gauge symmetries are
broken so the only gauge fields are the ones of supergravity. In our case, the branes are
tensionless and according to our conjecture there are massless fields of all spins in AdSD.
The real field describing fluctuations of tensionless brane inside AdSD is the phase ϕ of
the wave function ψ = ρ e
i
h¯
ϕ, it is not free because variation of the action (517) w.r.t. ρ
produces the constraint (515). The dynamics of ϕ would match the dynamics of free real
scalar if one puts the constraint
ρ = Const (519)
inside the action (517), but then the action (517) ceases to be covariant w.r.t. all canonical
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transformations, as the last equation breaks canonical covariance. This is in accord with
absence of higher spin symmetries in the ”supergravity phase” (and in accord with Hull’s
results [13] on the absence of W -geometries in d > 2 (ρ is absent in Hull’s formulation)).
We postpone more detailed analysis of this mechanism to future study [55].
14 Conclusion
Let us make a remark on non-scientific matters, mentioning that the main results of
this paper has been anticipated by the author two years ago as it is manifested by the
Eqs. (33) - (35) of Ref. [58] and the remark after Eq. (54) of that paper. However the
structure of perturbative expansion remained rather obscure as off-shell one has fields
of ever-increasing spin with infinite multiplicity of each symmetric traceless tensor. The
progress followed after the paper [56] where it was realized the importance of ”undressing”
mechanism for rewriting quadratic action as a sum of standard conformal higher spin
models.
To summarize, we have shown that the functional A[Hˆ] which is equal to the trace of
the projector to the positive eigenvalues subspace of an arbitrary Hermitian differential
operator Hˆ , is the action of conformal higher spin theory in the sense that, being expanded
in perturbative series around the Euclidean flat vacuum Hˆ = h¯22, A reproduces in
quadratic approximation direct sum of free conformal higher spin gauge theories, the
latter are higher-derivative models of order d
2
− 2 + 2s in derivatives formulated in terms
of symmetric traceless tensors of all integer spins s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... The underlying gauge
invariance has a very simple form of similarity transformation of Hˆ and in fact fixes the
form of the action unambiguously. The latter invariance arises as covariance algebra of
the quantized point particle (free complex scalar field) with Hˆ being its wave operator.
The covariance transformations preserving the vacuum are global symmetries of both
the particle action and of the conformal higher spin theory action. Considered modulo so
called trivial global symmetries (those proportional to Hamiltonian) the global symmetries
define the algebra of observables which in the basic case Hˆ = h¯22 are shown to form
an infinite-dimensional algebra, the latter contains conformal algebra and decomposes
w.r.t. its adjoint action as a direct sum of finite-dimensional irreducible representations
characterized by all traceless two-row rectangular Young tableaux. The latter algebra
probably arises as a global symmetry in the theory of higher spin massless fields of all
integer spins in AdSd+1.
Let us make a remark. When this paper has been in preparation, an interesting paper
[41] has appeared, which studies global symmetries of the operator Hˆ = h¯22 and uses
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almost the same construction of the infinite-dimensional symmetry algebra.
We have performed almost all calculations in the framework of well-known Weyl sym-
bol formalism, which appears to be well-suited for our purposes. In particular, we have
shown how to calculate the action in the form of a low-energy-like expansion in h¯ count-
ing number of space-time derivatives, in so doing, the zeroth, ”classical” term of this
expansion may be interpreted as a volume of the domain H(x, p) > 0 in the phase space
(where H is a Weyl symbol of Hˆ) while quantum corrections are represented by integrals
of distributions localized on the constraint surface H(x, p) = 0. It is d− 4 + 2s-th quan-
tum correction to the classical term that provides in the quadratic approximation the
conformal higher spin-s action.
Note that although we have extensively used the star-product formalism we didn’t
introduce any kind of ”unfolded formulation” [21] which in a sense replaces each field
with all its derivatives at a fixed point of space-time. Most probably, if there exists a
consistent reformulation of our model in ”unfolded” form the star product of unfolded
formulations will be the image of the star product in the particle phase space. This
way the noncommutativity inherent to unfolded formulations of higher spin dynamics
is induced by ordinary noncommutativity of quantum coordinates and momenta of a
point particle. In particular, we have shown usual higher spin ”star-product algebras”
in d = 3, 4, 6 constructed out of power series of even spinor oscillators are nothing but
ordinary algebras of observables of the quantized particle, this way the spinor oscillators
arise just as components of the twistor parameterizing phase space of the massless particle.
Also in the framework of the paper there is no need in introducing unfolded formulations
for realizing infinite-dimensional higher spin symmetries like it is done in [39], as in our
case by construction one has the action of conformal higher spin algebra (382) on the
wave function (381) and on fluctuations of gauge fields (374).
The model of this paper may be easily generalized to different cases of interest. Below
we just mention the most immediate ones.
The description of conformal higher spin fields that carry inner indices of some finite-
dimensional group G is achieved by considering geometry with the source being Wong
particle [45] which is nothing but an ordinary point particle supplemented by color de-
grees of freedom Qi, i = 1...n. The supersymmetrization of conformal higher spin theories
may be achieved by considering geometry with the test source being Brink-Schwarz su-
perparticle [42], note that as Brink-Schwarz superparticle is known to be well-defined only
in backgrounds satisfying appropriate constraints [43], the extension to supersymmetric
case has to provide higher spin generalization of those constraints. After that extension
higher spin superalgebras should arise as superalgebras of observables of (N -extended)
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massless Brink-Schwarz superparticle, with or without central charges. The origin of os-
cillator realizations of higher spin superalgebras, used by Vasiliev in the cases d+1 = 4, 5
[23],[21] should become clear in this context as these dimensions d = 3, 4 are right those
the so called doubly-supersymmetric formulation of superparticle dynamics becomes pos-
sible, which uses essentially the twistor representation of dynamics [37]. On the other
hand, our definition does provide a wide class of superalgebras in any dimension, even
when there is no a simple twistor representation of a massless vector in d dimensions
and therefore starting from any boson spinor oscillators (as it is conventional in Vasiliev’s
approach) is not possible.
Considering particles with higher time derivatives may lead to other interesting theo-
ries. In particular, there are backgrounds when higher derivative particles describe mass-
less spinning particles with an arbitrary helicity [44], by analogy with the case of this paper
one expects that these backgrounds could be vacua of some consistent gauge theories with
infinite number of gauge fields.
One of the most intriguing developments of this paper would be constructing consistent
theories of higher spin massless fields, which at the linearized level have twice as many
fields as their conformal higher spin cousins provide. The additional fields form ”hyper
Weyl compensator” which does not influence dynamics of a single point particle. We
speculate that a proper source that is able to test/emit massless higher spin fields in
d dimensions is an extended object that in some cases exhibits itself as a tensionless
d − 2-brane. In the limit the brane shrinks to a point the hyper Weyl compensator
decouples and one recovers the geometry of the present paper ”point particle+conformal
higher spin fields”. On the other hand, this reasoning conforms with recent conjecture
on the ”anti-holographic limit” of the AdS/CFT , where it was argued higher spin fields
arise, in a tensionless limit, in the spectrum of IIB superstring on AdS5 × S5 with RR-
flux. Indeed, suppose our proposal about tensionless d − 2-brane is correct, it implies
natural coupling ”tensionless d − 2-brane/massless higher spin fields”. Next, suppose in
some situation tensionless brane collapses to a tensionless string, then there may survive
coupling ”tensionless string/massless higher spin fields”. Due to basic stringy principles,
massless higher spin fields should appear then in the spectrum of the firstly quantized
tensionless string that is in accord with the ”anti-holographic” conjecture [8],[9],[11].
Another way to draw a link to massless higher spin fields (which in fact motivated
the conjecture of the previous paragraph) is to consider conformal higher spin fields on
d-dimensional conformally flat space as boundary values of massless higher spin fields
in AdSd+1. Although low spin (s = 0, 1, 2) analogs of this phenomenon are in the core
of AdS/CFT , the higher spin ones are less elaborated. Namely, the results on ”anti-
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holographic” conjecture usually go along the way ”free massless conformal matter in
d-dimensions → infinite number of conserved currents in d→ emitting of massless higher
spin fields into the bulk of AdSd+1”[8],[9]. Perhaps results of our paper manifest it is
worth extending this line by one more item to ”free massless conformal matter in d-
dimensions → infinite number of conserved currents in d → emitting of conformal higher
spin fields into d-dimensional conformally flat space, with gauge-invariant action given
by the ”quantized volume” in the phase space of a particle → the latter fields arise as
boundary values for Dirichlet-like problem for massless higher spin fields on AdSd+1”. The
infinite number of conserved currents is provided, in our approach, by a free complex scalar
field in d dimensions, which in a certain (semiclassical) limit is shown to be interpreted
as a tensionless d − 1-brane in d + 1 dimensions, where the phase of the complex scalar
plays a role of the transverse position of the brane inside d + 1-bulk, while the modulus
of the field plays a role of a world volume density not related to the embedding of the
brane into the bulk.
Note that our results are in accord with recent reasoning by Tseytlin [11] who argued
that the action of free higher spin massless fields on AdS5 evaluated on solutions of
Dirichlet problem (with infra-red regulator ǫ restricting the limits of integration in AdS5)
should be equal to the quadratic approximation of the one-loop effective action A =
−1
2
TrLn Hˆ of the operator Hˆ = −2 + ϕs∂sPs in four dimensions, where ϕs is a set
of symmetric traceless tensors and Ps are transverse traceless projectors related to the
wave operators Ls of spin-s conformal higher spin theories by the rule Ls = 2
sPs. The
quadratic term of the action A is proportional to
∞∑
s=0
∫
d4x ϕsLs ln(ǫ
2
2)ϕs,
where ǫ is an ultra-violet regulator, and the logarithmically-divergent part of this expres-
sion is nothing but the sum of quadratic conformal higher spin theories. At the same
time, the construction of the present paper provides all-order generalization of the sum
of quadratic conformal higher spin actions. In our treatment, there are no tracelessness
constraints on the fluctuations of Hˆ , instead, one has hyper Weyl invariance that gauges
away the traces at the linearized level and leads to proper decoupling phenomena at non-
linear level. As we argued in Sec. (6.2), in even dimension the full nonlinear action of
conformal higher spin theory A[Hˆ] is nothing but the logarithmically divergent term of
the one-loop action −1
2
TrLn Hˆ, thus our statement matches with Tseytlin’s result. On
the other hand, recalling the AdS/CFT motivation of this treatment it is tempting to
make the conjecture that in even dimensions d > 2, the action of conformal higher spin
theory is the logarithmically divergent term of the action of higher spin massless fields in
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AdSd+1, evaluated on the solutions of Dirichlet-like problem As the action of higher spin
massless fields is known, for d > 2, only at cubic order in AdS4, AdS5 [3],[22],[23], the
conjecture, if correct, provides important new data on all-orders interaction of higher spin
massless fields.
Note that in even dimension our action equals (268), the time-independent term that
appear in the asymptotic expansion of the trace of the evolution operator of Hˆ, the lat-
ter term is a combination of Schwinger-Dewitt coefficients (267) typically encountered in
calculation of Weyl anomaly, whence close connection of our treatment to Weyl anomaly
considerations, either traditional [29] or ”holographic” [30]. Indeed, the logarithmically
divergent term of the AdS action is known to produce ”holographic” Weyl anomaly along
the lines of refs [30]. As in our model one has the higher spin extension of Weyl trans-
formations to hyper Weyl ones it is interesting to extend the results of [30] to the higher
spin case by using Weyl anomaly like considerations.
An important issue is the spontaneous breaking of higher spin gauge symmetries. We
have presented a natural candidate on the role of corresponding Higgs-like field, ”higher
spin compensator” that appear to be a prepotential of the symplectic 2-form in d + d-
dimensional phase space. Considering coupling of this structure to conformal higher spin
fields and to their ”source”, complex scalar field, one gets many new gauge-invariant
structures as compared to the case higher spin compensator is absent. For complex scalar
this would lead to the appearance of the self-interaction vertices and loss of conservation of
infinite number of Noether currents (except U(1) current and energy-momentum tensor)
[9]. For AdSd+1 image of this picture one would get spontaneous breaking of higher
spin gauge symmetries by some mass-like terms, rendering theory of higher spin massless
fields into a model with low spin massless fields (scalar, photon, graviton) and an extensive
collection of massive fields, the latter situation resembles string theory.
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A On perturbative expansion in gauge theories
Let A[H ] be a functional of a set of fields H invariant w.r.t. gauge transformations
δH = δgH(H), g being a set of gauge parameters. Suppose H = H¯ is a solution of the
equations of motion,
δA[H ]
δH
[H¯] = 0. (520)
The global symmetries are those gauge transformations preserving the vacuum H = H¯ .
Consider the perturbative expansion of the action A[H ] around this solution. Represent-
ing general background field H as
H = H¯ + h (521)
one expands the action in powers series in h schematically like
A[H¯ + h] = A[H¯] + 1
2!
∂2A
∂H∂H
[H¯] hh+ 1
3!
∂3A
∂H∂H∂H
[H¯] hhh+ ... =
= A0 +A2[h] +A3[h] + ...
(522)
The h-linear term cancels as H¯ is a solution of the equations of motion.
The following well-known propositions are used in the paper:
1. The quadratic action A2[h] is gauge invariant w.r.t. linearized, h-independent gauge
transformations given by the gauge variation of the “vacuum” H¯,
δgh = δgH¯. (523)
2. The equations of motions of the quadratic action are invariant w.r.t. all global symme-
tries. The global symmetries act on h linearly, as the differential of the full transformation
calculated at the vacuum point
δg˜h = (
∂δg˜H
∂H
[H¯ ])h (524)
3. The cubic action is invariant w.r.t. linearized gauge transformations (523) if h satisfies
the linearized equations of motions.
∂2A
∂H∂H
[H¯ ]h = 0⇒ δgA3[h] = 0 (525)
B Equations of motion.
Here we undertake the analysis of the equations of motion of our theory in the formal
operator approach. The variation of the action (197) is found easily as the order of product
factors H and δH is inessential:
δAF [H ] = Tr(F ′(H∗) ∗ δH) = Tr(F ′(H∗)δH) (526)
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where it is used that for the Weyl ∗-product Tr(A ∗B) = Tr(AB). Equations of motion
take the form
δAF [H¯]
δH
= F ′(H∗) = 0. (527)
These equations are written in terms of a single function F ′(H∗) and encode the full
nonlinear dynamics of the infinite collection of symmetric traceless tensor fields.
The equations, corresponding to variation of (197) w.r.t. particular space-time field
hm1...mi(x) are obtained from (527) as follows
δAF [H]
δHm1...mi (x)
=
∫
ddp δAF [H]
δH
δH
δHm1...mi (x)
=
∫
ddp δA[H]
δH
pm1 ...pmi(x) =
∫
ddp F ′(H∗)(x, p) pm1...mi = 0.
(528)
These are the equations which could have been obtained if one first evaluates the space-
time action by integrating over momenta in 197 and then varies it w.r.t. Hm1...mi(x).
For general F these equations are inevitably highly nonlinear and perhaps nonlocal, as
general function F ′(H∗) has a form of an infinite semiclassical expansion (207) with h¯
counting the total number of x-derivatives. Definitely, finding solutions to the equations
written in this form is a hard task. Nevertheless, it appears that in the formal operator
approach the equations of motion of the action (526) have a transparent interpretation.
The equation for symbols (527) may be rewritten as operator equation
F ′(Hˆ) = 0, (529)
where F is a function of operator Hˆ . In terms of the full set of eigenvalues Hi and
eigenspaces |Hi > for Hˆ,
Hˆ|Hi >= Hi|Hi >, (530)
the equation (529) becomes equivalent to the condition
F ′(Hi) = 0 ∀i (531)
Thus in the formal operator approach, an operator Hˆ is a solution of the classical equations
of motion for the action A = TrF (Hˆ) if the spectrum of Hˆ is a subset of the set of zeroes of
the function F ′(σ). In other words, the function F ′(σ) is an annulator of the Hamiltonian
Hˆ .
Therefore, if F ′(σ) has only discrete set of zeros, then the spectrum {Hi} should be
discrete either. The operators Hˆ which have a nontrivial continuous spectrum can be a
solution of equations of motion only if F ′(σ) is zero in a continuous subset of R.
Consider a simple example. Let H be the Hamiltonian of d-dimensional Euclidean
harmonic oscillator:
H =
1
2
(pˆ2 + α2xˆ2)− h¯αd/2 (532)
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Note that H ∈ C in the sense of section (5.4). It is well known that it has the following
discrete spectrum in L2(Rd):
H = h¯α n , n = 0, 1, 2, ... (533)
It is easy to construct an annulator function. For example one may take (h¯′ = αh¯)
F ′(z) =
e−
2Cz
h¯
′
Γ(−2Cz
h¯
′
)
=
∞∏
k=1
(
1− 2z
h¯′k
)
e
2z
h¯′k , (534)
where the infinite-product representation for 1/Γ(z)-function is used:
1
Γ(z)
= e−Czz
∞∏
k=1
(
1 +
z
k
)
e−
z
k (535)
for C being the Euler constant.
Therefore, one concludes that the Hamiltonian of harmonic oscillator corresponding to
the background of flat Euclidean metric and certain x-dependent dilaton field is a solution
of full nonlinear equations of motion determined by the function (534). Note that this
simple example may be considered as a regularization of flat space Hamiltonian (α = 0)
which is not easy to work out along the lines of formal operator approach since it has the
continuous spectrum.
Now let us take F (σ) = θ(σ). The equations of motion read
δ(Hˆ) = 0. (536)
δ(σ)-function may be considered as a limit of an ordinary function which tends to zero
everywhere except σ = 0, and to infinity, when σ = 0. Thus, the only sensible interpreta-
tion of the last equation is that Hˆ should not have zero eigenvalues in L2. Note that the
main case of this paper, the flat vacuum
H = −p2 (537)
conforms with this interpretation, as this operator is known to have no normalizable zero
modes. Thus we conjecture that a symbol H(x, p) of an operator Hˆ is a solution of the
equations of motion governed by the ”quantized volume” action, if Hˆ has no normalizable
zero modes in L2(Rd). We stress however that as far as it concerns the actual dynamics of
conformal higher spin fields, this interpretation, obtained in the formal operator approach,
is fragile and should be used only as a motivation for more explicit study.
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C Gauge transformations for traceless tensors.
Here we rewrite gauge transformations (69)
δh(x, p) = −2a(x, p)(p2 + µ2)− 2pmηmn∂nǫ(x, p) (538)
in terms of a-invariant traceless tensors.
We need some simple tools to handle traces of tensor coefficients of arbitrary functions.
Let us note that, given any function
F (x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
Fm(k)(x)pm1 ...pmk ,
one can unambiguously represent it in the form
F (x, p) =
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
k=0
F
m(k)
(l) (p
2)lpm1 ...pmk , (539)
where F
m(k)
(l) are traceless, F(l)n
nm(k−2) = 0. This is easily done by decomposing each Fm(k)
to its traceless part and the traces Fm(k) = F
m(k)
(0) +η
m(2)F
m(k−2)
(1) +η
m(2) ηm(2)F
m(k−4)
(2) + ...,
then summing up the power series by momenta and noting that the trace parts give the
powers of p2. The decomposition (539) is then rewritten as
F (x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
Fm(k)(p2)pm1 ...pmk , (540)
where Fm(k)(p2) =
∞∑
l=0
F
m(k)
(l) (p
2)l. Decomposing the power series Fm(k)(σ) at the point
σ = −µ2 one gets
F (x, p) =
∞∑
k=0
F
m(k)
[−µ2](p
2 + µ2)pm1 ...pmk =
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
k=0
(p2 + µ2)lF
m(k)
[−µ2](l)pm1 ...pmk =
∞∑
l=0
(p2 + µ2)lF[−µ2](l),
(541)
where the power series F[−µ2](l) contain only traceless coefficients. Given µ2, we will say
that the F[−µ2](0) term is the traceless part of the function F (x, p) and the first, second
and further traces of F are represented by (p2 + µ2)lF[−µ2](l) with l = 1, 2, ... forming
altogether the traceful part of F . The function is traceless if it is equal to its traceless
part. In this sense each coefficient F[−m2](l) is a traceless function.
Now represent all the entries of the gauge transformation laws (538) in the form (541)
to get
δ
∞∑
l=0
(p2 + µ2)l h[−µ2] (l) =
∞∑
l=0
{
−2(p2 + µ2)l+1a[−µ2] (l) − 2(p2 + µ2)lpm∂mǫ[−µ2] (l)
}
(542)
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wherefrom it is seen that all the traces of h may be gauged away by a-transformations.
In fact, the very destination of a is to gauge away the traces of h. It is worth noting that
the traceful part of ǫ is already contained in a as the gauge transformations (542) do not
change if one redefines ǫ, a according to
δǫ = (p2 + µ2)ν , δa = −pm∂mν. (543)
Therefore without loosing generality one may set ǫ traceless
ǫ = ǫ[−µ2]0 ≡ −2ε = −2
∞∑
k=0
εm(k)pm1 ...pmk ; εn
nm(k−2) = 0. (544)
For any action A[h] invariant w.r.t. gauge transformations (538), h should enter A[h] in
a- and c-invariant combinations only as far as a transformations are purely algebraic. It
is easy to see that the only a-invariant is the traceless function
ϕ = h[−µ2](0). (545)
It is easy to derive the ε transformation laws for the coefficients of ϕ which read
δϕm(s) = (Traceless part of ∂mεm(s−1))− µ2 s+ 1
2s+ d
∂nε
nm(s). (546)
For µ2 = 0, these are the gauge transformations of conformal higher spin theories, which
are seen to decay into independent subsystems described in terms of rank-s traceless
tensor and rank-(s − 1) traceless parameter. For µ2 6= 0, as it is proved in the main
text, for each spin s there arises a deformation which appears to be related to its µ = 0
counterpart by undressing and reconstruction maps studied in Sec. (3.2), (3.3).
D Generating functions for integration over d-ball
and d− 1-sphere
Given the Euclidean metric gmn = δmn in a d-dimensional space parameterized by pm,
one defines the ”constraint surface” as a d− 1-sphere
p2 ≡ gmnpmpn = µ2, µ ∈ R (547)
The integrals to be calculated are
I(k)m1...ms(x) =
∫
ddp θ(k)(µ2 − p2)pm1 ...pms , (548)
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where θ(k) is the k-th derivative of the ”step” θ-function θ(σ) :
θ(σ) = 0 , σ < 0
θ(σ) = 1
2
, σ = 0
θ(σ) = 1 , σ > 0.
(549)
In fact only even-s integrals are to be calculated, because odd-s integrals equal zero.
The first derivative of θ-function is δ-function, etc.,
∂kσθ(σ) = δ
(k−1)(σ) (550)
Therefore, all the integrals (548) are well-defined: for k = 0 the actual integration goes
over the d-ball inside the constraint surface, while for k > 0 the integrals are localized on
the constraint surface being the d− 1-sphere. The simplest case is
I(0) =
∫
ddp θ(µ2 − p2) = vdµd, (551)
where
vd =
π
d
2
Γ(d
2
+ 1)
(552)
is the volume of a unit ball in d dimensions.
Due to (550), the integrals for different k are related by differentiation by µ2:
I(k)m1...ms = (
∂
∂µ2
)kI(0)m1...ms. (553)
The collection of all the integrals (548) is described by the generating functions
G
(k)
d (l) =
∞∑
s=0
is
s!
I(0)m1...ms(x)l
m1 ...lms =
∫
ddp θ(k)(µ2 − p2)eipmlm, (554)
which depend on the auxiliary vector variable lm. Likewise I(k)m1...ms the generating func-
tions G
(k)
d (l) are related by differentiation by µ
2,
G
(k)
d (l) = (
∂
∂µ2
)kG
(0)
d (l), (555)
so all generating functions may be obtained from any one either by differentiation or by
integration. It is convenient to calculate G
(1)
d (l),
G
(1)
d (l) =
∫
ddp δ(µ2 − p2)eipmlm, (556)
which satisfies differential equation
gmn
∂
∂ln
∂
∂lm
G
(1)
d (l) = −µ2G(1)d (l), (557)
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as δ(µ2 − p2)(µ2 − p2) = 0. The integrals exhibit so(d) invariance. Hence the result of
integration should depend only on l2 = lnln, the generating function depends on lm only
via single variable l =
√
l2. Then the equation (557) reads
l1−d ∂l ld−1 ∂l G
(1)
d (l) = −µ2G(1)d (l). (558)
The substitution
G
(1)
d (l) = l
1− d
2 f(µl) (559)
turns this equation into the Bessel’s equation,
(σ2∂2σ + σ∂σ + σ
2 − (d
2
− 1)2)f(σ) = 0. (560)
The solution should be regular at σ = 0 as
G
(1)
d (0) = (
∂
∂µ2
)
∫
ddp θ(µ2 − p2) = vdd
2
µd−2. (561)
Among the solutions with integer or half-integer indices, only the Bessel’s function of the
first kind are regular at the origin, therefore the correct solution for (560) is
f(σ) = κJ d
2
−1(σ), (562)
where κ is a µ-dependent constant, J d
2
−1(σ) is the Bessel’s function of the first kind, of
index d
2
− 1, see App. (E). Matching the behavior of J d
2
−1(σ) at the origin with the
”boundary condition” (561) one gets the final result
G
(1)
d (l) = 2
d
2
−1π
d
2µ
d
2
−1l1−
d
2J d
2
−1(µl) (563)
This formula contains only even powers of l as it should. G
(k)
d ’s can be easily obtained by
making use of the identities (567).
G
(k)
d (l) = 2
d
2
−kπ
d
2µ
d
2
−kl−
d
2
+kJ d
2
−k(µl) (564)
Rewriting the generating functions as power series in lm provides all the integrals (548)
as tensor powers of the metric δmn multiplied by certain µ-monomials.
E Bessel’s functions
Here we collect the properties of Bessel’s functions of the first kind [52] used in the main
text. Bessel’s function of the complex variable z ∈ C, of the first kind, of index p ∈ C is
Jν(z) = (
z
2
)ν
∞∑
k=0
(−)k
k!Γ(ν + 1 + κ)
(
z
2
)2k. (565)
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The series (565) converges for any finite z and ν. It satisfies the differential equation
(z2∂2z + z∂z + z
2 − ν2)Jν(z) = 0. (566)
The useful identities used in the main text are
zU ′′ν (z) + (1 + 2ν)U
′
ν(z) + zUν(z) = 0, Uν(z) ≡ z−νJν(z). (567)
∂z(z
νJν(z)) = z
νJν−1(z). (568)
∂z(z
−νJν(z)) = −z−νJν+1(z). (569)
pi
2∫
0
dθJp−q(r1 cos θ)Jq−1(r2 sin θ)(cos θ)p−q+1(sin θ)q = r
p−q
1 r
q−1
2 (r
2
1 + r
2
2)
− p
2Jp(
√
r21 + r
2
2)
p, q = 0, 1
2
, 1, 3
2
, 2, ...
(570)
r−
n−2
2 Jn−2
2
(r) = 2
n−2
2 Γ(n
2
− 1) ∞∑
k=0
(−)k(k + n
2
− 1)r
n−2
2
1 r
n−2
2
2 Jn−2
2
(r1)Jn−2
2
(r2)C
n−2
2
k (cosϕ)
r2 = r21 + r
2
2 + 2r1r2 cosϕ
(571)
where n− 2 = 0, 1, 2, ... and Cpm(t) are Gegenbauer polynomials
Cpm(t) = 2
mΓ(p+m)
m!Γ(p)
[
tm − m(m−1
22(p+m−1) t
m−2 + m(m−1)(m−2)(m−3)
24×1×2(p+m−1)(p+m−2) t
m−4 + ...
]
. (572)
J− 1
2
(z) =
√
2
πz
cos z (573)
Γ(
n− 2
2
)
∞∑
m=0
im(m+
n− 2
2
)
Jm+n−2
2
(t)
( t
2
)
n−2
2
C
n−2
2
m (x) = eitx. (574)
F Tensor fields of Weyl invariant dilaton gravity
The transformation laws (248) mix dilaton with metric and therefore the dilaton D(x)
is not a conventional scalar field D′(x) which should transform under the Weyl dilations
and x-diffeomorphisms as follows
δD′(x) = (−ξm∂m + 2α)D′(x) (575)
As a consequence, the “quantized volume” action (245) being expressed in terms of the
original fields which include dilaton D, though being by construction reparametrization
and Weyl-invariant, does not have the conventional form of gravity + matter systems.
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However, there exists the redefinition (250) after which the action takes the conventional
form. Here we prove the last statement.
Consider the “quantized volume” action (231) in the quadratic ansatz case (234). It
is expanded in semiclassical power series (232), written schematically as
A[H ] = A0[H ] + h¯2A2[H ] + o(h¯4) (576)
By the very construction, it is invariant w.r.t. similarity transformations (247) which are
expanded in power series in h¯,
δH2(x, p) = δ0H2 + h¯
2δ2H2 (577)
Comparing two last formulae one finds
δ0A0 = 0
δ0A2 + δ2A0 = 0,
(578)
where δ0, δ2 demote the variation of the action due to δ0, δ2 variations in (577). The
first row is just a classical invariance of the cosmological term. The second row is
more interesting. It tells us that the classical, δ0, variation of A2 is not a bound-
ary term. This is because A2 contains the “bad term” which does not transform like
“
√
g × (scalar of correct Weyl weight)” w.r.t. diffeomorphisms ξm(x) and Weyl dilations
α(x).
Let us consider for the moment the diffeomorphisms only. Then the dilaton’s kinetic
term ∼ h¯2 ∫ ddx√gD d2−3gmnD,mD,n is invariant, up to higher degrees in h¯2. Therefore,
the only contribution to δ0A2 comes from the Y -term which reads
vd
∫
ddx
√
g
{
− h¯2d
8
D
d
2
−1Y,
}
(579)
(vd is the volume of a unit ball) where Y is an expression built entirely in terms of the met-
ric and its derivatives (246). Let us write down the variation of Y w.r.t. diffeomorphisms
as
δ0Y = −ξm∂mY + δ˜Y, (580)
such that δ˜Y measures “non-scalarity” of Y . Then the only contribution to δ0A2 comes
from δ˜Y .
Despite of the non-invariance of A2 w.r.t. classical gauge transformations δ0 the full
action (576) is invariant, that is reflected by the second row of (578). This means that
the non-invariant, due to δ˜Y , term in the classical variation of A2 is compensated by
the contribution coming from the δ2-variation of the classical term A0. In fact, the only
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δ2 variations are due to h¯
2-terms in the variation of D(x) in (248). They cancel the δ0-
variation of A2 , i.e. they cancel (up to a boundary term) the variation of (579) due-to
non-scalarity of the δ0Y . Writing the second row of (578) explicitly one gets
0 =
∫
ddx
√
g
{
d
2
D
d
2
−1δ2D − d8D
d
2
−1δ0Y
}
+ boundary terms =
=
∫
ddx
√
g d
2
D
d
2
−1
{
δ2D − 14 δ˜Y
}
+ boundary terms
(581)
The expression in braces in the second row does not depend on D(x), therefore it is
identically zero,
0 = δ2D − 1
4
δ˜Y. (582)
This is the result we need. It tells us that the δ2 variation of the dilaton w.r.t. diffeomor-
phisms may be cancelled by the δ˜ variation of Y . But as Y depends on metric and its
derivatives only while for metric the full variation consists of δ0 term, it appears that one
can construct the modified scalar D˜(x) which transforms as a conventional scalar field
w.r.t. diffeomorphisms,
D˜(x) = D(x)− h¯
2
4
Y, (583)
δD˜(x) = −ξm∂mD˜(x). (584)
Indeed, the δ2 variation of D(x) is cancelled by the δ˜ variation of Y .
Next, by direct calculations one gets the transformations properties w.r.t. Weyl dila-
tions,
δgmn = 2αgmn, δD = 2αD + h¯
2
2
gmnα,mn,
δY = 2
3
(d− 1)gmnα,mn + 23(d− 4)α,n( 1√g∂m
√
ggmn),
δR = 2(d− 1)gmnα,mn + 2(d− 1)α,n( 1√g∂m
√
ggmn)
δD − h¯2
4
(Y + κR) = 2α(D − h¯2
4
(Y + κR))+
+ h¯
2
2
gmnα,mn(1− 13(d− 1)− κ(d− 1)) + ( 1√g∂m
√
ggmn)(−1
4
)(2
3
(d− 4) + 2κ(d− 1)),
(585)
for R being the scalar curvature and κ is an arbitrary, wherefrom it follows that if one
takes
κ =
4− d
3(d− 1) (586)
then the modified scalar
D′ = D − h¯
2
4
(Y − d− 4
3(d− 1)R) (587)
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transforms as it is required in (249).
G Free massless scalar and conformal group.
It is useful to describe free massless scalar, satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation
2ψ(x)(xm) = 0, m = 0, 1, ...d− 1, xm ∈ Rd−q,q (588)
by lifting this system to d+2 dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space with signature d− q+
1, q + 1 parameterized by coordinates Y A ∈ Rd−q+1,q+1, A = 0, ...d + 1. The original
d-dimensional space is realized as a factor space of the light cone
Y 2 ≡ Y AYA = 0 (589)
by the equivalence relation
Y A ∼ λY A, λ ∈ R+, (590)
The so(d− q + 1, q + 1) generators are
MAB = −ih¯(YA∂B − YB∂A). (591)
Let U be an open domain in Rd−q+1,q+1 which includes the light cone. Consider the space
of equivalence classes Qk of scalar fields on U of the form
Ψ(Y ) ∼ Ψ(Y ) + Y 2c(Y ),
Y ∂Y Ψ(Y ) = kdΨ(Y ), Y ∂Y c(Y ) = (kd − 2)c(Y )
(592)
where φ and c are regular in U . Clearly, the space of equivalence classes (592) is isomorphic
to the space of scalar densities onMd−q,q of a definite conformal weight. After representing
Y A, Y 2 = 0 as Y A = vY A(x), where x are invariants of dilations (590), the canonical
projection to the space of scalar densities is given by the formula
ψ(x) = Ψ(Y )|v=1. (593)
Consider the equation
∂2YΨ(Y ) = 0. (594)
Due to the identity
∂2Y Y
2c(Y ) = (4Y ∂Y + 2(d+ 2) + Y
2∂2Y )c(Y ), (595)
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the equation (594) is well-defined on the in the space of equivalence classes Qk if
kd =
2− d
2
, (596)
what we suppose henceforth. Therefore, the equation (594) may be expressed in terms
of the scalar density ψ(x). It easy to get that it is exactly the massless Klein-Gordon
equation (588). Thus, one has the conformally covariant description of the free massless
field in d dimensions in terms of d + 2 dimensional space of equivalence classes Q 2−d
2
.
In this realization it is easy to derive the identity the generators of the conformal group
satisfy,
MABM
B
C +MCBM
B
A = h¯
2 (ηAC(d− 2) + YAYC∂2Y + Y 2∂A∂C)⇒
(MABM
B
C +MCBM
B
A)Ψ(Y ) ∼ h¯2ηAC(d− 2)Ψ(Y )⇒
(MABM
B
C +MCBM
B
A)ψ(x) = h¯
2ηAC(d− 2)ψ(x)⇒ NABψ(x) = 0
(597)
H Coordinate representation of an operator with a
given Weyl symbol
According to the textbook formulae [51], given the operator fˆ with the Weyl symbol
f(x, p), its action on the wave function u(x) is represented by the integral formula
(fˆu)(x) = (2πh¯)−d
∫
ddyddp e
i
h¯
(x−y)pf(
x+ y
2
)u(y). (598)
Let f(x, p) be a power series in momenta,
f(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
fm(s)(x)pm1 ...pms . (599)
Let us find its action on u(x). Introducing the variable q = x − y and using integral
representation for the δ-function and its derivatives, one represents the expression (598)
in the form
(fˆu)(x) =
∞∑
s=0
(ih¯)s ∂
∂qm1
... ∂
∂qms
[fm(s)(x− q
2
)u(x− q)]|q=0 =
∞∑
s=0
s∑
k=0
(−ih¯)sCks (12)kfm(k)m(s−k),m(k) (x)u,m(s−k)(x),
(600)
where Cks =
s!
k!(s−k)! are binomial coefficients.
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I Weyl spinor formalism in six dimensions
This appendix is taken from the paper [46]. Notation is as follows: capital Latin letters
are used for Minkowski space indices and small Latin letters for spinor ones. The metric is
chosen in the form: ηAB = diag(−,+, ...,+). The Clifford algebra of 8× 8 Dirac matrices
ΓA reads: {ΓA,ΓB} = −2ηAB. The suitable representation for ΓA is
ΓA =
 0 (σA)a .a
(σ˜A)
.
aa 0
 , σA = {1, γ0, iγ1, iγ2, iγ3, γ5}
σ˜A = {1,−γ0,−iγ1,−iγ2,−iγ3,−γ5}
(601)
where γi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 are the ordinary Dirac matrices in four dimensions. The charge
conjugation matrix is defined as
C = Γ2Γ4 =
 I 0
0 I˜
 , I = I˜ =

0 1
−1 0 | 0
−−− | − − −
0 | 0 1−1 0

(602)
The spinor representation of SO(5, 1) on Dirac spinors Ψ =
 λa
π
.
b
 is generated by
ΣAB = −14 [ΓA,ΓB] =
 (σAB)ab 0
0 (σ˜AB)
.
a .
b
 =
=
 −14 (σAa .aσ˜B .ab − σBa .aσ˜A .ab) 0
0 −1
4
(
σ˜A
.
abσBb
.
b
− σ˜B
.
abσAb
.
b
)

(603)
The representation is decomposed into two irreducible ones corresponding to the left- and
right-handed Weyl spinors. It turns out that the representation (603) and its complex
conjugated are equivalent: (σ∗AB) .a
.
b = I .a
a(σAB)a
bIb
.
b, (σ˜∗AB)
a
b = I˜
a .
a(σ˜AB)
,
a .
b
I˜
.
b
b. So, one
can convert the dotted spinor indices into undotted ones
λa = Ia
.
a
∗
λ .a , π
a = I˜a .a
∗
π
.
a
While the gradient and contragredient representations are inequivalent because of ab-
sence of an object raising and/or lowering spinor indices as distinguished from the four-
dimensional case. It is convenient to turn from the matrices (σA)a .a, (σ˜A)
.
aa to (σA)ab =
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(σA)a .aI˜
.
a
b, (σ˜A)
ab = I˜a .a(σ˜A)
.
aa. They possess a number of relations
(σA)ab = −(σA)ba (σ˜A)ab = −(σ˜A)ba
(σA)ab(σ
A)cd = −2ǫabcd (σ˜A)ab(σ˜A)cd = −2ǫabcd
(σA)ab = −12ǫabcd(σ˜A)cd (σ˜A)ab = −12ǫabcd(σA)cd
(σA)ab(σ˜
A)cd = 2
(
δa
cδb
d − δadδbc
)
, (σA)ab(σ˜B)
ba = −4ηAB
(σA)ab(σ˜B)
bc + (σB)ab(σ˜A)
bc = −2ηABδac
(σ˜A)
ab(σB)bc + (σ˜B)
ab(σA)bc = −2ηABδac
(604)
Here we introduced two invariant tensors ǫabcd and ǫ
abcd, totally antisymmetric in indices
and ǫ1234 = ǫ
1234 = 1. With the aid of introduced objects one may convert the vector
indices into antisymmetric pairs of spinor ones. E.g. for a given vector pA
pA → pab = pA(σA)ab , pab = pA(σ˜A)ab , pA = −1
4
pab(σ˜A)
ba = −1
4
pab(σA)ba (605)
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